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ABSTRACT
A Monte Carlo simulation model of an exploited age-structured fish population was 
constructed, to evaluate the effects of sampling and ageing the catch on estimates of 
population parameters from catch-age analysis with auxiliary information and resultant 
estimates of sustained yield. A factorial experimental design was used where input 
parameters were varied among: small (100), medium (300) and large (900) catch sample 
sizes; high and low levels of ageing precision; and a range of ageing biases. Ageing bias 
and precision had dramatic effects on estimated sustained yield: positive ageing bias and 
ageing imprecision generally caused under-estimation of sustained yield, while negative 
ageing bias caused over-estimation of sustained yield. The multiple reader/reading 
ageing scenarios designed to mitigate ageing error were able to reduce the affects of 
ageing imprecision, but were unable to alleviate the problems associated with ageing bias. 
The simulation model can be modified for a variety of recreational fish populations; a 
diskette and user manual are available.
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INTRODUCTION
Fisheries management should be rooted in .sound knowledge of all factors contributing to 
the dynamics of the exploited fish population (Summerfelt 1986), These factors include, 
but are not limited to, understanding the basic life history of the species, exploitation 
patterns of the prosecuting fisheries, and environmental factors which influence the 
abundance and distribution, of the species. Once these basic biological parameters have 
been uncovered, various mathematical constructs to model population dynamics exist 
which can be used by fisheries researchers and managers to define patterns and levels of 
exploitation to achieve management objectives.
One model of particular utility in estimating sustained yield was proposed by Quinn and
Szarzi (1993). Quinn and Szarzi’s model (QS) assumes a constant fishing mortality rate 
harvest policy and relies on the results of catch-age analysis with auxiliary information
(Deriso et al. 1985, 1989) to generate estimates of sustained fishing mortality and 
subsequent estimates of sustained yield in either a Leslie matrix (Getz and Haight 1989) 
or a per-recruit (Sissenwine and Shepard 1987, Fletcher 1987) estimation format.
The concept of fisheries management to achieve sustained yield is widely accepted but 
rarely explicitly defined. Various management objectives can result in a sustained yield 
policy but have different implications with regard to the productivity of the stock, the 
expected age composition of the catch, or many other population parameters. This study 
addressed two of the many management objectives which result in sustained yield. They
1
are: (1) the sustained yield (SYst) that results from applying a constant fishing mortality 
rate (FST) that tends to force the population to a steady long term equilibrium abundance 
and age composition, and (2) the sustained yield (SYm+) that results from applying a 
constant fishing mortality rate (Fm+) to maximize the catch of fully mature fish.
These management objectives stem from somewhat nebulous goals sometimes defined 
for sport fisheries. For instance, if “Catchaiot Creek” were to be managed for the goal of
“maintaining size and age composition of rainbow trout”, then having the specific 
objective of applying the constant fishing mortality rate FST would be a way of achieving 
the goal. Similarly, if the goal were to “manage Catchaiot Creek as a trophy rainbow 
trout fishery” then applying Fm+ would achieve the goal. Although well meaning, these 
types of nebulous goals require translation into a set of specific procedures and objectives 
that are both quantifiable and defensible. The QS model provides a structure to estimate 
the level of fishing mortality and resultant sustained yield associated with a specific 
management objective.
Catch-age analysis with auxiliary information (CAGEAN) is a cornerstone to the QS 
model. CAGEAN belongs to a class of models generally known as age-structured stock 
assessment models (ASA; Megrey 1989), Though part of a long history of development 
beginning with fundamental contributions by Baranov (1918) and Derzhavin (1922), 
present day state-of-the-art models were contributed by Deriso et al. (1985, 1989; 
CAGEAN) and Methot (1989; stock synthesis model). Each of these models was in turn
based on earlier work by Doubleday (1976) in the case of CAGEAN, and Fournier and 
Archibald (1982) in the case of the stock synthesis m odel These models are 
fundamentally different in the assumed error structure around the catch-at-age data and 
the procedure used to estimate model parameters. CAGEAN assumes lognormally 
distributed error around the catch-at-age data and uses a non-linear least squares 
procedure for parameter estimation. Stock synthesis assumes a multinomial error 
structure around the catch-at-age data and uses a multinomial maximum likelihood 
procedure for parameter estimation.
Like many complex age-structured analyses, the QS model relies on catch-at-age data 
which are subject to introduced error from sampling and age determination (ageing error). 
Ageing error occurs when a reader responsible for estimating the age of a structure 
assigns an age, called an age reading, that is different from the true age. Ageing error can 
occur as a result of ageing imprecision, defined as the variability among multiple readings 
of a single structure, as a result of ageing bias, defined as the difference between the 
expected value of the observed age and the true age, or as a result of a combination of 
imprecision and bias (Kimura and Lyons 1991).
Notable studies by Beamish and Fournier (1981) and Chang (1982) have addressed the 
concept of ageing precision by developing indices of precision (or imprecision) such as 
the average percent agreement or the coefficient of variation. These indices can be 
applied to multiple readings by a single reader or single readings by multiple readers
resulting in measures of within- or between-reader precision, respectively, Within-reader 
precision is sometimes used as a measure of an individual’s skill as a reader, while 
between-reader precision is sometimes used to characterize the inherent “ageability” of a 
species or the applicability of ageing criteria (Kimura and Lyons 199J), Hoenig et al. 
(1994) also propose a procedure for testing the precision of multiple age assignments 
which contains the additional property of testing for bias between readers or ageing 
methods. This is accomplished through the use of a test of symmetry whereby systematic 
differences between multiple readings can be detected.
Measuring ageing bias or accuracy is significantly more difficult than measuring 
precision in that the true age of a structure must be known through some type of 
validation. Beamish and McFarlane (1983) surveyed the literature and found that of 500 
studies published between 1907 and 1980, only 65% even mention validation and that 
only 3% successfully validated the ageing technique.
The effects of sample size and ageing error on model estimates have been investigated by 
various researchers in both ASA type models and in yield-per-recruit or biomass based 
models. However, the effect of sample size and ageing error has not been examined as 
related to sustained yield estimates from a combined ASA type model and Leslie matrix 
or yield-per-recruit model like the QS model. The intent of this paper is to investigate the 
performance of the QS model given various sample sizes and types of ageing error.
1,1 Project Objective and Tasks
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Objective
The primary objective of this study was to:
Evaluate the bias and variability in estimates of projected abundance, sustained 
fishing mortality, and resultant sustained yield from, the QS model as a function of 
sample size and ageing error under two management objectives: (1) SYsr, and (2) 
SYm+.
Tasks
To achieve the objective defined above, the following tasks were accomplished:
(1) The development of computer software (program AGEERR) designed to evaluate 
the effect of sample size and ageing error on estimates of sustained yield of an 
exploited age structured fish population using the sustained yield estimation 
method of Quinn and Szarzi (1993).
(2) Use program AGEERR to evaluate the effects of ageing error and sample size 
when estimating the sustained yield of the main stem Gulkana River Arctic 
grayling (Thymallus arcticus) population studied extensively by Bosch (1995).
6M ETHODS
A FORTRAN computer program, was constructed to model an exploited age-structured 
fish population and evaluate the effect of the processes of sampling and ageing the catch 
on estimates of population parameters from catch-age analysis and resultant estimates of 
sustained yield. The program (AGEERR) contains four procedures: (1) generation of an 
exploited age-structured fish population with associated true catch- and abundance-at- 
age; (2) construction of observed catch-at-age data by incorporating measurement error 
due to sampling, ageing error, and variability in the total catch; (3) estimation of 
population parameters through catch-age analysis with auxiliary information based on 
observed catch-at-age and auxiliary observed survey data; and (4) estimation of sustained 
yield using the population parameter estimates from catch-age analysis with auxiliary 
information. Descriptions of the formulations of each of the procedures as well as the 
methods used to conduct the case study using Gulkana River grayling are presented in the 
following sections. Appendices A, B, and C contain a users manual for program
2.1 Generation o f the True Population
In order to simulate the population under investigation, a time series of true catch- and 
abundance-at-age was generated using the typical recursion and Baranov catch equations 
(Baranov 1918). The relevant formulae are given as:
AGEERR.
( 1)
(2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6 )
where N a t is the true abundance of age a fish in year I, Ztt! is the total instantaneous 
mortality rate, A+ is an aggregate plus age group, CaJ is the true catch, f i aJ is the true 
exploitation rate, M  is the true natural mortality rate, Fu t is the true fishing mortality rate, 
sa is the true gear selectivity coefficient, and f t is the true full recruitment fishing 
mortality (Deriso et al. 1985, 1989). Equation 2 is a generalization of equation 1 
appropriate when an aggregate age class (A+) is used. The common assumption of 
separable fishing mortality (Doubleclay 1976, Deriso et al. 1985, Fournier and Archibald 
1982, Pope 1977, Pope and Shepherd 1982) is implicit in equation 6.
Observed catch-at-age was calculated as the product of the observed catch-age proportion 
and the observed total catch as:
where C ', is the observed catch of age a fish during year t, C ' is the observed total catch, 
and 8 '<t is the observed catch-age proportion.
2.2 Observed Cateh-at-Age Data
(7)
Variability was included in both the observed total catch and the observed catch-age 
composition. To mimic the uncertainty in the estimates of total catch, it was assumed
that the observed total catch followed a normal distribution with expected value equal to 
the true total catch anti a constant coefficient of variation (cvc):
where C, is the true total catch in year t, <Ja ,}2 is the variance of the observed total
catch, and cvc is the constant coefficient of variation of the observed catch. This 
formulation allows one to specify the precision of the observed catch by simply an 
assumed constant coefficient of variation.
The observed age composition of the catch was generated by sampling and ageing the 
true catch and incorporating error in the ageing process. Catch sampling was conducted 
randomly without replacement such that the probability of selecting a fish of a particular 
age was equal to the true proportion of that age remaining in the catch.
Modeling Ageing Error
A common technique in ageing labs is to assign an age to a structure (e.g. scales, otoliths, 
fin rays) based on the central tendency of multiple readings of a single structure (Chilton 
and Stocker 1.987, Pikitich and Demory 1988, Booth et al. 1995). This is performed to 
reduce ageing error by improving ageing precision. Another common technique is to 
define an aggregate “plus” group when it is apparent that ageing error reaches 
unacceptable levels above some true age. This amounts to assigning an age of A+ when a 
structure is of observed age A or older.
(8 )
(9)
In developing the ageing error portion of the simulation, it was recognized after 
consideration of current literature and ageing techniques that the model should contain 
the following four attributes: (1) the use of multiple readers with different abilities with 
regard to ageing precision and bias; (2) the ability to allow specification of the magnitude 
of ageing precision and bias; (3) the ability to allow comparisons of multiple readings to 
determine observed age; and (4) the ability to allow for the incorporation of a plus group.
Modeling Reader Types
The simulation uses multiple reader types to generate multiple distributions of ageing 
error and to allow comparisons among readers of differing abilities. Reader 0 (RO) is a 
perfect reader without ageing error of any kind. Reader 1 (R l) is characterized as the 
ideal “real life” reader being both accurate (no bias) and precise (low variability). Reader 
2 (R2) is accurate but with greater imprecision than reader R l. Reader 3 (R3) is 
inaccurate but precise. Reader 4 (R4) is inaccurate and imprecise. Readers Rl and R3 
have identical constant and low imprecision. Readers R2 and R4 have identical variable 
imprecision as a function of true age which is defined to always be greater than or equal 
to the constant imprecision of readers Rl and R3. Statistical characterizations of each 
reader are given below:
RO a - b  
R l a ~ N(b, G)
R2 a -  M b, <Kb)\ o(b) > a  
R3 a ~ N(h+c„ a)
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R4 <2 ~ N(b+c, a{b)) ,
where a is the observed age, h is the true age, c is the systematic bias of the inaccurate 
reader, <y is a constant standard deviation, and cXb) is standard deviation as a function of 
true age.
Classification matrices were used to specify ageing precision for each reader type. 
Richards et al. (1992) present a formulation for constructing a classification matrix which 
is central to modeling ageing error in this study. This technique was employed as
follows;
The preceding five equations define the classification matrix [Q (#)]. The elements of 
the classification matrix are the probabilities that a fish of true age b is assigned an 
observed age a. Equation 10 defines <E> (the parameter vector of the classification matrix)
#  = (cTr ,cr A,a) ( 1 0 )
; a  * 0
a{h) = < ( 11)
a  =  0
( 12)
(13)
(14)
made up of <Jr and aA (the lower and upper bounds of o(b) corresponding to the standard 
deviation at the recruitment and oldest ages), and a parameter a  that governs the non- 
linearity of o(b). Equation 11 defines a{b) (the standard deviation of observed age a 
given true age b) as a function of o„ aA, a, r (recruit age), and A (the oldest true age). 
The chi matrix IXahWL defined by the density function in equation 12, has column 
vectors corresponding to a discrete normal probability function of observed age a given 
true age b. The elements of the classification matrix [q(al^.O)] are weighted in equation 
13 such that the sum of each column vector of the classification matrix is equal to one. 
Finally, equation 14 explicitly defines q(al^,0) as the elements of the classification 
matrix Q(O). For readers Rl and R3, a(b) is replaced with the constant a
There are two assumptions regarding the formulation of the classification matrix. The
first assumption is: q ( l# ,# )  > q(alb,<P) a i^b .  This is the “modal” probability 
assumption and asserts that fish of true age b are assigned an observed age a equal to b 
with higher probability than any other observed age. The second assumption is: 
/t
5 ^c |(a |t,# ) = 1 for each b. This assumption assures that the probabilities of all the 
a = r
possible observed ages for any true age sum to one.
Although the modal assumption assures that observed age a equals true age b with 
highest probability, observed age a cannot be said to be unbiased. This is because the
observed age must lie within the lifespan of the species (or the true age range recruited to
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a fishery) and truncation of the observed age distribution occurs near the bounds of the 
true age range. For example, if the youngest fish of a given species ever captured had a
true age of 3, the probability of assigning an observed age a < 3 would be zero. 
Therefore, the age of fish with a true age of 3 would tend to be over-estimated. A similar 
argument can be made regarding the under-estimation of the age of older fish.
Therefore the simulation also allowed for the inclusion of systematic bias by specifying a 
constant bias c. This was accomplished by adding the bias after the true age was 
modified with imprecision so that the imprecision was specified based on the true age, A 
negative value of the bias c caused under-ageing of a structure and a positive value 
caused over-ageing. It should be noted however, that the bias will not cause the observed 
age to traverse the true age range. For example, a bias of -1 will still result in an observed 
age no smaller than 2 if the lower bound of true age is equal to 2.
Modeling the Ageing Process
The simulation incorporated 4 scenarios to model the types of procedures commonly used 
in ageing labs to help mitigate within- and between-reader precision as well as between- 
reader bias, and hence ageing error. Scenario 1 portrays the most common ageing 
procedure of employing a single reader to provide a single reading of each structure. The
second scenario also employs a single reader but each structure is read three times. The 
third scenario employs two readers each reading the structure a single time. Finally, the 
fourth scenario employs two readers who both read the structure 3 times.
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Given multiple readings of a structure, a final age had to be assigned (Appendix C2), 
Final observed age for a structure in scenario 1 was assigned as the single reading of each 
structure. In the second scenario, the final observed age was assigned as a result of three 
intermediate readings. These intermediate readings were treated two ways resulting in 
scenarios 2a and 2b. In scenario 2a, the final observed age was assigned as the mode of 
the three intermediate readings; if no mode existed, the structure was removed from the 
sample. In scenario 2b, the final observed age was assigned as the modal age; if no mode 
existed, the final observed age was assigned as the median of the intermediate readings. 
The third scenario employed two readers resulting in two intermediate readings. If the 
two intermediate readings were equal, then the final observed age was assigned as the 
agreed age. If the intermediate readings were not equal, then the final observed age was 
assigned the final observed age of an “expert” reader. Since the Rl reader is the ideal real 
life reader, the observed age from scenario 1 reader R l was used as the expert’s age 
determination. One of the applications of scenario 3 employed two R l type readers. In 
this situation, when the two readers disagreed, neither was considered “more expert” so 
the rounded mean of the intermediate ages was used as final observed age. Scenario 4 
was a combination of scenarios 2 and 3 and like scenario 2 consisted of two sub- 
scenarios. Scenario 4a compared the modes of three replicate readings by two readers to 
determine final observed age. If both readers had intermediate readings resulting in a 
mode and the modes among the two readers agreed, then final observed age was the 
agreed age. If both readers produced a modal intermediate age but the modes were not
equal, final observed age was the expert’s observed age. If either of the readers failed to 
produce a modal age, the structure was removed from the sample. Scenario 4b was 
similar except that the median of the intermediate readings was used in the circumstance 
that there was not a modal intermediate age. Final observed age was then determined in 
an identical fashion to scenario 4a.
Table 2 .1 displays which reader types were employed in. each scenario. The first scenario 
employed all five reader types. Scenario 2 employed only readers R1 - R4 since replicate 
readings among the perfect reader would be identical. Scenario 3 employed readers R1 - 
R4, but no combinations of reader R1 with other reader types were used since 
disagreements would be resolved by an R1 reader. Finally, the fourth scenario employed 
only readers R1 and R4 in order to examine the best and worst readers and to minimize 
comparisons. Of the 23 estimated age compositions, 22 are constructed with ageing error 
and one (scenario I, reader RO) is constructed with no error.
2.3 Catch-Age Analysis with Auxiliary Information
Catch-age analysis with auxiliary information was performed using a variant of program 
CAGEAN (Deriso et al. 1985) called program CAGEM. Program CAGEM assumes a 
multinomial-like measurement error structure appropriate given ageing error in the
observed catch-at-age data. The relevant formulae for the objective function for
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Table 2.1 Distribution of reader types within scenarios.
e  = num ber of readers 
m = number o f  readings
Scenario Reader Tyres
n= i Rl
m=l R2
R3
R4
Rl
n= l R2
m=3 R3
R4
■ Rl vs Rl
n=2 R2 vs R2
ni=l R3 vs R3
R4 vs '
R2 vs R3
R3 vs R4
n=2 R4 vs R4
m=3
parameter estimation given the multinomial measurement error structure and survey 
exploitable abundance are:
f  } (15)
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mm- I t "  S iL  + X  , [ ln ( S ( /« ,) -  ln (H V ,)caJ a,r
’ (16)a
where C'aJ is the observed catch of age a fish in year t, CaJ is the estimated catch, SURt 
is the total exploitable abundance from an independent survey, ENt is the estimated total 
exploitable abundance, X s is a weighting factor for the auxiliary survey information, N aJ 
is the estimated abundance, and sa is the estimated selectivity-at-age. The catch CaJ,
abundance N a,, and selectivity sa were estimated within program CAGEM using 
equations (1) - (6) such that a hat f )  signifies that it is an estimated parameter.
For the simulation model, variability in the survey exploitable abundance was specified 
with a coefficient of variation as:
SUR, ~,v(fiV,,CTI(,,2) (17)
CT«,f = (cvs E N . f  , (18)
where JEW, is the true exploitable abundance in year t, (TXfJ}2 is the variance of the survey
total exploitable abundance around the true exploitable abundance, and cv.v is the assumed 
constant coefficient of variation of the survey total exploitable abundance.
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2.4 Estimation o f Sustained Yield
Sustained yield was estimated according to two separate management objectives, SYst 
and SY,„, Both assume that the population is exploited with a constant fishing mortality 
rate and that early life survival, natural mortality and fecundity-at-age are constant. The 
first objective seeks to find the fishing mortality (FST) which will take the population to its 
steady long term equilibrium abundance and age composition. This was accomplished by 
finding the fishing mortality (FS1) which causes the net reproductive value of an r year old 
fish (age at recruitment to the fishery) to equal 1. A simple interpretation of this 
equilibrium condition is that every fish recruited to the fishery at age r  must on average 
produce 1 recruit at age r. In the course of finding PST, it is necessary to estimate early 
life survival. This was accomplished by taking the mean of the annual estimates of early 
life survival since each annual estimate of early life survival is equally likely. Once FST 
was found, the sustained yield (SYST) in the year following the last year of the analysis 
was estimated. The relevant formulae for the estimation of FST and SYst are:
A (19)
( 2 0 )
(21)
(22)
S x = exp(-Z_,) ,  for x > r (23)
where N 0 l is the estimated number of eggs produced in year t, fe ca is the net fecundity of
an age a fish, /, is the average early life survival, lrt is the early life survival from brood
survival from an egg to age a, Sx is the survival fraction-at-age, and R0 is net 
reproductive value of an r year old fish.
The estimated catch (SYst) in the year following the last year of the analysis is given as;
where PST is the fishing mortality such that J?0 = 1.
Equation 19 estimates the number of eggs produced in year t as the product of abundance 
and net fecundity, Equation 20 estimates the early life survival by finding the ratio of the 
number of recruits in year t+r to the number of eggs produced in year t. The average 
early life survival is given by equation 21, The survival from an egg to age a is defined in 
equation 22 as the product of early life survival and the survival fraction-at-each age to
year t, N r l+r is the estimated abundance of recruitment age fish in year t+r, la is the
(25)
a
(27)
(26)
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age a. Equation 24 defines the net reproductive value as the product of net fecundity-at- 
age and survival to age a. Finally, equation 25 estimates the sustained yield in the year 
following the last year of the analysis as the product of the exploitation rate given FST 
(equation 26) and the projected abundance (equation 27) based on the average early life 
survival ( l r ).
The second objective seeks to find the fishing mortality (Fm+) which will produce the 
largest catch of age m (typically m is age of full maturity) and older fish on a per-recruit
basis (Sissenwine and Shepherd 1987, Fletcher 1987), As with FST above, Fm+ is used to 
estimate the sustained yield (SYm+) in the year following the last year of the analysis. The 
relevant formulae are:
is the survival from age r to age a, and fiu is the exploitation rate given Fm+ estimated 
from equation (26) with F„,+ in place of FST.
The estimated catch (SYm+) in the year following the last year of the analysis is given by- 
equations (25) - (27) with Fm+ in place of PST where F„,+ is the fishing mortality that 
maximizes catch-per-recruit.
(28)
(29)
Cwhere m+. N catch-per-recruit, and A is the oldest true age recruited to the fishery, Lar
If the catch-age analysis incorporates a plus age group, an additional parameter, fecundity 
of the plus age group, is necessary in order to estimate the sustained yield, A logical 
means of estimating this fecundity is to use a weighted average of the fecundity of the 
ages making up the plus group with weights equal to 1, exp(-Z), exp(-2Z), exp(-3Z),... 
with estimates of fishing mortality equal to the average fishing mortality applied to the 
modeled population as:
Z  = P + M  (30)
± F X (31)
]?  = £=!—  ,
I
This weighting strategy will discount the fecundity contribution of the older ages 
proportional to their relative abundance in the plus group.
2,5 Gulkana River Grayling Case Study
Experimental Design
To examine the effect of sample size and ageing error on estimates of sustained yield, 
program AGEERR was used to simulate the estimation of sustained yield for the 
mainstem Gulkana River Arctic grayling (Thymallus arcticus) population conducted by 
Bosch (1995). The population parameters estimated by Bosch were used to simulate the 
population among 24 runs of program AGEERR performed according to a factorial 
design with 3 sample sizes and 8 levels of ageing error described below (Table 2.2). 
Each of the program AGEERR runs used 1000 Monte Carlo replications.
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Table 2.2 Program AGEERR input parameters for each simulation run.
Age at Age at
ample full full Pooling
size cr, <?„ a  cr b ias(c ) c v , ^  c v ^  X, selectivity maturity (m ) Age
100 0.4082 0.6412 -0.2542 0.4082 -1 0 . 2 2  | 0.05 1300 3 6 7
100 10.4082 0.6412 -0.2542 0.4082 -2 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6 7
1 0 0 0.4082 0.6412 -0.2542 0.4082 1 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6 7
1 0 0 0.4082 0.6412 -0.2542 0.4082 2 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6 7_ _  .
0.8164 1.2823 -0.2542 0.8164 -1 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6 7_ _p _ _ _
0.8164 1.2823 -0.2542 0.8184 - 2 0 , 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6
100 0.8164 1.2823 -0.2542 0.8164 1 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3- 6 7
100 0.8164 1.2823 -0.2542 0.8164! 2 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 6
303 0.4082 0.6412 -0.2542 >0.4082 -1 0 , 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6 ~7
300 0.4082 ' 0.6412''-0.2542 0.4082 - 2 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6_ _
0.4082 0.6412 -0.2542 0.4082 1 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6 7
300 0.4082 0.8412 -0.2542 0.4082 2 0.22 0.05 1300 3 7^  _  _
0.8164 1.2823 -0.2542 0.8164
_
0  2 2 0.05 1300 3 6_ 7
l a w 0.8164 1.2823 -0.2542 0.8164 -2 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 7
I 3 T O 0.8164 1.2823 -0.2542 0.8164 1 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6 ?—
0.8164 1.2823 -0.2542 0.8164 2 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 I 3 fi
_ _ _
7
90) 0.4082 0.8412 -0.2542 0.4082 -1 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 ^  7
900 0.4082 0.6412 -0.2542 0.4082 - 2 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3_ 6
900 0.4082 0.6412 -0.2542 0.4082 1 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 6 7
900 0.4082 0.6412 -0.2542 0.4082 2 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6 7
900 0.8164 1.2823 -0.2542 0.8164 -1 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6 7
900 0.8164 1.2823 -0.2542 0.8164 - 2 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 I 3 6 7
I 900 0.8164 1,2823 -0.2542 0.8164 1 0.22 0.05 1300 O 6 I 7
I 900 0.8164 1.2823 -0.2542 0.8164 2 0 . 2 2 0.05 1300 3 6 7
Runs 1-4, 9-12, and 17-20 are the high precision case. 
Runs 5-8, 13-16, and 21-24 are the low precision case,
Gulkana River Grayling Population Parameters
Bosch estimated sustained fishing mortality and yield (FST, Fm+, SYst, and SYm+) using the 
QS model, The sustained yield, sustained fishing mortality, population parameters, and 
the fecundity-at-age estimated by Bosch are reported in Table 2.3. Note that since Bosch 
used an aggregate age group of 7+ but considered the population to have a longevity of 
age 10, the plus group abundance was apportioned to the contributing age classes and the 
fecundity of the plus group was estimated. To calculate the 7+ fecundity, the weighting 
scheme described above was used resulting in a 7+ fecundity of 4140. To apportion the 
7+ abundance in the first year to ages 7, 8, 9, and 10, an average exponential decay 
similar to the fecundity calculation was used.
Let:
e- ^ z (32)
Z¥(«,i.986) = i¥(7+,1986)—-------  ,
I * - 1i=i
where Z=F +M and F  is the average fishing mortality experienced by the population 
during 1986-1991.
The cvs was set equal to the average annual coefficient of variation, of the exploitable 
abundance estimates from mark-recapture studies of Gulkana River Arctic grayling 
(Bosch 1995). The values range from 15% to 40% with an average of 22%. An estimate 
of ci'c was not. available so an arbitrary value of 5% was used.
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Table 2.3 Estimated population parameters for the mainstem Gulkana River 
grayling stock either contained in, or estimated from, Bosch {1995).
Sustained Yield
SYn SY<„
29.867 17,019
Sustained Fishing Mortality
Projected Abundance in 
1992
153,133
Natural Mortality 
Fishing Mortality 
Year
0.31
1986 0.330
1987 0.232
1988 0.190
1989 0.154
1990 0.059
1991 0.081
Abundance
AGE
Year 2 3 4 5 6 7+ 7 8 9 10
1986 34,253 30,311 23,874 4,549 2,331 SI 36 22 14 9
1987 41,271 23.852 16,127 12,702 2,416 1,283
1988 22,390 29,274 14,007 9,471 7,459 2,172
1989 46,004 16,010 17.946 8,587 5,806 5,905
1990 90,218 33,117 10,175 11.405 5,457 7,443
1991 16,94® 66,100 23,125 7,105 7,964 9,008
AGE
2 3 4 5 6 7+
Selectivity §.187 1 1 I 1 1
AGE
2 3 4 5 6 7+ 7 8 9 10
Net Fecundity 124 469 975 1,616 2,739 4,140 3,463 4,192 4,888 5,613
’ Bosch (1995) reported f \ :i = 0.6908 due to an error in his estim ation spreadsheet.
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Specifying Sample Size
Three sample sizes (100, 300, and 900) were used to evaluate the effect of sample size on 
the sustained yield estimates from the QS model. The samples sizes were picked to 
generally reflect sampling rates which would be below acceptable limits, at acceptable 
limits, or above acceptable limits to achieve age class proportions estimates that were 
within 5% of the true value with 80% confidence (d=0,05, 0=0.20; Thompson 1987, 
Fournier 1983, Quinn et al. 1983).
Specifying Grayling Ageing Error
To specify ageing precision germane to the R2 and R4 type readers (o(b)) in the low 
precision case, a data set was constructed containing estimated ages of scales collected 
from grayling before and after a known time-at-large, These data were from grayling 
collected at Fielding Lake, and the Chatanika, Chena, Salcha, and Gulkana Rivers 
(Merritt and Fleming 1991, Bosch 1995). Because none of these readings were validated, 
it was assumed that the first reading was correct and the expected age of the second 
reading was the sum of the first reading and the time-at-large. The data were then sorted 
by expected age and the standard deviation of observed age was estimated for each 
expected age class ( Appendix B16). Both formulations of equation 11 were then fitted to 
the data (Appendix B17). Although the three parameter case was not found to have a 
significantly better fit than the two parameter case using an F-test proposed by Schnute 
(1981; p=0.57), the three parameter case was used throughout the simulations so that 
precision of readers R2 and R4 could be specified non-linearly. Although the age range 
in this analysis ranged from age 3 to age 10, the estimated a, was used throughout the
simulations to describe the ageing imprecision of recruit age fish. The constant ageing 
precision of readers R l and R3 (cr) in the low precision case was set equal to the 
parameter estimate for ar.
Two levels of ageing precision and 4 levels of bias were used to specify ageing error in 
the simulations (Table 2.2). As described above, the parameters of the function o\b) 
(equation 11) in the low precision case were estimated from available data, and the low 
precision case of <j set equal to the estimated <7r . For the high precision case, the ar and
<jA parameters were set equal to one half the values in the low precision case, and the 
constant value of cr was set equal to ar (Table 2.2 and Figure 2.1). The bias levels were 
set equal to -1, -2, 1, and 2.
Specifying Lambda ( X )
The weighting parameter (4) represents the amount of influence the survey data should 
have in parameter estimation and was specified as 1300 based on simulations of program 
CAGEM during its development (Dr. Terrance J. Quinn, II, pers. comm.). To test the 
performance of A, = 1300, a simulation set was run with no specified error in any of the 
input parameters. The parameter estimates given the RO reader type and a sample size of 
1000 differed from the true parameter estimates by a negligible amount.
A limited sensitivity study to examine the effect of changes in the value of Xs was also 
performed where input parameters were specified as in simulation runs 2, 10, and 18 but
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Figure 2 .1 Standard deviation of observed age a given true age b for both the high and low precision cases of variable 
(o{b)) and constant (cr) standard deviation,
OS
with Xs specified as 100 (Table 2.2), These simulations corresponded to low ageing 
precision, an ageing bias of -2, and sample sizes of 100, 300, and 900,
Data Analysis
To evaluate the process of estimating sustained yield with the QS model and the variable 
input data detailed above, three statistics were examined. The first was the relative error 
between the estimated value of a parameter estimate and the true value of that parameter, 
an indicator of bias. In a Monte Carlo framework, the estimated value of a parameter 
estimate is equal to the mean of the estimates of that parameter among the Monte Carlo 
replications. The relative error was then used to perform hypothesis tests to determine if 
the estimated value of SYst» SYm+, FST, Fm+, projected abundance, abundance in the first 
year, abundance in the last year, fishing mortality in the first year, fishing mortality in the 
last year, and selectivity of age 2 fish differed from the true value by more than an 
arbitrary 10%. The relative error was calculated as:
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where RE  is the relative error, 6 is the true value of the parameter, and 6 is the estimated 
value of the parameter estimate. The null and alternative hypotheses were:
H0: The relative error of the parameter is less than 10%
Ha: The relative error of the parameter is greater than 10%.
Details of the hypothesis testing procedures are given in Appendix D.
The second statistic was the coefficient of variation (CV) of the estimated parameter, an 
indicator of the precision. In a Monte Carlo framework, the standard deviation among the 
replicate estimates is a measure of the precision of the parameter estimate given the input 
data. Therefore, the CV was calculated as the standard deviation of replicate estimates 
divided by the mean of the replicate estimates.
Following Hightower (1996), the third statistic was the proportion of replicate parameter 
estimates among Monte Carlo replications that were within 10% of the true value. This 
statistic, like relative error, is also an indicator of bias but has the additional property of 
revealing the precision of the process by estimating the probability of obtaining an 
“accurate” estimate (absolute relative error < 10%).
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RESULTS
To simplify labeling in presenting results, a nomenclature system was developed (Table
3.1). This nomenclature is used throughout the following tables and figures to identify 
reader types and combinations of reader types within scenarios. Appendices El to E60 
contain summary tables of the estimated value of parameter estimates, coefficient of 
variation of the parameter estimates, relative error of parameter estimates, and results of 
testing the hypothesis that parameter estimates are within 10% of the true value. The 
statistics pertain to SYst (E1-E6), SYm+ (E7-E12), PST (E13-E18), Fm+ (E19-E24), 
projected abundance (E25-E30), abundance in the first year (E31-E36), abundance in the 
last year (E37-E42), fishing mortality in the first year (E43-E48), fishing mortality in the 
last year (E49-E54), and selectivity of age 2 fish (E55-E60), respectively. In this section, 
only those statistics pertinent to sustained yield are investigated, but the others are 
included for completeness ( Appendix E).
3.1 Overview o f Sustained Yield Estimation
The estimation of sustained yield relies directly on estimates of sustained fishing 
mortality, projected abundance, and selectivity of age 2 fish. In general, an increase in 
any of these parameters will precipitate an increase in sustained yield estimates. To 
examine relative trends in estimates of these parameters and their affects on the 
estimation of sustained yield, average relative error in estimates of sustained fishing 
mortality, projected abundance, selectivity of age 2 fish, and sustained yield were
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Table 3 .1 Description of nomenclature used for reader type(s)/scenarios.
Reader
Variable Name Scenario Typefsl Description
R0 1 RG One Reader, Single reading
R1 1 R1 One Reader, Single reading
R2 1 r e  One Reader, Single reading
R3 1 R3 One Reader, Single reading
R4 1 R4 One Reader, Single reading
R1 Ml 2a R1 One Reader,Three readings, disregard non-modal ages
R2M1 2a R2 One Reader,Three readings, disregard non-modal ages
R3M1 2a R3 One Reader,Three readings, disregard non-modal ages
R4M1 2a R4 One Reader,Three readings, disregard non-modal ages
R1 M2 2b R1 One Reader,Three readings, median of non-modal ages
R2M2 2b R2 One Reader,Three readings, median of non-modal ages
R3M2 2b R3 One Reader,Three readings, median of non-modal ages
R4M2 2b R4 One Reader,Three readings, median of non-modal ages
R1VR1 3 R1, R1 One reading by two readers, rounded mean if disagreement
R2VR2 3 R2, R2 One reading by two readers, expert reader's age if disagreement
R3VR3 3 R3, R3 One reading by two readers, expert reader's age if disagreement
R4VR4 3 R4, R4 One reading by two readers, expert reader's age if disagreement
R2VR3 3 R2, R3 One reading by two readers, expert reader’s age if disagreement
R3VR4 3 R3, R4 One reading by two readers, expert reader's age if disagreement
R1F1 4a R1, R1 Three readings by two readers, disregard non-modal ages
R4F1 4a R4, R4 Three readings by two readers, disregard non-modal ages
R1F2 4b R1, R1 Three readings by two readers, median of non-modal ages
R4F2 4b R4, R4 Three readings by two readers, median of non-modal ages
calculated among all sample sizes, level of ageing imprecision, direction of bias, and 
among groupings of like reader type(s)/scenarios. These groupings were chosen to best 
illustrate how bias in estimates of sustained fishing mortality, projected abundance, and 
selectivity of age 2 fish affect estimates of sustained yield as a function of reader 
type(s)/scenarios, ageing precision, and ageing bias.
SYst
Scenarios 1 and 2
The RO reader type produced highly accurate (relative error < 5%) but slightly negatively 
biased estimates of SYst, PST, and projected abundance, as well as positively biased 
estimates of the selectivity of age 2 fish (relative error < 10%; Table 3.2; Figures 3,1 -
3.2), Under high ageing precision, the Rl and R2 reader types produced accurate 
estimates of SYst (relative error <10%), and moderately accurate estimates of SYst 
(relative error < 20%) under low ageing precision. In all cases using the R l and R2 
reader types, the sustained fishing mortality (FST) and projected abundance was negatively 
biased while the selectivity of age 2 fish was positively biased. This under-estimation of 
projected abundance is consistent with the under-estimation of last year abundance and 
the overestimation of last year fishing mortality for these reader types (Appendices E37- 
E42, E49-E54).
Under both the high and low cases of ageing precision, positive ageing bias resulted in 
extreme under-estimation of SYst (nearly 100% relative error) from both the R3 and R4 
reader types. This was primarily a result of extreme under-estimation of PST, but also a
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Table 3.2 Average relative error among estimates of SYst» FST, projected abundance, and selectivity of age 2 fish among 
all sample sizes, groupings of reader type(s)/scenarios, and levels of ageing bias affecting reader types R3 and 
R4.
Relative error 
of SYn among Reader(s)/Scenarios.
Reader(s)/
Scenario
Ugh Precision
-Bias
Low Precision
+Bias -Bias +Bias
Relative error 
of projected abundance among Reader(s)/Scenarios.
Reader(s)/
Scenario
r  _ -2% 2% -2%
Fit, R1M1, R1M2 3 ’<> -3% -20% -20%
R2, R2M1, R2M2 -1% -1% 18% -18%
R3, R3M1.R3M2 3Q°o -94% 28% -99%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 38% -94% 26% -99%
R1VR1 -20% -21% -43% 43%
re v re , revR3 1% -9% -29% -41%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -21% -93% -71% -83%
RlFt ,  R1F2 -5% -5% -34% 4
1, f¥ 221% -94% 10% -77%
Ugh Precision Low Precision
-Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
RQ -3% -3% -3% -3%
R1, R1M1, R1M2 » 3% -11% -12%
R2, R2M1, R2M2 -2% -3% -11% -11%
FB, R3M1, R3M2 -30% -61% -31% -62%
R4, R4M1, R 4M -30% -61% ...-32%.... -62%
R1VR1 -11% -11% -17% -17%
R2VR2, R2VR3 -2% -6% •19% -20%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -46% ' -58% -59% -40%
R1F1, R1F2 -4% -5% -16% -16%
R4F1, R4F2 37% -67% ....-13%.... -35%
Relative error 
of F« among Reader(s)/Scenarios.
Fteader(s)/ t-igh Precision Low Precision
Scenario -Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
RP 1% -2% -2%
R1, R1M1, R1M2 -4% -3% -24% -24%
R2, R2M1, R2M2 -3% -3% -22% -22%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 11% -93% 5% -99%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 11% -93% 5% ...-98%...
R1VR1 16% -io '4 -38% -38%
R2VR2, R2VR3 -3% -8% -32% 4
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -26%_ -91% -67% -81%
R1F1, R1F2 -4% -28% -28%
1, R4F2 122% -92% -7-0 -74%
Relative error 
of selectivity of age 2 among ReaderfsJ/Scemarios.
Reader(s)/
Scenario
High Precision Low Precision
-Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
■ 9% 10% 8% 9%
R1, R1M1, R1M2 12% 12% 68% 68%
R2, R2M1, R2M2 13% 13% 72% 72%
TO, R3M1, R3M2 864% a 820% a
R4, R4M1, 868% a 832% a
R1VR1
—
6% ...-26%... -25%
R2VR2, R2VFB 26% 10% 122% '' 38%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 997% a 1000% a
R1P1, R1F2 10% 10% 2% -4%
R4F1, R4F2 337% a 279% a
a The selectivity of age 2 fish was not estimated among some or all of these simulation runs.
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High Ageing Precision and Negative Ageing Bias (Readers R3&R4)
RO R1.R1M1, R2, R2M1, B3, R3M1. R4, R4M1. R1VR1 R2VR2, R3VR3, R t f l ,  R4F1, 
R1M2 R2M2 R3M2 R4M2 R2VR3 R3VR4, R1F2 R4F2
R4VR4
High Ageing Precision and Positive Ageing Bias (Readers R3&R4)
50%
■  SYST
B  Projected Abundance
■  FST
0  Selectivity of age 2
-50%
R1.R1M1, R2, R2M1, R3, R3M1, R4, R4M1, R1VR1 
R1M2 R2M2 R3M2 R4M2
R3VR3, R1F1. 
R3VR4, R1F2 
R4VR4
Figure 3.1 Average relative error among estimates of SYst, FST, projected 
abundance, and selectivity of age 2 fish for high ageing precision and 
positive and negative ageing bias, among all sample sizes and groupings 
of reader type(s)/scenarios.
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Low Ageing Precision and Negative Ageing Bias (Readers R3&R4)
72%
n  * s
■  SYST
£3 Projected Abundance
■  FST
0  Selectivity of age 2
-50% •
RO R1, R1M1, R2, R2M1, R3. R3M1. R4. R4M1, R1VR1 R2VR2, R3VR3, R1F1, 
R1M2 R2M2 R3M2 R4M2 R2VR3 R3VR4, R1F2
R4VR4
Low Ageing Precision and Positive Ageing Bias (Readers R3&R4)
RO R1.R1M1. R2, R2M1, R3. R3M1, R4, R4M1. R1VR1 R2VR2, R3VR3. R1F1, R4F1,
R1M2 R2M2 R3M2 R4M2 R2VR3 R3VR4, R1F2 R4F2
R4VR4
Figure 3.2 Average relative error among estimates of SYsx, FST! projected 
abundance, and selectivity of age 2 fish for low ageing precision and 
positive and negative ageing bias, among all sample sizes and groupings 
of reader type(s)/scenarios.
result of under-estimation of projected abundance. Additionally, the positive ageing bias 
resulted in the exclusion of age 2 (+1 bias) and ages 2 and 3 (+2 bias) fish from the 
analyses and therefore selectivity of age 2 fish was not estimated. Under negative ageing 
bias, SYst was over-estimated for both high and low ageing precision using the R3 and 
R4 reader types. This was a result of moderate over-estimation of FST (relative error 
>20%) and huge over-estimation of the selectivity of age 2 fish (relative error > 800%), 
The high precision case produced more accurate estimates of SYSI than the low precision 
case given the R3 and R4 reader types under negative ageing bias.
Scenario 3
The R1VR1 reader type combination produced negatively biased estimates of SYst for 
both the low and high precision cases with greater under-estimation occurring with the 
low precision case. Estimates of both projected abundance and PST were negatively 
biased under high and low precision cases, while selectivity was biased positively under 
high precision, and negatively under low precision.
The R2VR2 and R2VR3 (R2VR2,3) combinations of reader types produced quite 
accurate estimates of SYst (relative error < 10%) under the high precision case, and 
marginally accurate estimates under the low precision case (relative error < 41%). In both 
the high and low precision cases, the R2VR2,3 reader types performed better under 
negative ageing bias relative to positive ageing bias. Furthermore, the R2VR2,3 reader 
types produced negatively biased estimates of FST and projected abundance with greater 
error under low precision versus high precision. Selectivity of age 2 fish was consistently
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over-estimated using the R2VR2,3 reader combinations particularly under negative bias 
and low precision.
The R3VR3, R4VR4, and R3VR4 (R3,4VR3,4) reader type combinations produced 
highly negatively biased estimates of SYsr (relative error >83%) under positive ageing 
bias. Additionally, positive ageing bias resulted in the exclusion of age 2 (+1 bias) and 
ages 2 and 3 (+2 bias) fish from the analysis. The R3,4VR3,4 reader type combinations 
produced Jess negatively biased estimates of SYst under negatively biased ageing error, 
but produced huge positively biased estimates of selectivity of age 2 fish (relative error 
approaching 1000%).
Scenario 4
The resultant 8YST estimates from the R1F1 and R1F2 (RIF) reader types were highly 
accurate (relative error < 5%) under high ageing precision with corresponding accurate
estimates in PST, projected abundance, and selectivity of age 2 fish. Under low ageing 
precision, the R IF combination of reader types produced marginally accurate but 
negatively biased estimates of SYst (relative error < 35%). Furthermore, under low 
ageing precision, the R IF readers produced very accurate estimates of the selectivity of 
age two fish (relative error < 4%), and negatively biased estimates of FST and projected 
abundance.
Under negative ageing bias, the resultant SYst estimates from the R4F1 and R4F2 (R4F) 
reader types had relative error of 221% and 10% for the high and low ageing precision
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cases, respectively. Under high precision and negative ageing bias, the R4F reader types 
produced positively biased estimates of 5YST, projected abundance, and selectivity of age 
2 fish, and negatively biased estimates of PST, Under low precision and negative bias, the 
R4F reader types produced positively biased estimates of SYst and selectivity of age 2 
fish (relative error = 279%), and negatively biased estimates of FST and projected 
abundance. Given positive ageing bias and both high and low ageing precision, the R4F 
reader types produced inaccurate and negatively biased estimates SYst» FST, and projected 
abundance (absolute relative error > 35%). Positive ageing bias again resulted in the 
exclusion of age 2 (+1 bias) and ages 2 and 3 (+2 bias) fish from the analyses,
SYm+
Scenarios 1 and 2
The trends in the estimation of SYm+ for the RO, R l, and R2 reader types are essentially 
identical to the trends apparent in considering the estimation of SYst. However, the 
magnitude of the relative error in SYm+ (relative error < 4%) is substantially less than for 
SYst (relative error <20%) using low precision and reader types Rl and R2 (Table 3,3; 
Figures 3.3 - 3,4).
Under negative ageing bias, the relative error in SY,„+ was negligible for both high and
low ageing precision using the R3 and R4 reader types. This result is quite different than 
the results from the estimation of SYs1- and is a result of Fm+ being under-estimated where 
in the same circumstance FST was over-estimated. Under positive ageing bias, SYm+ was
under-estimated for both high and low ageing precision due to substantial under-
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Table 3,3 Average relative error among estimates of SYm+, Fm+, projected abundance, and selectivity of age 2 fish
among all sample sizes, groupings of reader type(s)/scenarios, and levels of ageing bias affecting reader types 
R3 and R4,
Relative« 
of SY„. among Reader(s)/Scenar»s.
Reader(s)/
Scenario
High Precision
-Bias ♦Bias
Low Precision
-Bias +Bias
Relative error 
of projected abundance among Reader{s)/Scenarios.
-2% -2% -2% -2%
rT7r 1mT7?1M2 -1% -4%_ _ -4%
R2. R2M1, R2M2 -1% -1% -3%
TO, R3M1, R3M2 3% ^29% -1% -34%
3% -30% -2% •33%
R1VR1 -9% -9% -14% -14%
revre, R2VR3 1% -4% -12%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -23% -51% r ^44%_ -33%
R1F1, R1F2 -3% -3%
p — —
•13%
1, R4P2 49% 47% 4°. -33%
Ugh Precision Low Precision
Scenario -Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
RQ •3% -3% -3% -3%
R1, R1M1, R1M2 3% -3% -11% -12%
m, R2M1, mm -2% -3% ...-11%.... -11%
m, R3M1, R3M2 -30% -61% -31% -82%
R4, R4M1, FS4M2 -30% -61% -32% -62%
R1VR1 -11% -11% -17% -17%
revreTrevre > -6% -19% -2(5%
R3VFO, FBVB4, R4VR4 -46% I -58% -59%
R1F1, R1F2 -4% -5%' -16%
R4F1, R4F2 37%... -67% -13% 35%
Relative error 
of Fm. among Reader{s)/Scenarios.
Reader(s)/
Scenario
High Precision Low Precision
-Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
R0 0% 0% 0% 0%
R1, R1M1, R1M2 0% 0% -3%_ -3%
R2M1, R2M2 0% 0% -3%
f  R3, R3M1, R3M2 -26% 22% -25% 21%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 -26% 22% ....-25%... 21%
R1VR1 0% 0% 1%
2, R2VR3 -1% 0% -6% -3%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -28% 3% -27% -2%
R1F1 R ’F*. 0% 0% 1%
R4F1, R4F2 -12% 8% -11% j 0%
Relative error 
of selectivity of age 2 among Reader(s)/Scenarios.
Reader(s)/
Scenario
High Precision [ Low Precision
-Bias +Bias -Bias ♦Bias
9% 10% 8%
r i ,  r im i ,  m m 12% 12% 88% 68%
13% 13%... 72% 72%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 864% a 820% a
1, R4M1, R4M2 868% a 832% a
1VR1 7% 6% -26% -25%
R2VR2, R2VR3 26% 10% 122% 38%
R3VFG, R3VR4, FI4VR4 997% a 1000% a
R1F1, R1F2 10% 10% -4%
R4F1, R4F2 337% a 279% a
8 The selectivity of age 2 fish was not estimated among some or all of these simulation runs.
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High Ageing Precision and Negative Ageing Bias (Readers R3&R4)
■  SYm+
B  Projected Abundance
■  Fm+
H  Selectivity of age 2
R1.R1M1, R2, R2M1, R3, R3M1. R4, R4M1, R1VR1
R1M2 R2M2 R3M2 R4M2
R3VR3, R1F1, 
R3VR4, R1F2 
R4VR4
High Ageing Precision and Positive Ageing Bias (Readers R3&R4)
50°'
40% ISYm+
Q Projected Abundance
R1M2 R2M2 R3M2 R4M2 R2VR3 R3VR4,
R4VR4
R1F2 R4F2
Figure 3.3 Average relative error among estimates of SYm+, Fm+, projected 
abundance, and selectivity of age 2 fish for high ageing precision and 
positive and negative ageing bias, among all sample sizes and groupings 
of reader type(s)/scenarios.
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Low Ageing Precision and Negative Ageing Bias (Readers R3&R4)
R l, R2,
R1M1, R2M1,
R1M2 R2M2
Low Ageing Precision and Positive Ageing Bias (Readers R3&R4)
■  SYm+
B  Projected Abundance
■  Fm+
B  Selectivity of age 2
RO Rt,
R1M1,
R1M2
R2,
R2M1.
R2M2
R3,
R3M1.
R3M2
R2WR2,
R2VR3
R3VR3. R1F1,
R3VR4, R1F2
R4VR4
Figure 3.4 Average relative error among estimates of SYm+, Fm+, projected 
abundance, and selectivity of age 2 fish for low ageing precision and 
positive and negative ageing bias, among all sample sizes and groupings 
of reader type(s)/scenarios.
estimation of projected abundance (relative error ~ 60%), The error in 5Y„I+ under 
positive ageing bias was mitigated to a degree by the over-estimation of Fm+. The 
estimates of Fm+ were 0.221 and 0,293 for biases of +1 and +2, respectively, among all 
simulation runs. This was due to the exclusion of age 2 (bias +1), and ages 2 and 3 (bias 
+2) from the analyses, and the fact that the estimation of Fm+ relies only on selectivity and 
natural mortality. In the case of positive age bias, selectivity was equal to one among all 
ages considered in the analyses.
Scenario 3
Similar to the estimation of SYst, the R1VR1 reader type combination produced 
negatively biased estimates of SYm+ for both the low and high precision cases with greater 
under-estimation occurring under the low precision case. The estimated relative error in 
F„,+ was negligible.
The R2VR2,3 combinations of reader types produced accurate estimates of SYm+ (relative 
error < 12%) under both the high and low ageing precision cases, with better performance 
under negative ageing bias relative to positive ageing bias. This result is predominately 
due to very accurate estimates of Fm+ (relative error < 6%).
The R3,4VR3,4 reader type combinations produced negatively biased estimates of SY„,+ 
under both positive and negative ageing bias. The relative error in Fm+ was negligible 
under positive ageing bias, and negative under negative ageing bias.
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Scenario 4
The trends apparent in the estimation of SYm+ from the R IF reader types are similar to 
those for SYst. The relative error in the Fm+ estimates from the R IF  reader types was 
negligible.
Under negative ageing bias, the resultant SYm+ estimates from the R4F reader types had 
relative error of 49% and 4% for the high and low precision eases, respectively. Under 
negative bias, the R4F reader types produced negatively biased estimates of Fm+ with 
relative error < 12%. Under positive ageing bias, the R4F reader types produced 
negatively biased estimates SYm+ and projected abundance (relative error > 33%) and 
relatively unbiased estimates of Fm+ (relative error < 8%). Positive ageing bias again 
resulted in the exclusion of age 2 (+1 bias) and ages 2 and 3 (+2 bias) fish from the 
analyses.
3.2 Sustained Yield by Reader Type, Ageing Scenario, and Sample Size
In this section, detailed examination of sustained yield by reader type is described.
SYst
The estimated value of replacement sustained yield (SYST) in 1992 ranged from a low of 0 
fish to a high of 174,925 fish corresponding to relative errors of -100% and 486%, 
respectively (Appendices E1-E6). Figures 3.5 and 3.6 graphically present the estimated 
values of SYst among reader types and scenarios for a sample size of 300. Graphics 
corresponding to sample sizes of 100 and 900 are not presented because the estimated 
values of SYst are very similar among sample sizes (Appendices E l, E3, and E5).
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Figure 3.5 Estimated value of SYsx among reader types in scenarios 1, 2a, and 2b 
(sample size = 300).
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Figure 3.6 Estimated value of 5YST among reader types in scenarios 3, 4a, and 4b 
(sample size = 300).
Table 3.4 shows the average relative error in SYst among groupings of reader 
tvpe(s)/scenarios, and levels of ageing bias. Bold and italicized values are situations 
where the coefficient of variation of SYst is greater than 50% (Table 3,5), In each ease of 
high variability there was either an R3 or R4 reader involved and a positive ageing bias. 
This indicates that positive ageing bias produced consistently imprecise estimates. 
Furthermore, with regard to all the high variability cases, the apparent trend to either 
under- or over-estimate SYst cannot be fully substantiated due to the high variability.
The null hypothesis that the relative difference between the estimated value of SYst and 
the true value of SYst is less than 10% was consistently not rejected among all cases of 
precision, bias, and sample size, only for the RQ reader in scenario 1 and the K2 reader in 
scenario 2a (Appendices E2, E4, and E6). The null hypothesis was uniformly rejected 
among all sample sizes using the R3 and R4 reader types in scenarios 1, 2a, and 2b. In 
contrast, under high ageing precision, the null hypothesis was not rejected using the R1 
and R2 reader types in scenarios 1, 2a, and 2b among all sample sizes. In scenario 3, the 
null hypothesis was consistently not rejected among all sample sizes only under the 
following cases: R2VR2 (high precision), R3VR3 (high precision, bias = -1), R4VR4 
(high precision, bias = -1), R3VR4 (high precision, bias = -1), and R2VR3 (high 
precision, bias = -2 and bias = 2). In scenario 4, the null hypothesis was consistently not 
rejected among all sample sizes only under the following cases: R1F1 (high precision), 
R1F2 (high precision), and R4F2 (low precision, bias = -1).
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Table 3.4 Average relative error of estimates of SYsx, among groupings of reader type(s)/scenarios and levels of ageing 
bias affecting reader types R3 and R4.
Age Sample Size = 100 Age Sample Size = 300
Reader(s)/ Biob Precision Low Precision Reader(s)/ High Precision Low Precision
Scenario -Bias s -Bias +Bias Scenario -Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
no 0% 0% -1% -1% f ~ ~ ~ — — — -3% -4% 3% ,
R1, R1M1, R1M2 -3% -3% -22% -22%' I R1. R1M1, R1M2 -3% -4% -20% ' -20%'
R2» R2M1, R2M2 -2% -2% -20% -19% | re , R2M1, R2M2 -2% -2% -17% 1 -18%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 34% -87% 24% -99% 40% •97% 28% -99%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 33% -89% 22% -98% I R 4T i5 iii7 R 4 w i 39% ..-97%... 27% -99%
R1VR1 -18% -19% -43% -43% I R1VR1 -22% -22% -43% -44%
R2VR2, R2VR3 0% -9% -30% -41% | R2VR2, FEVR3 1% -9% -28% -41%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -24% -92% -71% ■83% I R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -21% -94% -71% -83%
R1F1 «1F2 -3% -3% -32%
_ _
I R1F1, R1F2 -6% -7% -35% -36%
R4F1, R4F2 209% -92% 7% -77% | R4F1, R4F2 224% -95% 10% -77%
Age Sample Size = 900 Average Over All Sample Sizes
Reader(s)/ High Precision Low Precision Reader(s)/ Ugh Precision Low Precision
Scenario -Bias 1-BidS -Bias ♦ Bias Scenario -Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
-2% -2% -2% -2% R0 -2% -2% '' -2%.... -2%
R1 m Ut ,  R1M2 -2% -2% -19% -19% R1, R1M1, R1M2 -3% -3% -20% ' -20%
K 1 H.1M1, R2M2 -1% 0% -16% ' -16% " R2, R2M1, R2M2 -1% -1% -18% -18% "
R3, R3M1. R3M2 42% -97% 32% -99% fB, R3M1. R3M2 39% -94% 28% -99%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 41% -97% 30% -99% R4, R4M1, FI4M2 38% -94% 26% -99%
R1VR1 -21% -43% -43% R1VR1 -20% -21% -43% -43%
R2VR2, R2VR3 ....2%.... -7% -28% -40% R2VR2, R2VR3 1% -9% "-29% i>
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -20% -94% -70% -83% R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -21% -93% -71% -83%
R1f 1, R1F2 -5% -34% -34% R1F1, R1F2 -5% -5% -34% -34%
1, » 229% -96% 12% •77°; R4F1, R4F2 221% -94% 10% -77%
Italicized values reflect combinations of reader type(s)/scenarios and ageing precision and bias that have average CV > 50%.
Table 3,5 Average estimated coefficient of variation of SYsr among groupings ot reader type(s)/scenarios and levels of
ageing bias affecting reader types R3 and R4.
Age Sample Size = 100
Reader(s)/ High Precision Low Precision
Scenario -Bias -Bias -Bias +Bias
37% 35% 35% 36%
», R1M1, R1M2 36% 34% 35% 37%
:Mi, m m 35% 34% 36% 37%
R3» R3M1, R3M2 27% 504% 28% 767%
R4, R4M1, FI4M2 27% 520% 28% 779%
R1VR1 39% 36% 44% 42%_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
35% 35% 343 39%
30% 727% 40% 181%_ _ _ _ _
38% 36% 42% 42%
R4F1, R4F2 29% 563% 31% 711%
Age Sample Size = 900
Reader(s)/ High Precision Low Precision
Scenario -Bias +Bias -Bias +Btasr 22% 22% 23% 22%
Rl, R1M1, R1M2 22% ~1 22% 24% 23%
R2, R2M1, R2M2 22% 22% 24% 23%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 21% 327% 22% 488%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 21% 317% 22% 323%
R1VR1 23% 23% 26% 25%
FS2VR2, FS2VFB 22% 23% 24% 24%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 22% 56% 28% 331%
1, R1F2 22% 22% 25% 24%
R4F1, R4F2 22% 61% 22% ....42%....
Age Sample Size = 300 
Reader(s)/ iPrecision j LovTPrecision
Scenario -Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
RO 25% 26% 25% 24%
R1, R1M1, R1M2 25% 26% 27% 27%
m , R2M1, R2M2 25% 26% 26% 26%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 23% 264% 23% 682%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 23% 252% 23% 685%_ _
R1VR1 25% 27% 1 30%
25% 26% 26% 28%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 23% 76% 31% 244%
R1F1, R1F2 25% 26% 29% 29%
R4F1, R4F2 24% 614% 24% 50%
Average Over All Sample Sizes
Reader(s)/ | High Precision | Low Precision
Scenario -Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
28% 28% 28% 27%
R1, R1M1, R1M2 28% 28% 29% 29%
Ft2, R2M1, FeM2 28% 28% 29% 29%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 24% 365% 24%
R4, R4M1, FMM2 24% 363% 24% 573%
R1VR1 29% 29% 33% 32%
R2VR2, Fevre 27% 28% 28% 31%
TOVR3, FBVR4, R4VR4 25% 286% 33% 252%
R1F1, R1F2 28% 28% 32% 32%
R4F1, R4F2 25% 413% 26% 268%
These results support the general trend that ageing bias and low ageing precision leads to 
biased estimates of SYst.
While sample size did not substantially affect the average relative error, it was important 
in the variability of the sustained yield estimates. This is shown by both the CV of the 
sustained yield estimates and the proportion of replicated estimates which produced 
accurate (relative error <10%) estimates of sustained yield. Recall that the proportion of 
accurate replicate estimates is an indication of the probability of producing an accurate 
estimate and is therefore a combined measure of bias and precision.
It is apparent that the CV of the sustained yield estimates decreased as a function of 
sample size for each reader type (Table 3.5). Additionally, there were larger decreases in 
C V between the sample sizes of 100 and 300 than among 300 and 900. The proportion of 
replicate estimates of SYst that were within 10% of the true ranged between 0% and 40% 
among all levels of specified ageing error, scenarios, and sample sizes (Figures 3.7 -
3.11). As expected, the highest proportions were obtained when employing reader R0, 
with proportions ranging from approximately 25%, 33%, and 35% among sample sizes of 
100, 300, and 900, respectively (Figure 3.7). For readers Rl and R'2. the proportions 
were essentially identical to the R0 reader type in scenario 1 under high ageing precision, 
but dropped substantially under low ageing precision (Figure 3.7). However this same 
pattern is not nearly as evident for the R l and R2 readers in scenarios 2a and 2b where 
multiple readings were made by each reader type (Figures 3.8 and 3.9). For readers R3
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Sample Size = 100
Sample Size = 300
Sample Size = 90©
Figure 3.7 Proportion, of Monte Carlo replicates that produced estimates of SYsx
that were within 10% of the true value in scenario 1 with sample sizes
100, 300, and 900.
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Figure 3,8 Proportion of Monte Carlo replicates that produced estimates of SYst
that were within 10% of the true value in scenario 2a with sample sizes
100, 300, and 900.
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Figure 3.9 Proportion of Monte Carlo replicates that produced estimates of SYst
that were within 10% of the true value in scenario 2b with sample sizes
100, 300, and 900.
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Figure 3.10 Proportion of Monte Carlo replicates that produced estimates of SYst
that were within 10% of the true value in scenario 3 with sample sizes
100, 300, and 900.
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Sample Size = 100
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Figure 3,11 Proportion of Monte Carlo replicates that produced estimates of SYsx
that were within 10% of the true value in scenarios 4a and 4b with
sample sizes 100, 300, and 900,
and R4, the proportions of accurate estimates ranged from 0% to approximately 25% 
among scenarios 1, 2a, and 2b and sample sizes of 100, 300, and 900. Under positive- 
ageing bias, the proportions were uniformly zero in scenarios 1, 2a, and 2b among all 
sample sizes and levels of precision. In scenario 3 with two readers, the proportions of 
accurate estimates ranged from 0% to 25%, 0% to 35%, and 0% to 40% for sample sizes 
of 100, 300, and 900, respectively (Figure 3.10). Among all sample sizes in scenario 3, 
the high precision case produced proportions ranging from 0% to 40% while the low 
precision case produced proportions ranging from 0% to approximately 30%. The 
R2VR2 and R2VR3 combinations of reader types consistently had the highest proportions 
of accurate estimates. The R1VR1 performed relatively poorly compared to the R2VR2 
and R2VR3 combinations, suggesting that resolving disputes in the age of individual 
structures among two expert by using a rounded mean doesn’t result in accurate estimates 
of SYst, The R3VR3, R4VR4, and R3VR4 combinations produced the lowest 
proportions of accurate estimates except in the situation of high precision and a bias o f -1.
In scenario 4 where multiple readers make multiple readings, the proportions of accurate 
estimates ranged between 0% and 40% among all sample sizes and reader types (Figure
3.11). The R IF combinations of readers produced a similar pattern among high and low 
precision cases to those seen in scenario 1, with large differences in proportions between 
the low and high precision cases. The R4F combinations of readers also produced similar 
patterns compared to the R4 reader type in scenario 1 with the major differences being 
that R4P had a zero proportion of accurate estimates under high precision and bias = -2.
The general trend supported by these results Is that increasing sample size results in 
decreasing the CV of sustained yield estimates but can either increase or decrease the 
probability of obtaining and accurate estimate. For the reader types producing unbiased 
estimates of sustained yield, the decrease in CV of sustained yield estimates is 
accompanied by an increase in the probability of obtaining an accurate estimate. For the 
reader types producing biased sustained yield'" estimates, the decrease in the CV of 
sustained yield estimates is accompanied by a decrease in the probability of obtaining an 
accurate estimate as the “tail” of the distribution recedes away from the true value. The 
results further show that the probability of obtaining an accurate estimate increases only if 
the catch-age composition is being estimated by a precise and unbiased reader type(s).
S Y „
The estimated value of sustained yield to maximize the catch of fully mature fish (SY,„ j  
in 1992 ranged from a low of 5,256 fish to a high of 34,904 fish corresponding to relative 
errors of -69% and 105%, respectively (Appendices E7-E12). Figures 3.12 and 3.13 
present the estimated values of SYm+ among reader types and scenarios for a sample size 
of 300. Graphics corresponding to sample sizes of 100 and 900 are not presented because 
the estimated expected values of SYm+ tire very similar among sample sizes (Appendices 
E7, E9, and El 1). Table 3.6 shows the average relative error in 5YST among groupings of 
reader type(s)/scenarios and levels of ageing bias. The coefficient of variation of SYm+ 
among groupings of reader type(s)/scenarios and levels of ageing bias was consistently 
less than for SYst (Table 3.7).
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Figure 3.12 Estimated value of SY,„+ among reader types in scenarios 1, 2a, and 2b 
(sample size = 300),
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Figure 3,13 Estimated value of 8Y,)+ among reader types in scenarios 3, 4a, and 4b 
(sample size = 300),
Table 3,6 Average relative error of estimates of SYm+
bias affecting reader types R3 and R4.
Age Sample Size = 100
Fteader(s)/ High Precision Low Precision
Scenario -Bias s -Bias +Bias
RO -1% -1% -1% -1%
R1 R1M1, R iM 2 -1% -1% -4-'o -5%
R2, R2M1, R2M2 •<% -1% , -4%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 1% -26% -2% -34%
h R 4.R 4M 1.R4M 2 1% -27% -3% -33%
R1VR1 l -7% -8% -14% -14%
R2VR2, R2VR3 1~j -4% -8% -12%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -24%" I -49% -44% -33%
R1F1, R1F2 -2% 1 -2% -12% I -12%
R4F1, R4F2 46% -37% 3% -33%
Age Sample Size = 900
Reader(s)/ High Precision Low Precision
Scenario -Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
R0 -2% •2%~~ -2% -3%
R1. R1M1, R1M2 1 3 -1% -3% ,
R2, R2M1, R2M2 -T o 0% -2% -2%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 5% -31% 1% -33%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 4% -31% 0% -33%
R1VR1 -9% -9% -14% -14%
R2VR2, R2VR3 2% -3% -7% -11%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -22% -52% -44% -32%
R1M R1F2 -3% -3% -14% -14%
R4 51% -54% 5% -32%
among groupings of reader type(s)/scenarios and levels of ageing
Age Sample Size = 300
Reader(s)/ Ugh Precision | Low Precision
-Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
RO -3% -3% -3% -4%
Rl R1M1 R1M2 -1% -2% -3% -4%
R2, R2M1, R2W2 -1% -1% -3% -3%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 4% -32% -1% -34%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 3% -31% -2%.." -33%
R1VR1 -9% -10% -14% -15%
2% -4% -8% -12%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -22% -52% -44% -33%
R1F1, R1F2 -4% -4% -14% -15%
R4F1, R4F2 50% -51% 4% -33%
Average over all sample Sizes
Reader(s)/ High Precision Low Precision
-Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
RO -2% -2% -2% -2%
, R1M2 -1% -2% -4% ,
R2, R2M1, R2M2 -1% -1% -3% «
R3, R3M1, R3M2 3% -29% -1% -34%
3% -30% -2% -33%
R1 -9% -9% -14% -14%
R2VR2, revR 3 1% -4% 8% -12%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 -23% -51% -44% -33%
R1F1 R1FJ -3% -3% 13% -13%
F1 R4F2 49% -47% 4% -33%
Table 3.7 Average estimated coefficient of variation of SY,
ageing bias affecting reader types R3 and R4.
Age Sample Size = 100
R e a d e r^ / H gh Precision Low Precision |
Scenario -Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
FtO 21% 21% 20% 21%
R1, R1M1, R1M2 20% 20% 19% 20%
R2. R2M1. R2M2 20% 20% 19% 20%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 19% 44% 19% 15%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 19% 39% 19% 15%
R1VR1 21% 20% 22% 21%
R2VR2, R2VR3 20% 20% 18% 20%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 19% 22% 18% 20%
R1F1, R1F2 22% 21% 22% 4
R4F1, R4F2 19% 39% 18% 4
Age Sample Size = 900
Reader(s)/ High Precision Low Precision
Scenario -Bias +Bias -Bias +Bias
15% 15% % %
R1, R1M1, R1M2 15% 15% 16% 15%
R2» R2M1, R2M2 15% % 16% 15%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 17% 14% 17% 14%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 17% 14% 17% 14%
R1VR1 15% 15% 16% 15%
R2VR2, R2VR3 15% 15% 16% 15%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 16% 16% 16% 15%
R1F1, R1F2 15% 15% 16% 15%
R4F1, R4F2 16% 16% 16% 15%
among groupings of reader type(s)/scenarios and levels of
Age Sample Size = 300
Fteader(s)/ H gh Precision Low Precision
16% 16% 16% 15%
R1, R1M1, R1M2 16% 16% 16% 16%
2M1, R2M2
_ _
16% 18% 16%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 17% 15% 17% 14%
R4, R4M1, R4M2 17% 15% 17% 4_ _ _ _ _
16% 16% 16% 17%
R2VR2, R2VR3 16% 16% 16% 16%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 17% 19% 16% 16%
16% 16% 17% 16%
! 17% 24% 16% 16%
Average Over All Sample Sizes
Reader(s)/ High Precision Low Precision
R0 17% I7°v 17% 17%
R1, R1M1, R1M2 17% 17% 17% 17%
R2, R2M1, R2M2 17% 17% 17% 17%
R3, R3M1, R3M2 18% 24% I 18% 4
R4, R4M1, R4M2 18% 22% r  18% 14%
R1VR1 17% 17% 18% 18%
R2VR2, R2VR3 17% 17% 17%
R3VR3, R3VR4, R4VR4 17% 19% 16% 17%
R1F1, R1F2 17% % 18% 18v,
F t, R4F2 17% 26% 17% 17%
Among scenarios 1, 2a, and 2b and all samples sizes, the only circumstances where the 
null hypothesis that the relative difference between the estimated value of SYm+ and the 
true value of SYW+ is less than 10% was rejected were among reader types R3 and R4 
under positive ageing bias (Appendices E8, E10, and E12), Additionally, among all 
reader types, scenarios, and sample sizes, the null hypothesis was not rejected under high 
precision and bias = -1. In scenario 3, the null hypothesis was uniformly not rejected for 
the R2VR2 combination among all sample sizes and levels of precision, and for the 
R1VRI combination under high precision. The null hypothesis was rejected under all 
cases except high precision and bias = -1 for the R3VR3, R4VR4, and R3VR4 
combinations, Finally, the null hypothesis was rejected among all cases in scenario 4 
with the exception of RIF under high precision, R4F under a bias of -1, and R4F1 under 
low precision and negative bias. These results support the general trend that ageing bias 
leads to biased estimates of S Ym+
Similar to SYst, the CV of SYm+ decreased consistently as a function of sample size with 
the largest decreases occurring between sample sizes of 100 to 300 (Table 3.7), The 
proportion of replicate estimates of SYm+ within 10% of the true value ranged between 
0% and 56% among all levels of specified ageing error, scenarios, and sample sizes 
(Figures 3.14 - 3.18). In scenarios I, 2a, and 2b, proportions were very' similar among the
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Figure 3,14 Proportion of Monte Carlo replicates that produced estimates of SYm+
that were within 10% of the true value in scenario 1 with sample sizes
100, 300, and 900.
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Figure 3.15 Proportion of Monte Carlo replicates that produced estimates of SY,„+
that were within 10% of the true value in scenario 2a with sample sizes
100, 300, and 900,
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Figure 3.16 Proportion of Monte Carlo replicates that produced estimates of SYm+
that were within 10% of the true value in scenario 2b with sample sizes
100, 300, and 900.
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Figure 3,17 Proportion of Monte Carlo replicates that produced estimates of SY„1+
that were within 10% of the true value in scenario 3 with sample sizes
100, 300, and 900.
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Figure 3,18 Proportion of Monte Carlo replicates that produced estimates of SYm+
that were within 10% of the true value in scenarios 4a and 4b with
sample sizes i 00, 300, and 900,
RO, R l, and R2 readers and ranged between approximately 38% to 45%, 45% to 53%, 
and 45% to 56% for sample sizes of 100, 300, and 900, respectively (Figures 3,14-3.16). 
The proportion of accurate estimates from the R3 or R4 readers was uniformly zero for 
the bias = I case among scenarios 1, 2a, and 2b with all sample sizes.
In scenario 3, proportions ranged from 0% to 45%, 0% to 50%, and 0% to 55% among all 
reader types and sample sizes of 100, 300, and 900, respectively (Figure 3.17). When 
employing the R2VR2 combination of reader types in scenario 3, the highest proportions 
were produced ranging from 40% to 42%, 48% to 51%, and 46% to 56% for sample sizes 
of 100, 300, and 900 respectively.
In scenarios 4a and 4b with the R l reader type, proportions ranged from approximately 
26% to 40%, 30% to 53%, and 33% to 55% for sample sizes of 100, 300, and 900, 
respectively (Figure 3.18). The R4 reader type produced highly variable results in 
scenarios 4a and 4b with probabilities ranging from 0% to 42%, 0% to 48%., and 0% to 
48%, among sample sizes of 100, 300, and 900, respectively.
The general trend supported by these results is similar to SYsx in that increasing sample 
size results in decreasing the CV oi sustained yield estimates but can either increase or
decrease the probability of obtaining an accurate estimate. However, the estimation of 
SYm+ is apparently more robust than. SYst considering ageing imprecision since the 
probability of obtaining an accurate estimate increases only if the catch-age composition 
is being estimated an unbiased reader type(s).
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Reader Types
The relative performance of some reader types was initially puzzling when considering 
the results of this study. Most notably was the poor performance of the R1VR1 reader 
combination compared to the R2VR2 reader combination in scenario 3. However, this 
result is explained by recalling how disagreements among intermediate observed ages 
were reconciled.
The R1VRI situation was a scenario where the intermediate ages from two expert readers 
were being compared. Since neither was defined as “more expert”, the rounded mean of 
the intermediate ages was assigned as final observed age when there was a disagreement. 
Therefore, if the intermediate ages differ by one year, the older age is used (e.g. 4 and 5, 
mean is 4.5, final observed age is 5). If the intermediate ages differ by 2 years, the mean 
is used (e.g. 4 and 6, mean and final observed age is 5). If the intermediate ages differ by 
three years, an age older than the mean is used (e.g. 4 and 7, mean is 5.5, final observed 
age is 6). This pattern illustrates that the final observed age from two expert readers is 
actually positively biased if non-equal intermediate ages are reconciled with rounded 
means.
The other curious result was that in general, the R2 reader performed better than the R l 
reader. This can be explained by recalling that difference between the R l and R2 reader 
types is that the R l reader has a constant standard deviation of observed age as a function 
of true age, and that the R2 reader type has an increasing standard deviation of observed 
age as a function of true age. Additionally, because of the truncation in the classification
matrix that takes place al the upper age bound, the R2 reader has a greater probability of 
under-ageing the oldest aged fish than does the R l reader type. In effect this causes the 
population to appear slightly more productive and elevates the estimate of sustained 
fishing mortality and sustained yield slightly for the R2 type reader.
Ageing Scenarios
It is clear from the results of this study that the deleterious effects of ageing bias were not 
mitigated by the multiple readings among and between readers within scenarios 2, 3 and 
4. It is also apparent that the effects of ageing imprecision can be mitigated to some 
extent by multiple readings. Comparisons of the extant relative error in the estimated 
value of SYst and SYm+ among ageing scenarios under the low precision case suggest that 
scenarios 2a and 2b were the most effective at reducing bias in estimating sustained yield. 
Furthermore, it does not appear that either disregarding structures without a modal age 
(scenario 2a) or assigning the median of replicate readings (scenario 2b) are clearly 
superior. There is some suggestion in considering the results of the R IF readers in 
scenario 4 that under low precision it may be preferable to disregard structures with non- 
modal ages rather than assigning medians. However, it is also clear that scenario 2 
performs better than scenario 4 given unbiased reader types based on trends in relative 
error.
3 3  Lambda (k j  Evaluation
As described in the methods section, a limited sensitivity analysis was conducted to 
examine the effect of varying the value of the weighting parameter (Xs) on sustained yield
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estimates. Tables 3.8 and 3.9 report the estimated relative error and coefficient of 
variation of estimates of SYst and SYm+ among simulation runs with sample sizes of 100, 
300, and 900 under low precision and bias = -2. The simulations with Xs specified as 100 
generally show increased relative error and decreased precision (increased CV). The 
results of this analysis indicate that ageing error can influence the estimation of sustained 
yield as a function of X„ with less weighting on the survey data (smaller Xs) causing 
greater error in sustained yield due to ageing error. The trend described above is 
generally true, but some reader types are affected to a greater degree than others. For 
example, the effect on the estimates from the R0 reader type is not nearly as substantial as 
the effect on the resultant estimates from the R3VR3 reader types.
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Table 3.8 Relative error and coefficient of variation of estimates of SYst under low 
precision and bias = -2 among reader type(s)/scenarios for two values of 
the survey weighting parameter (A,).
Relative error of SYst among reader(s)/scenarios.
X, =1300 X»=100
Sample Size
-2% -4% -2%
R1 -38% -34% -33% 1
R2 -38% -36% OO /©
R3 22% 26% 31%
PS4 15% 19% 24%
R1M1 - 17% -15% -13%
R2M1
_ _
-6% -4%
R3M1 21% 26% 32%
B4M1 21% 55% 32%_ _
R1M2 ~ l -13%
h m m -15% -12% >
R3M2 29% 32% 38%
R4M2 25% 28%
R1VR1 -44% -43%_ _ -43%
R2VR2 ~ 5 %
R3VR3 -89% 5 i% -88%
R4VR4 ■84% -84% -83%
R2VR3 -43% -41% 40' ,
B3VR4 -90% -90% -89%
R1F1 -28%
_ _
-30%_ _
37 i 5 4>j ,
R4F1 6%
r _ _ _
13%
R4F2 38% 42% 45%
R0 -5% -5% -4%
Rl r  -50% -47% 48" j
R2 -52% -50% -50%—
R3
—
14%
B4 -3% 1 7% 10%
R1M1 j -26% -25% 1
R2M1 -16% -15%
I 0% 11% 16%
R4M1 00/<L m 13% 19%
R1M2 r -24% -20% -21%
R2M2
_ _
-22% -22%
R3M2 19% 24%
R4M2 5% 19%_ _ _ _ _
/u- -55%
R2VR2 -45% 42' i -42% 1_ _ _
-99% -99% -100%
R4VR4 -96% -96% -96%
R2VR3 -59% -56% -56%
R3VR4 -93% -100% -100%
R1F1 'iT 'r -39% -39%
R1F2 -48% -49% -49%
R4F1 -3% 4 , 6%
R4F2 36% 46% 48%
Estimated value of the CV of S Y« among reacter(s)/acenartos.
Sample Size
Reader(s)/Scenario 100 300 900
36% 25% 23%—
R1 38% 27%
R2 35% 27% 24%
R3 28% 22% 22%
R4 28%
_ _
22%
R1M1 37% 27% 24%
R2M1 35% 27% 24%
R3M1 29% 23% 22% 1
R4M1 30% 23% 22%_ _
35% 26% ' 24%
R2M2 34% 26% 24%
R3M2 27% 22% 22%
H4M2 28% 22% 22%
R1VR1 44% 30%— 26%
R2VR2 36%
—
24%
I R3VR3 47% 32%
R4VR4 41% 30% 11%
I R2VR3 34% 26% 24%
R3VR4 51% 37% 34%
r R1F1 44% 29% 24%
R1F2 42% 28% 25%
i 31% 24% 22%
? 30% I 22% l i i %
Sample Size
R e ad e rs /S cen a rio  100 300 900
H) 39% 26% 20%
R1 41% 29% 22%
R2 41% 29% 22%
R3 33% 24% 19%
R4 34%
—
19%
R1M1 40% 28% 21%
I 40% 28% 21%
R3M1 39% 26% 19%
R4MI 40% 27% 20% I
R1M2 38% 27% 21%
R2M2 37% 27% ._ _  .
34%
_ _
18%
R4M2 33% 24% 18%
45% 31% I 23%
R2VR2 39%
—
21%
R3VR3 176% 140% ^27%
R4VR4 85% 56% 33%_ _
41% 28% 21%
R3VR4 189% 184%, 192%
R1F1 47% 31% 23%
R1F2 4-4^0 29% n OO-1' iLtL /o
R4F1 38% 27% 20%—
H ^ 2 33% I 25%
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Table 3.9 Relative error and coefficient of variation of estimates of SYm+ under
low precision and bias = -2 among reader type(s)/scenarios for two 
values of the survey weighting parameter (A,.).
Relative error of S Y « among reader(a)/scenarios.
X,  = 1300 ^*100
Sample Size
R0 -2% -4% -3%
R1 -9% -9% -8%
m -11% -10% -9%p _ _ _
-9% -8% -5%—
R4 -12% 11%
I R1M1 -3% -3% -2%_
KM1 -1% 1% —_ _
-10% -9%. _ _
-11% ~f%, _ _  .
0% 0% 1%
R2M2 -1% -1% 0%
R3M2 -5% -3%
—
R4M2 -8% -7%
R1VR1 -14% -15% -14%
R2VR2 -8% -7% I -7%_ _ _
R3VR3 -64% -64% _ _
R4VR4 -60% -61%
R2VFB -16% -15%
R3VR4 -64% -65% -65%
R1F1 -10% -13% -12%
R1F2 -13% -17% IR%
R4F1 2% 2% 4%
R4F2 13% 14% 16%
R0 -3S- -4% -3%
R1 -18% -16% -16%
R2 -19% 1 -17% >_ _  .
-17% -12% 10%
R4
_ _
-15% -14%
R1M1 -10% -7%—_ _ _
-6% -3%
R3M1 -21% -15%_ _ _ -12%
R4M1 -21% ^12%
-7% -4%
—
-4%
m m
_
R3M2 -16% -10% -8%_ _
R4M2
_ _
,
R1VR1 -22% -20% -20%
R2VR2 1 4 ; -13% i
R3VR3 -78% -77%
R4VR4 / j ' o r  -72% -72%
R2VR3 -28% -23% -23%_ _
R3VR4 -78% -78%
r i f ?~ -17% IT?%_ _ _
R1F2 -19% -21%_ _
-4% 0% 1%
R4F2 12% 16% 1 17%
CV of SY». among readerfsj/scenarios.
Sample Size Sample Size Sample Size
Reader(s)/Scenario 100 300 900 Fteader(s)/Scenario 100 300 900
FB 21% 16% 15% R0 22% 17% 14%
R1
—
16% 15% R1 19% 17% 15%
R2 18% 16% 15% R2 19% 16% 14%
R3 20% 17% 17% R3 23% 18% 18%
R4 20% 17%
_ _
FS4 23% 19% 16%
R1M1 20% 16% 18% R1M1 21% 17% 14%
R2M1 19% 16%
_
R2M1 20% 17% 15%
R3W1 21% 18% 18% R3M1 26% 19% 16%
R4M1 21% 18% 18% R4M1 26% 21% 17%
R1M2 20% 16% 16% R1M2 20% 17% 14%
mm.
_ _ _ _ _
18% 16% R2M2 19% 17% 15%
FBM2 20% 17% 17% R3M2 24% 19% 16%
R4M2 20% 17% 18%
_ _
23% 19%
—
16%
R1VR1 22% r 17% 16% R1VR1_ _ 21%— 14%
R2VR2
_
18% 15% _ _ _ 17% 14%
R3VR3 18% 16% 16% 24% 18% 16%
R4VB4 18% 18% 16% R4VR4 21% 17% 14%
R2VR3 18%
—
15% FCVFB 19% 16% 14%
FBVR4 18% 16% 16% R3VR4 23% 19%
R1F1 23% 17% 16% R1F1 23% 18% 15%—
R1F2 22% 16% 15% R1F2 22% 17%
R4F1 18% 16% 16% R4F1 21% 18% 15%
R4F2 18% 16% : 16% R4F2 20% 17% 15%
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DISCUSSION
4.1 Effects o f Sample Size on Estimates o f Sustained Yield
S Y st
The effect of sample size on the expected value of SYst was of little consequence as 
demonstrated by the nearly perfect consistency of hypothesis test results among different 
sample sizes. This result suggests that attempting to mitigate bias in sustained yield 
estimates resulting from poor reader performance by increasing sample size is not a 
feasible tactic.
In contrast, sample size plays a major role in determining the variability of sustained yield 
estimates. It is apparent that the CV of sustained yield estimates and the probability of 
obtaining an estimate of sustained yield that is within 10% of the true value given a 
particular Monte Carlo replicate generally increases with increasing sample size. Kimura 
(1989a, 1990) reported a similar trend in the precision of biomass estimates from ASA 
models as a function of sample size. In this study, the CV of sustained yield estimates 
always decreased as sample size increased. However, the probability of obtaining an 
accurate estimate either increased, stayed nearly the same, or decreased slightly as sample 
size was increased depending on the reader type(s)/scenario. As the CV of the biased 
estimates were reduced, the portions of the distributions which were within 10% of the 
ti u t sustained yield were reduced*, in contrast, as the CV of the unbiased estimates were 
reduced the portions of the distributions that were within 10% of the true sustained yield
were increased. These general trends imply that increasing sample size will result in 
increasing the probability of obtaining an accurate estimate only if the catch-age 
composition is being determined by a precise and unbiased reader.
The unexpected result that increasing sample size does not always increase the probability 
of obtaining an accurate estimate is probably also due to the effect of other information 
used in catch-age analysis, namely estimates of relative or absolute abundance. The 
weighting used for this other information can have a large effect on abundance estimation 
and hence obviate the influence of the ageing information. Furthermore, as sample size is 
increased, ageing bias and imprecision have greater deleterious affects on parameter 
estimation.
SY«+
The effect of sample size on the expected value of SYm+ was very similar to that observed 
for SYst. Increasing sample size did not substantially affect the expected value of SYm+ 
nor affect the outcome of the hypothesis tests of the relative difference between the 
estimated value of SYm+ and the true value.
The variability in the estimated value of SYm+ was generally similar to the variability of 
SYst. The probability of obtaining an accurate estimate for the RO, R l, and R2 reader 
types increased consistently with increases in sample size, This result was slightly 
different from the results for SYst, in which the probability of obtaining an accurate 
estimate using the R l and R2 type readers under low precision did not increase as a 
function of sample size. The biased R3 and R4 reader types display an inverse
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relationship between the probability of obtaining an accurate estimate and the sample 
size, because believing no bias with data of high precision leads to erroneous confidence 
in data and misleading results, The general trend observed for the variability of SYsx is 
mimicked by the variability of SYm+ with the exception that even under the low precision 
case, increasing sample size tends to increase the probability of obtaining an accurate 
estimate in the absence of ageing bias,
4.2 Effects o f Ageing Error on Estimates o f Sustained Yield
S Y st
The effects of ageing error on the estimated value SYst were more pronounced than the 
effects of sample size. Furthermore, ageing bias tends to have greater effect on estimates 
of sustained yield than ageing precision. In general negative ageing bias tended to 
produce positively biased estimates of SYst and positive ageing bias tended to produce 
negatively biased estimates of sustained yield. This result is similar to the findings 
published by other researchers studying the effects of ageing error on ASA and yield-per- 
recruit models (Kimura 1990, Rivard 1983, Tyler et al, 1989, and Lai and Gunderson 
1987).
Under-estimation of fish age is prevalent using scales and whole otoliths for some species 
of fish (Chilton and Stocker 1987, Lentsch and Griffith 1987, Pikitich and Demory 1988, 
Sharp and Bernard 1988, Booth et al. 1995, Polat and Gumus 1996). There are a variety
of mechanisms which may cause this to occur including undetectable first year annuli on
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scales or whole otoliths, and compression of annuli near scale margins. These conditions 
can result in under-ageing across the entire lifespan, under-ageing al older ages, or under­
estimation of longevity. Therefore, when employing age-structured models it is critical to 
utilize structures that do not consistently bias fish age. In particular, structures which 
inherently under-age fish should be avoided since negative bias has been shown to result 
in non-conservative management recommendations.
The effect of increasing ageing imprecision on the expected value of SYst was to decrease 
the expected value of SYst. This result was particularly evident given the unbiased Rl 
and R2 reader types among all scenarios. This is a heartening result for fisheries 
managers since it suggests that increasing ageing imprecision results in more conservative 
management strategies. Furthermore, in the case of the biased R3 and R4 reader types, 
the effect of ageing imprecision caused the expected value of SYst to be less biased given 
negative ageing bias in the low precision case versus the high precision case because of 
the offsetting trends of negative ageing bias and low ageing precision.
SYm+
The effect of ageing error on estimates of the estimated value of SYm+ often followed the 
observed trends in the expected value of SYst, However, the magnitude of the relative 
errors in SY,n+ imposed by ageing error were substantially less. Ageing bias again had a 
larger effect on SYm+ than ageing precision. Additionally, as with SYst, negative ageing 
bias caused positive relative error in SYm+, and positive ageing bias caused negative 
relative error in SY,„+. This result is due to either the over-estimation of selectivity of age
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2 fish (greater than 1), in the case of negative ageing bias, or to an error in the 
specification of the youngest age recruited to the fishery, in the ease of positive ageing 
bias. To illustrate, recall that the estimation of Fm+ is solely dependent on selectivity-at- 
age and natural mortality. Under negative ageing bias, the selectivity of two yea- old fish 
was over-estimated resulting in an under-estimate of Fm+. However, because of over­
estimation of selectivity of age 2 fish, the effective fishing mortality on age 2 fish was 
larger than the full recruit fishing mortality resulting in the over-estimation of SYm+. 
Indeed, this result is counterintuitive considering that negative ageing bias resulted in 
negative relative error for both Fm+ and projected abundance and is the result of allowing 
estimated selectivity to exceed 1 in the CAGEM analysis.
Given a positive ageing bias, the estimated catch-age composition ranges from 3 to 7+ 
and 4 to 7+ for ageing biases of + 1 and +2, respectively, In turn, the CAGEM and catch-
per-recruit of fully mature fish analyses are conducted based on these age ranges and the 
assumption that selectivity is equal to one for all age classes. The resulting Fm+ estimates 
are 0.221 and 0.293 for ageing biases of +1 and +2, respectively. The only variability in 
the estimates of S Y m+ was therefore related to the estimation of projected abundance 
which was severely negatively biased.
Ageing imprecision had far less effect on the expected value of SY„+ than on the expected 
value of SYst. Thus, the estimation of Fm+ is apparently more robust to the levels of
ageing imprecision specified in the simulations since the estimated projected abundance 
and selectivity of age 2 fish are identical in the calculation of SYst and SYm+.
4.3 Effects o f Lambda (k%) on Estimates o f  Sustained Yield
The limited sensitivity study of the effect of the weighting parameter (Av) revealed that a 
change in X, did indeed change the relative error in sustained yield estimates. 
Furthermore, it affected the relative error of sustained yield for some reader types more 
than others. This is not surprising considering that the definition of the optimum value of 
Xs is the ratio of the catch variance and the survey variance (Deriso et al. 1985, 1989). 
Obviously, since the variability in the catch is a function of ageing error, the optimum 
value of X, would differ by reader type.
This result strengthens Kimura’s (1989b) contention that constraints, including the value 
of A„ can and should be applied systematically to assess the overall variability in model 
performance. This is especially true when one does not know the relative amounts of 
variability in catch data versus survey data, as is usually the case. Multiple values of Ay 
should be used to discover a weighting value which both maximizes model fit and 
minimizes trends in catch residuals.
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4.4 Effects o f Model Structure mi Estimates o f  Sustained Yield
By definition, the structure of a model affects output and hence implications drawn from 
its use. Recall that in program AGEERR the introduction of ageing error was a two-step 
process: (1) incoiporating imprecision as a function of true age using a classification 
matrix and (2) given a biased reader type, adding a constant bias. When incorporating 
ageing error due to imprecision, the process prohibited the resultant observed age from 
traversing the true age range. Furthermore, when subsequently incorporating ageing bias, 
the resultant observed age was again restricted to the true age range. As a result, under 
negative ageing bias, the biased R3 and R4 reader types produced age compositions 
ranging from 2 to 9 (bias of - I) or 2 to 8 (bias of -2). After the incorporation of the plus 
group, the age ranges considered in the catch-age analysis are 2 to 7+ for both -1 and -2 
biases, and the resultant catch-at-age was highly skewed towards age 2 fish. The net 
effect on parameter estimates was to grossly over-estimate the selectivity of age 2 fish, 
and to under-estimate the projected abundance.
Under positive ageing bias, the biased R3 and R4 reader types produced age compositions 
ranging from 3 to 10 (bias of +1) or 4 to 10 (bias of +2). After the incorporation of the
plus group, the age ranges considered in the catch-age analyses were 3 to 7+ (+1 bias) and 
4 to 7+ (+2 bias). Furthermore, since the simulation assumed that all ages >2 were fully
recruited, the catch-age analysis did not estimate any selectivity coefficients. The net
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effect was to cause even larger under-estimation in the projected abundance than 
experienced under negative ageing bias.
It could be argued that the strategy of incorporating ageing bias in program AGEERR is 
unrealistic and that the effects on parameter estimates are artifacts of the simulation. An 
alternative strategy for modeling ageing error is to specify bias directly in the transition 
matrix (Tyler et al. 1989, Bradford 1991, Rivard 1983). Additionally, one could specify a 
variable bias as a function of age. A third strategy could be to specify a constant bias 
throughout the age range but allow observed age to traverse the age range. One could 
then disregard all observed ages outside the true age range. It is suspected that all these 
strategies would produce similar trends in the relative error of sustained yield, because the 
same changes in the distribution of ages would occur. It is possible that results from this 
study are more extreme than would be results produced using alternate methods of 
modeling ageing error. However, the focus of this research was to point out the relative 
trends caused by sampling and ageing error rather than to predict absolute error. Indeed, 
it is nearly impossible to model all the vagaries found in estimating the age of fishes, and 
the conclusions drawn from this study can be viewed as a worst case scenario with 
obvious implications to management.
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4.5 Conclusions
The general conclusions regarding the effect of sample size and ageing error on estimates
of sustained yield from the QS model are as follows:
1. Sample size does not significantly affect the expected value of sustained yield. 
Sample size does affect the variability of estimates of both SYs-r and SY 
Increases in sample size result in increasing the probability of obtaining an 
accurate estimate of SYst only when catch-age composition is estimated by a 
precise and unbiased reader. Increases in sample size result in increasing the 
probability of obtaining an accurate estimate of SYm+ only when catch-age 
composition is estimated by an unbiased reader.
2. Ageing error affects the estimated value of both SYst and SYm+, Positive ageing 
bias generally results in the under-estimation of both SYst and SYm+» and negative 
ageing bias generally results in the over-estimation of both SYst and SY,»,+. In the 
absence of ageing bias, a high degree of ageing imprecision generally results in 
the under-estimation of both SYst and SYm+. The net effect in terms of 
management implications is that both positive ageing bias and ageing imprecision 
tend to result in conservative management recommendations, and that negative 
ageing bias tends to result in non-conservative management recommendations.
3. The most effective ageing procedure to reduce the affect of ageing imprecision is 
to use modal ages resulting from three intermediate readings from a single reader. 
There is little difference in terms of resultant estimates of sustained yield among
the procedures of disregarding non-modal ages or assigning the median of 
intermediate ages.
The value of the weighting parameter 1„ is critical in determining bias in 
estimates of sustained yield considering the QS model. The influence of 1, 
increases with the amount of error in the catch-at-age data.
Finally, this study emphasizes the importance of careful validation of ageing 
techniques. Common problems encountered in determining the age of fish are; 
(1) measurement error (imprecision) caused by poor ageing judgment and ability 
(e.g. readers failing to recognize all the extant annuli in structures collected from 
older fish); and (2) process error due to annuli not being formed [e.g. missing first 
year annul! in some rainbow trout (Lentsch and Griffith 1987)]. Since 
imprecision and bias can act in different directions, it is unclear what the resultant 
effect on estimates of sustained yield will be. Only by careful experimentation 
and development of ageing protocols will it be possible to validate estimates of 
sustained yield when ageing error is present.
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Age-structured assessment methodology or catch-age analysis is emerging as the 
dominant stock assessment procedure. The method synthesizes age structure, surveys, 
catch, and other types of data to provide information on population parameters. This 
information can then aid in the realization of management objectives. However, catch- 
age analysis is susceptible to many of the pitfalls associated with other analyses. For 
example, ageing error is frequently assumed to be negligible when conducting catch-age 
analysis. This assumption is usually unfounded and the effect of the ageing error on the 
results of the catch-age analysis can be substantial.
Program AGEERR is a Monte Carlo type simulation program designed to investigate the 
effects of sample size and ageing error on catch-age analysis and subsequent sustained 
yield estimation of an exploited age-structured fish population. The program contains 
four procedures: (1) generation of an exploited age structured fish population with 
associated true catch- and abundance-at-age; (2) construction of observed catch-at-age 
data by incorporating measurement error due to sampling, ageing error, and variability in 
the total catch; (3) estimation of population parameters using catch-age analysis with 
auxiliary information analysis and observed catch-at-age and auxiliary observed survey 
data; and (4) estimation of sustained yield.
APPENDIX A. USEES MANUAL FOE PROGRAM AGEEEE
The execution of the program is controlled by input parameters read from two command 
files (AGEERR.CMD and CAGEM.CMD; Appendix B1 and B2). The program expects 
input parameters in the order shown in the command tiles with the number of Monte 
Carlo trials specified in the first line of the input file AGEERR.CMD.
A .l Generation o f the True Population
Program AGEERR accepts a set of population parameters specific to the population 
under investigation and generates a time series of true catch- and abundance-at-age. This 
is accomplished using the typical Baranov catch equations (Baranov 1918; Appendix C l). 
The user should note that separable fishing mortality (Doubleday 1976, Deriso et al. 
1985, 1989, Fournier and Archibald 1982, Pope 1977, and Pope and Shepherd 1982) is 
assumed (Appendix C 1, equation 6). The required set of input parameters include: (1) the 
starting and ending years of the time series; (2) the true recruitment age of the population; 
(3) the oldest true age in the population; (4) the true abundance of al! age classes in the 
starting year; (5) the true abundance of the recruitment age class in all years of the time 
series; (6) the true selectivity coefficients of all age classes; (7) the true natural mortality 
experienced by the population; and (8) the true full recruitment fishing mortality for each 
year of the time series. A flowchart describing this procedure is shown in Appendix B3. 
A single output file (AGEOUT.OUT) is generated during this procedure which contains 
the time series of the true abundance-at-age, catch-at-age, and selectivities (Appendix 
B4).
8?
A.2 Observed Catch-at-Age Data
Program AGEERR randomly draws a specified number of samples without replacement 
from the true annual catch-at-age with the probability of selecting a fish of a given true 
age equal to the true proportion of that age class in the annual catch. If the specified 
sample size is larger than the annual catch, the program will stop and notify the user of 
the problem. The annual age composition of the sample is then estimated according to 
combinations of reader types and ageing scenarios which impart differing levels and types 
of ageing error (Appendix C2). The reader types represent different kinds of within- 
reader error: reader RO is the perfect reader, reader R l is precise and unbiased, reader R2 
is imprecise and unbiased, reader R3 is precise and biased, and reader R4 is imprecise and 
biased. The ageing scenarios represent different ways in which ageing error due to ageing 
imprecision and between reader bias could be minimized. For example, two R3 readers 
working in a lab which employs multiple readings according to ageing scenario 2a would 
potentially produce sample age compositions much more similar than if they worked in a 
lab which employed only single readings as in scenario 1.
The 23 combinations are: scenario 1 with reader types RO, R l, R2, R3, and R4; scenario 
2a with reader types R l, R2, R3, and R4; scenario 2b with reader types R l, R2, R3, and 
R4; scenario 3 with reader types Rl vs. R l, R2 vs. R2, R3 vs. R3, R4 vs. R4, R2 vs. R3, 
and R3 vs, R4; scenario 4a with reader types R l vs. R l and R4 vs. R4; and scenario 4b 
with reader types Rl vs. Rl and R4 vs, R4. Of the 23 age compositions, 22 are
constructed given ageing error and one (scenario 1. reader RO) is constructed with no 
error.
Following Richards et al. (1992)* classification matrices are used for each reader to assign 
observed age a given a true age b. The distribution of observed age given true age is 
discrete normal with expected value equal to the true age and variance defined by the 
ageing precision parameters specified in the model (Appendix C3). The user should note 
that although the observed age a will be assigned true age b with highest probability 
given the “unbiased” readers R l and R2, these readers cannot be considered truly 
unbiased because the observed age must He within the age bounds that the fish is 
recruited to the fishery. In other words, if fish younger than, age 2 are never observed in 
the fisher}', the observed age of a fish with true age 2 will always be greater than or equal 
to 2. A similar argument can be made for the oldest age fish. Therefore, observed age 
will always over-estimate the age of young fish and under-estimate the age of old fish. 
Additionally, given the introduced bias of readers R3 and R4, a negative bias will cause 
the observed ages from an R3 or R4 reader to be more accurate than an R l or R2 reader 
for young fish. Similarly, a positive bias will cause the observed ages from an R3 or R4 
reader to be more accurate than an Rl or R2 reader for old fish.
The final step in constructing the observed catch-at-age is to apply the observed annual 
age composition to the annual catch (Appendix B5). However an additional source of
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The input parameters necessary to generate the observed catch-at-age data include: (1) 
annual sample size («); (2) standard deviations (ar, aA) of observed age given true age at 
recruitment (r) and the oldest age (A) (for the variable ageing precision of reader types R2 
and R4), (3) a, the non-linearity parameter (a  #  0 if the three parameter ageing error 
model is used, enter 0 if the two parameter model is used); (4) constant standard deviation 
(<J) of observed age given true age (for the constant ageing precision of reader types Rl 
and R3); (5) the constant bias of readers R3 and R4; (6) pooling age if a plus age class is 
to be used, enter 0 if pooling is not performed; and (7) the coefficient of variation of the 
observed total annual catch estimate.
A total of nine output files are generated during this procedure, The first 8 files named: 
RQ.OUT, SCEN1 .OUT» SCEN2KLOUI, SCEN2R2.0UT, SCEN2R3.0UT, 
SCEN2R4.0UT, SCEN3.0UT, and SCEN4.0UT, are intermediate files and contain the
true and observed ages for each fish sampled by reader type within each scenario. The 
last file, SAMSIZE.OUT, contains the replication specific sample size used in 
determining the observed age composition for each reader/scenario type (Appendix B6).
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error is Included here by assuming that the observed annual catches differ from the true
annual catches according to a specified coefficient of variation (Appendix C3).
A J  Catch-Age Analysis with Auxiliary Information
Catch-age analysis with auxiliary information is performed within program AGEERR 
using a variant of program CAGEAN (Deriso et al. 1985, 1989) called program CAGEM. 
Program CAGEM assumes a multinomial-like measurement error structure appropriate 
for ageing error in the observed catch-at-age data. The relevant formulae for the objective 
function for parameter estimation, with the multinomial-like measurement error structure 
and survey auxiliary data are given in Appendix C4. Additionally, the relevant formulae 
used to model the survey estimate of total exploitable abundance are also presented 
(equations 17-18). The overall structure of the analysis in terms of input and output data 
is shown in Appendix B7. All information supplied to the analysis are generated from 
within the program with the exception of: (1) natural mortality; (2) pooling parameter (1 
if last age is pooled, 0 if no pooling); (3) survey lambda (A*); (4) the coefficient of 
variation of the survey data; and (5) the age of full selectivity. Of these, the first three are 
specified in the CAGEM..CMD file and the CV of the survey data and the age of full 
selectivity are specified in the AGEERR.CMD file.
An initial values file (INITS.DAT) is constructed within the program which supplies 
starting values for all the parameters to be estimated in the analysis (Appendix B8). 
These include: (1) the natural logarithm, of population abundance-at-age during the first 
year; (2) the natural logarithm of recruit abundance during all years; (3) the natural 
logarithm of fishing mortality during all years; and (4) the natural logarithm of the
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selectivity of all age classes which are not fully recruited to the fishing gear. The initial 
values file contains the true values for all of the parameters except the fishing mortalities. 
The fishing mortalities are altered from the true value by adding a uniform random variate 
between 0 and 1 to the true value. True values are supplied in the initial values file in 
order to aid in convergence. However, to assure that non-linear search routine does not 
simply settle on the initial values, error is included in the fishing mortalities.
The auxiliary data are contained in the survey data file (SURVEY.DAT) which is 
constructed within the program (Appendix B9). In terms of the simulation it represents a 
time series of total exploitable abundance estimates (e.g. a mark-recapture experiment). 
The program also constructs a catch-at-age data file (CATCH.DAT) (Appendix BIO). 
This is the primary input data file for each specific analysis by reader/scenario and 
contains the observed catch-at-age data from procedure 2.
A particular set of input parameters specific to a given reader/scenario type may produce 
a data set which causes undefined mathematical relationships to appear during the non­
linear search routine for parameter estimation ( e.g. In (0) or divide by 0 ). If this occurs 
the program will jump out of the current analysis and begin the analysis for the next
reader/scenario type within the current iteration. Therefore, all reader/scenario types may 
not have parameter estimates associated with each iteration.
A total of three output files are constructed during this procedure: CAGE'M.LIS,
CAGEMAB.LIS, AND CAGEMF.LIS. The CAGEM.LIS file contains the general
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CAGEM output such as the initial and final parameter values and the details of the non­
linear search procedure. The CAGEMAB.L1S file is the general abundance output file 
and contains the estimated abundance-at-age and selectivity-at-age. The CAGEMF.LIS 
file contains the estimated fishing mortality-at-age. These files report the results of the 
current or last cateh-age analysis by reader/scenario and are updated as each analysis is 
completed. Therefore, examination of these files will reveal the details of only the 
ongoing or just finished analysis rather than all the analyses that have preceded it.
A.4 Estimation o f Sustained Yield
The estimation of sustained yield is conducted according to methods developed by Quinn
and Szarzi (1993). Sustained yield is estimated according to two separate management 
objectives, SYst and SYm+ . Both assume the population is exploited with a constant fu 11- 
recruitment fishing mortality and that both early life survival and fecundity-at-age are 
constant. The first objective seeks to find the fishing mortality (FST) which will take the
population to its steady long term equilibrium abundance and age composition. This is 
accomplished by finding the fishing mortality (PST) which causes the net reproductive 
value of an r year old fish (age at recruitment to the fishery) to equal 1, A simple 
interpretation of this equilibrium condition is that each fish recruited to the fishery will on 
average produce 1 recruit, and as such replaces itself. In the course of finding Irvr, it is 
necessary to estimate early life survival. This is accomplished by taking the mean ot the 
annual estimates of early life survival since each annual estimate of early life survival is
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equally Mkely, Once FST is found, the sustained yield (SYst) in the year following the last 
year of the analysis is estimated. The relevant formulae for the estimation of and S YST 
are given in Appendix C5. The second objective seeks to find the fishing mortality (Fm+) 
which will produce the largest catch of m+ age (typically m+ is age of full maturity) and 
older fish on a per-recruit basis (Sissenwine and Shepherd. 1987, Fletcher 1987). As with 
Fst above, Fm+ is used to estimate the sustained yield (SYmJ  in the year following the last 
year of the analysis. The relevant formulae are presented in Appendix C6.
Appendix. B 11 depicts the overall structure of the sustained yield estimation procedure. 
The program accepts fecundity-at-age and the age of full maturity (age m+) as input data 
read from the AGEERR.CMD file. If the catch-age analysis incorporates a plus age 
group, an additional parameter, fecundity of the plus age group, must be supplied to the 
program m order to estimate the sustained yield. A logical means of estimating this 
fecundity is to use a weighted average of the fecundity o f  the ages making up the plus 
group with weights equal to 1, exp(-Z), exp(-2Z), exp(-3Z ),... with estimates of fishing 
mortality equal to the average fishing mortality applied to the modeled population. This 
w ei|jitin& strategy will discount the fecundity contribution of the older ages proportional 
to their relative abundance in the plus group. If a plus group is not used in the catch-age 
analysis, a zero should be entered in the AGEERR.CMD file on the appropriate line,
A total o f  46 output files are generated during this procedure and represent the final 
estimates from program AGEERR, These 46 files are composed of 23 files containing
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the results of the SYst objective over the 23 reader/scenario types, and the 23 files 
containing the results of the SYm+ objective over the 23 reader/scenario types (Appendix 
B12). The SYl*.OUT (SYst) output files report: FST, proj. abun. (the projected absolute 
abundance in the year following the last year of the analysis), SYST» Fmort,st (the estimated 
fishing mortality during the first year of the analysis), Fmxam (the estimated fishing 
mortality during the last year of the analysis), Abunist (absolute abundance in the first 
year), Abunto (absolute abundance in the last year), and the selectivity-at-age (Appendix 
B13). The SY2*.OUT (SYmi)  output files report Fm+ and SYm+ (Appendix B14).
If in the course of solving for either FST or Fm+ an undefined mathematical relationship 
occurs, the program will jump out of the solve routine, write a blank line in the output 
file, and begin performing the sustained yield estimation for the next reader/scenario type. 
It is therefore possible to inspect the output files and determine how many overall
iterations produced viable estimates for each reader/scenario type.
A.5 Specifying Input Data o f  the True Population
As described in the previous sections, program AGEERR requires numerous input 
parameters to explore the sensitivity of sustained yield estimates given a particular 
population and ageing error. To acquire these data, the user should begin by generating 
baseline population parameter estimates using either program CAGEAN, program 
CAGEM, or a spreadsheet version of catch-age analysis. The result of this analysis will 
be estimates of abundance-at-age, recruitment, fishing mortality, and selectivity-at-age.
These parameters will be used to reconstruct the population under study within the 
program. The user should keep in mind that the modeled population must portray the 
actual population closely for any recommendations or conclusions regarding ageing error 
or sample size to be valid.
A.6 An Example in the Use o f Program AGEERR
As an example of using program AGEERR, consider the Gulkana River arctic grayling 
population (Thymallus arcticus) studied extensively by Bosch (1995). A stock 
assessment program utilizing program CAGEAN was conducted on the mainstem 
Gulkana River. Results of the catch-age analysis were used to find FS1, F6+, SYst, and 
SY6+ following the methods of Quinn and Szarzi (1993).
The information used by Bosch (1995) to estimate sustained fishing mortality and 
sustained yield included the population parameter estimates generated by program 
CAGEAN as well as estimates of grayling fecundity-at-age (Appendix B15). Appendix 
B15 contains all the information program AGEERR requires to model this population and 
generate sustained yield. However, to simulate the population, the plus group abundance 
must be apportioned to the contributing age classes and the fecundity of the plus group 
must be estimated. Bosch (1995) estimated SYst and SY6+ assuming a longevity of 10 as 
will this analysis. To calculate the 7+ fecundity, the weighting scheme described above 
was used resulting in a 7+ fecundity of 4140. To apportion the 7+ abundance in the first
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year to ages 7, 8, 9, and 10, an average exponential decay similar to the fecundity 
calculation was used. Let:
- ( ( a - 6  )Z)
iV(a.l986) = Ar(7+,1986)—---- —  »
5 y " z’
i=i
where:
Z= F +M and F  is the average fishing mortality experienced by the population during 
1986-1991.
The resulting abundances for the '7-10 age classes are presented in Appendix B15, The 
additional information required by program AGEERR is related to modeling ageing error, 
specifying error relating to estimating total catch and survey abundance, specifying a 
realistic lambda (Aj value, and dictating the number of replications to be conducted by 
the program.
To specify ageing error germane to grayling, a data set was constructed containing 
estimated ages of scales collected from grayling before and after a known time-at-large. 
These data were from grayling collected at Fielding Lake, and the Chatanika, Chena, 
Salcha, and Gulkana Rivers (Merrit and Fleming 1991, Bosch 1995). Because none of 
these readings were validated, it was assumed that the first reading was correct and the 
expected age of the second reading is the sum of the first reading and the time-at-large. 
The data were then sorted by expected age and the standard deviation of observed age 
was estimated for each expected age class (Appendix B16). Two curves corresponding to
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the two and three parameter cases of equation 8 (Appendix €3) were then fit to the data 
(Appendix B17). The three parameter case was used so that ageing imprecision could be 
specified non-Jinearly.
Program AGEERR requires specification of coefficients of variation (CV) representing 
the imprecision of both the survey total exploitable abundance estimate and the total 
catch estimate, Bosch (1995) reports the annual CV of estimated total exploitable 
abundance from a mark recapture study on mainstem Gulkana River grayling. The values 
range from 15% to 40% with an average of 22%. The average value was used for the 
simulation. An estimate of CV of total catch was not available so an arbitrary but 
realistic value of 5% was used.
The ratio of catch variability to survey variability (1.) was specified as 1300 based on 
program CAGEM simulations (Dr. Terrance J. Quinn, II, per s. comm.). Finally, the 
number of program replications was specified as 1000 as is typical in many Monte Carlo 
simulations and should give adequate statistical power.
Combining all of the input parameters and specifying them in the required format results 
in the input files presented in Appendix B18 and Appendix B 19.
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APPENDIX B TABLES AND FIGURES RELATED TO PROGRAM  AGEERR
USERS MANUAL
Appendix B -1 The format of the AGEERR.CMD input file.
1000 replications reps
1986 starting year ly
1991 ending year j y
0.3 natural m ortality m
2 Recruitment age k
10 Last age la
34253.0 age k abundance in year 1 abun(iage, 1)
30311.0 age k+1 abundance in year 1 abun(iage.l)
23874,0 age k+2 abundance in year 1 abun(iage.l)
4540,0 age k+3 abundance in year 1 abun(iage.l)
2331.0 age k+4 abundance in year I abun(tage, 1)
45.0 age k+5 abundance in year 1 abun(iage, 1)
25.0 age k+6 abundance in year 1 abun(iage, 1)
7,0 age k+7 abundance in year 1 abun(iage, 1)
4.0 age la abundance in year 1 abun(iage.l)
41271.0 age k abundance in year 2 abun(k,2)
22390.0 age k abundance in year 3 abun(kJ)
46004.0 age k abundance in year 4 abun(k,4)
902 18.0 age k abundance in year 5 abun(k,5)
16940.0 age k  abundance in year ly-jy+1 a b u n (k jy - ly + l)
0.187 Selectivity (la-k+1 values) sel(a)
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1,0
1.0
1.0
1.0
fec(iage)124.0 age k fecundity
469.0 age k+1 fecundity
975.0 age k+2 fecundity
1616.0 age k+3 fecundity
2739.0 age k+4 fecundity
3463,0 age k+5 fecundity
4129.0 age k+6 fecundity
4888.0 age k+7 fecundity
5613.0 age k+8 fecundity
f(t)0,3296 Fishing mortalities (jy-iy+1 values)
0,2322
0.1901
0.1541
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Appendix B-1 The format of the AGEERR.CMD input file (continued).
0.05901
0.0813
-LO end fishing
100.0 Sample size samsiz
0.816400 s.cl. o f observed age at age of recruitment sigmar
1.282300 s.d. o f observed age at age o f last age sigmaa
-0.2542 alpha parameter or zero alpha
0.816400 constant s.d. o f observed age sigcon
-1.0 bias bias
7 pooling age or zero ipol
0.3 c.v. o f survey data cvsurv
0.05 c.v. o f total catch cvcat
6.0 Age at full maturity fulm at
3 age o f fu ll selectivity IF U L
4278.0 fecundity o f plus group or zero FECPLS
Appendix B-2 The format of the CAGEM.CMD input file.
Gulkana River Grayling 1986-1991 TITLE OF ANALYSIS
0.3000 NATURAL MORTALITY
0.0 END MORTALITIES
0 no fixing of variables
1 pooling of data at last age
100000.0 SURVEY LAMBDA (A,)
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Appendix B-3 Overall structure of the generation of the true population.
Procedure 1
Input Data;
Number of recruits for each 
year of the population abundance 
matrix. Population abundance- 
age for the first year of the abundance,
matrix.
Task;
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Initial abundances for year 1986 
total is 95390,
34253. 30311. 23874. 4540. 2331 . 45. 25. 7. 4.
Catches for year 1986 
total is 16724.
1772. 7413. 5833. 1110. 570, 11, 6, 2. 1,
in year I988:Recr. = 22390. *************************************************************************
Initial abundances for year 1987
to ta lis  97701.
41271, 23853, 16150, 12720, 2419, 1242, 24, 13 . 4,
Catches for year 1987
total is 11677.
15S7. 4296. 2908. 2290, 436, 224, 4. 2, I,
In year 1989:Recr. = 46004. *************************************************************************
Initial abundances for year 1988
total is 84805,
22390. 29275. 14012. 9485. 7471. 1421. 729, 14, 8,
Catches for year 1988
total is 10056.
676. 4399. 2106. 1425. 1123. 213. 110. 2. 1.
In year 1990:Recr.= 90218. *************************************************************************
Initial abundances for year 1989
total is 100240.
46004. 16008. 17933, 8583, 5810, 4576. 870. 447. 9.
Catches for year 1989 
total is 7847.
(130. 1983. 2221. 1063. 720, 567. 108, 55. 1,
In year ! 9 9 1 :Reer. = 16940,
Initial abundances for year 1990
total is 157766.
90218. 33113. 10165. 11388. 5451. 3690 2906. 553. 284,
Catches for year 1990 
total is 4205.
856. 1642. 504. 565. 270. 183. 144. 27. 14.
In year 1992:Recr. = 0.
****************************************% ^*******************************
Initial abundances for year 1991
total is 130017.
16940. 66102, 23125 . 7099. 7953 . 3807 . 2577 . 2029, 386,
Catches for year 199! 
total is 7864.
221. 4468. 1.563, 480 538, 257, 174. 137. 26,
In year 1993: Recr. = 0.
NT = 6
Appendix B-4 A sample AGEOUT.OUT file.
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Appendix B-4 A sample AGEOUT.OUT file (continued).
Age Year Gear Inf catch'
2 1986 1 7 .4796
3 1986 1 8,91 l i
4 1986 I 8.6723
5 1986 I 7.0125
6 1986 1 6.3458
7 1986 1 2.3984
8 19S6 1 1.8107
9  1986 I .5377
10 1986 1 -.0219
2 1987 1 7.3243
3 1987 i 8.3654
4 1987 1 7.9752
5 1987 I 7,7365
6 1987 1 6.0766
7 1987 1 5.4100
S 1987 1 1.4626
9 1987 I ,8748
K) 1987 1 -.3982
2 1988 1 6.5164
3 1988 1 8.3892
4 1988 1 7.6524
5 1988 1 7.2622
6 1988 I 7.0235
7 1988 1 5.3636
8 1988 I 4.6970
9 1988 1 ,7496
10 1988 1 ,1618
2 1989 t 7.0298
3 1989 1 7,5922
4 1989 1 7.7058
5 1989 1 6.9690
6 1989 1 6.5787
7 1989 1 6.3400
8 1989 ! 4.6802
9 1989 1 4.0135
10 1989 1 .0661
2 1990 S 6.7518
3 1990 i 7.4035
4 1990 1 6,2225
5 1990 1 6.3361
6 1990 1 5,5993
7 1990 1 5,209!
8 1990 1 4.9709
9 1990 1 3,3105
10 1990 1 2,6439
2 1991 1 5,3977
3 1991 1 8.4047
4 1991 1 7,3544
5 1991 1 6,1735
6 1991 1 6,2871
7 1991 1 5,5503
8 1991 1 5,1600
9 1991 1 4,9213
10 1991 1 3,2615
catch abundance Iniabund] self age)
1772, 34253, 10.4415 .1870
7413, 30311, 10.3193 1,0000
5839, 23874, 10.0805 1.0000
1110. 4540, 8.4207 1.0000
570. 2331, 7.7541 1.0000
11, 45, 3.8067 1.0000
6. 25, 3,2189 1.0000
2. 7. 1.9459 1 0000
I. 4. 1.3863 1.0000
1517. 41271, 10.6279 .1870
4296. 23858. 10,0799 1.0000
2908. 16150. 9,6897 1.0000
2290. 12720, 9,4509 1.0000
436, 2419, 7.7911 1.0000
224, 1242, 7,1245 1.0000
4. 24, 3.1771 1.0000
2 13. 2,5893 1.0000
1. 4, 1.3163 1.0000
676, 22390. 10,0164 .1870
4399, 29275, 10,2845 1.0000
2106. 1401,2, 9,5477 1.0000
1425. 9485. 9.1575 1.0000
1123. 7471. 8.9187 1.0000
213, 1421, 7.2589 1.0000
no. 729. 6.5923 1.0000
2. 14. 2.6449 1.0000
1. 8. 2,0571 1,0000
1130, 46004, 10,7.365 .1870
1983, 16008. 9,6808 1,0000
2221. 17933. 9,7944 1.0000
1063. 8583, 9,0576 1.0000
720. 5810, 8.6674 1.0000
567. 4576. 8.4286 1.0000
108, 870. 6.7688 1,0000
55, 447, 6.1022 1.0000
1. 9. 2.1548 1.0000
856. 90218, 11.4100 ,1870
1642. 33113, 10.4077 1,0000
504, 10165, 9,2267 1.0000
565. 11388, 9,3403 1.0000
270, 5451. 8,6035 1.0000
183, 3690. 8,2133 1.0000
144. 2906. 7,9745 1,0000
27. 553. 6,3147 1.0000
14. 284, 5,6481 1.0000
221, 16940, 9,7374 3 870
4468. 66102, 11,0989 1.0000
1563. 23125 10,0487 1,00(83
480, 7099. 8,8677 1,0000
538, 7953, 8,9813 1.0000
257, 3807, 8.2445 1.0000
174. 2577, 7,8543 LOOM)
137. 2029, 7,6155 1.0000
26. 386, 5.9557 1.0000
Appendix B-4 A sample AGEOUT.OUT file (continued).
Year Gear fish mort catch abundance
1986 1 .32960 16724 95390.
1987 1 .23220 11677 97701,
1988 1 .19010 10056 84805.
1989 1 ,15410 7847 100240,
1990 1 ,0590! 4205 157766,
1991 1 ,08130 7864 i 30017
sample size is 100
108
Input Data:
Appendix B-5 Overall structure of the generation of the observed catch-at-age data.
Procedure 2
Observed annual catch 
from true annual catch 
(procedure 1) with random error 
specified CV of the total annual 
catch estimates
Randomly sample the true catch-at-age for the 
specified sample size and generate 23 sets 
of observed catch-age according to reader 
types, ageing procedures, and observed total catch.
Output Data:
23 sets of observed catch-age determined 
from a random sample of the true catch-age 
and modified by introducing ageing error 
to reader types and ageing procedures and 
and observed total catch
Appendix B-6 A sample SAMSIZE.OUT file.
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input Data:
Appendix B-7 Overall structure of the catch-age analysis with auxiliary information.
Procedure 3
23 sets of observed catch-age determined 
from a random sample of the true catch-age 
and modified by introducing ageing error according 
to reader types and ageing procedures.
From procedure 2.
initial values file of parameters 
to be estimated: log true population 
abundance-age in the first year 
and recruitment in all years, true 
tog selectivlties, and log fishing 
mortalities with random variability.
Survey Data based 
on true exploitable abundance
with random variability 
included according to a survey
coefficient of variation.
Task:
Catch-age analysis with auxiliary information 
to estimate selected population parameters for 
each of the 23 input catch-age data sets.
Output Data:
Estimated abundance-age over the time series, 
selectivity-age, and year specific fishing mortality 
for each of the 23 catch-age data sets.
I l l
Gear
Appendix B-8 A sample INITS.DAT file.
Parameter value Age Year
4,39444972439s 7 1986
7.754052357573 6 1986
8.42068235394* 5 1986
10,0805454980a 4 1986
10,3192619360* 3 1986
10.4415295360a 2 1986
10.6279129100-8 2 1987
10.0163692800* 2 1988
1.0,7364812470* 2 1989
11,4099882980® 2 1990
9.737432060453 2 1991
-1.01213E-001b 1986
-2.27145E-001h 1987
-3.85707E-002b 1988
-1.592926754815 1989
-1.54027E-001b 1990
2.963485E-002b 1991
-1.6762127550c 2
8 Natural logarithm o f abundance, 
b Natural logarithm o f fishing mortality, 
c Natural logarithm o f selectivity.
Selectivity
Group
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Appendix B-9 A sample SURVEY.DAT file.
Year Gear Survey Abundance (in number of fish)
1986 1 61220.057798680410000
1987 1 40107,920474579790000
1988 1 89409.043477060710000
1989 1 110228.137462648100000
1990 1 28206.003962815520000
1991 1 118785,488725420900000
Appendix B-10 A sample CATCH.DAT file.
Age Year Gear Catch fin number of fish
2 1986 1 7076.000000000000000
2 1987 1 3029.000000000000000
2 1988 1 3849.000000000000000
2 1989 1 2341.000000000000000
2 1990 1 1461.000000000000000
2 1991 1 3170.000000000000000
3 1986 1 6545.000000000000000
3 1987 1 2596.000000000000000
3 1988 1 1722.000000000000000
3 1989 1 1534.000000000000000
3 1990 1 1211.000000000000000
3 1991 1 2570.000000000000000
4 1986 1 2830,000000000000000
4 1987 1 3137.000000000000000
4 1988 1 1823.000000000000000
4 1989 1 1695.000000000000000
4 1990 1 585.000000000000000
4 1991 1 1457.000000000000000
5 1986 1 885.000000000000000
5 1987 1 1623.000000000000000
5 1988 1 1823.000000000000000
5 1989 1 1130.000000000000000
5 1990 1 376,000000000000000
5 1991 1 514.000000000000000
6 1986 1 354.000000000000000
6 1987 1 108.000000000000000
6 1988 1 709.000000000000000
6 1989 1 484.000000000000000
6 1990 1 292.000000000000000
6 1991 1 171,000000000000000
7 1986 1 0.00000000000000000
7 1987 1 324.000000000000000
7 1988 1 203.000000000000000
7 1989 1 888.000000000000000
7 1990 1 251.000000000000000
7 1991 1 685.000000000000000
Input Data:
Appendix B-l 1 Overall structure of the generation of sustained yield estimates
Procedure 4
Estimated abundance-at-age over the time series, 
selectivity-age, and year specific fishing mortality 
for each of the 23 catch-age data sets.
From Procedure 4,
Fecundity-age, 
Age at full maturity (m)
Using the estimates from each of the catch-age 
analyses, calculate sustained fishing mortality and
sustained yield under the conditions of R=1 and 
by maximizing the catch of fully mature fish 
in a yield per recruit framework.
Output Data:
Estimate sustained fishing mortality, the projected abundance 
in the year following the last year of the time series, and the 
sustained yield given the estimated sustained fishing mortalities from 
each of the management objectives.
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Appendix B -12 Description of sustained yield output files.
Reader
roe SY Scenario Typefst Description
sylrO.out SYst 1 RO One Reader, Single reading
sylrt.out SYst 1 R1 One Reader, Single reading
sy1r2,out SYst 1 R2 One Reader, Single reading
sy1r3.out SYst 1 R3 One Reader, Single reading
sy1r4.out SYst 1 R4 One Reader, Single reading
sy1r1m1.out SYst 2a R1 One Reader,Three readings, disregard non-modal ages
sy1r2m1.out SYst 2a R2 One Reader,'Three readings, disregard non-modal ages
sy1r3m1.out SYst 2a R3 One Reader,Three readings, disregard non-modal ages
sy1r4m1.out SYst 2a R4 One Reader,Hire© readings, disregard non-modal ages
sy1r1m2.out SYst 2b R1 One Reader,Three readings, median of non-modal ages
sy1r2m2.out SYst 2b R2 One Reader,Three readings, median of non-modal ages
sy1r3m2,out SYst 2b R3 One Reader,Three readings, median of non-modal ages
sy1r4m2.out SYst 2b R4 One Reader,Three readings, median of non-modal ages
sy lrlv ii.o u t SYst 3 R1, Rl One reading by two readers, rounded mean if disagreement
sy1r2vr2.out SYst 3 R2, R2 One reading by two readers, expert reader's age if disagreement
sy1r3vr3.out SYst 3 R3, R3 One reading by two readers, expert reader's age if disagreement
sy1r4vr4.out SYst 3 R4, m One reading by two readers, expert reader's age if disagreement
sy1r2w3.out SYst 3 R2, R3 One reading by two readers, expert reader's age if disagreement
sylr3w4,out SYst 3 R3, R4 One reading by two readers, expert reader’s age if disagreement
sy1r1f1.out SYst 4a Rl, R1 Three readings by two readers, disregard non-modal ages
sy1r4f2.out SYst 4a R4, R4 Three readings by two readers, disregard non-modal ages
sy1r1f2.out SYst 4b R1, R1 Three readings by two readers, median of non-modal ages
sylr4f2,out SYst 4b R4, R4 Three readings by two readers, median of non-modal ages
sy2r0.out SYm* 1 RO One Reader, Single reading
sy2rt .out SYm* 1 Rl One Reader, Single reading
sy2r2.out SYm* 1 re One Reader, Single reading
sy2r3.out SYrm 1 R3 One Reader, Single reading
sy2r4.out SYm* 1 R4 One Reader, Single reading
sy2r1m1 .out SYm. 2a R1 One Reader,Three readings, disregard non-modal ages
sy2r2m1 .out SYrn, 2a R2 One Reader,Three readings, disregard non-modal ages
sy2r3m1 .out SYm 2a R3 One Reader,Three readings, disregard non-modal ages
sy2r4m!out SYrn* 2a R4 One Reader,Three readings, disregard non-modal ages
sy2r1m2.out SYm* 2b R1 One Reader,Three readings, median of non-modal ages
sy2r2m2.out SYm* 2b R2 One Reader,Three readings, median of non-modal ages
sy2r3m2.out SYrm. 2b R3 One Reader .Three readings, median of non-modal ages
sy2r4m2.out SYm* 2b R4 One Reader,Three readings, median of non-modal ages
sy2r1vr1.out SYm, 3 R1, Rl One reading by two readers, rounded mean if disagreement
sy2r2w2.out SYm* 3 R2, R2 One reading by two readers, ejpsrt reader's age if disagreement
sy2r3vr3.out SYm* 3 R3, R3 One reading by two readers, e^sert reader’s age if disagreement
sy2r4vr4.out SYm. 3 R4, R4 One reading by two readers, expert reader's age if disagreement
sy2r2w3.out SYm. 3 R2, R3 One reading by two readers, expert reader's age if disagreement
sy2r3w4,out SYm* 3 R3, R4 One reading by two readers, expert reader's age if disagreement
sy2rtf1.out SYm* 4a Rl, R1 Three readings by two readers, disregard non-modal ages
sy2r4f2.out SYm* 4a R4, R4 Three readings by two readers, disregard non-modal ages
sy2r1f2.out SYm, 4b R1, R1 Three readings by two readers, median of non-modal ages
sy2r4f2.out SYm* 4b R4, R4 Three readings by two readers, median of non-modal ages
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Appendix B-13 A sample SYl*.OUT output file.
a b
rep# F S T
1
2
3
4
5 
8
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
a
b
c
d
e
f
0.3769
0.3982
0.3562
0.4260
0.3509
0.3393
0.4116
0.4065
0.3962
0.4366
0.4398
0.4030
0.3677
0.3484
0.4647
0.3403
0.4849
0.4330
0.3337
0.3941
0.3950
0.3187
0.4289
0.4772
0.3285
Proj. abu.
176274
136373
158794
185467
127061
100157
156578
125789
173628
175197
154038
186100
148836
134921
165823
114805
190524
167375
106299
136209
127784
126983
153647
200312
107454
d
S Y S T
32707
26490
28583
38199
22074
17426
30993
24773
33902
36732
31658
36777
27260
23582
35800
19790
43158
34306
17871
26855
24839
21124
30921
45827
17857
e
Fmortlst
0.2967
0.3404
0.2902
0.2901
0.3417
0.3820
0.3353
0.3961
0.2864
0.3086
0.3357
0.2721
0.3097
0.3165
0.3652
0.3600
0.3142
0.3334
0.3375
0.3516
0.3664
0.3107
0.3220
0.2765
0.3804
f
Fmortlast
0.0739
0.0972
0.0749
0.0636
0.0891
0.1195
0.0788
0.0933
0.0772
0.0747
0.0803
0.0703
0.0812
0.0895
0.0881
0.1120
0.0770
0.0756
0.1051
0.0922
0.0982
0.0934
0.0788
0.0606
0.1215
g
Abunlst
106326
85535
100936
100196
91809
84364
92411
83566
103255
95839
89413
100798
98910
97178
93176
89118
94736
92863
85279
89399
86186
98169
88091
102850
89513
Abunlast
148126
118112
137075
155117
108644
91635
131937
109760
148345
146345
129316
156998
124713
119562
141473
100998
158991
141379
95084
119708
111628
112010
126994
168893
95964
Selectivities
0.200
0.190
0.200
0.190
0.190
0.190
0.190
0.170
0.190
0.200
0.170
0.200
0.220
0.170
0.160
0.210
0.190
0.170
0.170
0.200
0.190
0.220
0.180
0.200
0.190
Program replication number.
Sustained fishing mortality given the equilibrium management strategy. 
Projected absolute abundance in the year following the last year of the analysis. 
Sustained yield in the year following the last year of the analysis.'
Fishing mortality in the first year of the analysis.
Fishing mortality in the last year of the analysis.
Absolute abundance in the first year of the analysis.
Absolute abundance in the last year of the analysis,
Selectivity-at-age, only first age is estimated.
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Appendix B-14 A sample SY2*.OUT output file.
rep# Fm+ SYm+
1 0.204 18358
2 0.205 13443
3 0.204 16902
4 0.205 18741
5 0.204 14787
6 0.203 10087
7 0.203 15544
8 0.204 13069
9 0.203 17509
10 0.202 15810
11 0.207 15998
12 0.205 16608
13 0.204 15212
14 0.203 13451
15 0.205 1CC70
16 0.202 10696
17 0.204 18884
18 0.205 15127
19 0.203 9669
20 0.204 12723
21 0.205 12698
22 0.200 11674
eCO 0.203 13970
24 0.203 17972
ACd.0 0.204 10905
Program replication number.
Sustained fishing mortality given the maximize catch of fully mature fish 
management strategy.
Sustained yield in the year following the last year of the analysis.
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Appendix B -15 Estimated population parameters of the mainstem Gulkana River 
grayling stock either contained in, or estimated from, Bosch (1995).
Natural M ortality  0,3
Fishing 
Year M ortality
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990 
199!
Abundance
Year
0.32960
0.23220
0.19010
0.15410
0.05901
0.08130
AGE
3 4 5 6 7+ 7 8 9 10
1986 342S3 30311 23874 4540 2331 81 36 22 14 9
1987 41271 23852 16127 12702 2416 1283
1988 22390 29274 14007 9471 7459 2172
1989 46004 16010 17946 8587 5806 5905
1990 90218 33117 10175 11405 5457 7443
1991 16940 66100 23125 7105 7964 9008
AGE
2 3 4 5 6 7+
Selectivity 0.187 1 1 I 1 1
AGE
2 3 4 5 6 7+ ? 8 9 10
net fecundity 124 469 975 1616 2739 4140 3463 4192 4888 5613
Bolded parameters are required by program AGEERR.
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Standard
Age Deviation
3 0,984
4 0.743
5 0.751
6 0.856
7 1.134
8 1.046
9 1.013
10 1.344
Appendix B-16 Estimated standard deviation of observed given true (expected) age by
true (expected) age class.
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Appendix B-17 Curve fitting of standard deviation of observed given true (expected) age
as a function, of age.
Three parameter model (a not equal 0) Two parameter model (a = 0)
A a, 0 , a A O, 0»
10 0.8164 1 E i i i i  [ -0.2542 10 0,6875 1.2230
alpha not 0 alpha =0
AGE Observed Predicted restds (0 -£ )A2 Predicted resids (0 -E )A2
3 0.9835 0.8512 0,1323 0.0)75 0-8065 0.1770 0.0313
4 0.7435 0,8766 -0.1331 0.0177 0.8660 -0.1225 0,0150
5 0.7505 0.9092 -0.1587 0,0252 0.9255 -0.1750 0,0306
6 0,9991 0.9513 0,0478 0.0023 0,9850 0.0141 0.0002
7 1.2378 ] ,0058 0,2322 0,0539 1,0445 0.1933 0.0374
8 1.0464 1,0756 -0.0293 0.0009 1,1040 -0,0576 0.0033
9 1.0128 1.1659 -0,1531 0.0234 1,1635 -0,1507 0.0227
10 1.3443 1.2*23 0,0619 0-0038 1.2230 0.1213 0.0147
SSQ 0-1447 1 SSQ 0.1553
Three parameter model
+ Deserved j 
 -  Predicted j
Residuals
Two parameter model
# Obs&md | 
——  Predicted :
♦ ♦
2 3 4 5 6 7
Age
Residuals
0 2500 - 
0,2000 - 
0.1500 - 
0.1000  - 
0 0500 
0.0000 
-0.0500 • 
•0.1000 
-0-1S00 
-0.2000
0.2000
o.tsoo
0.!000
0.0500
0.0000
-0.0500
-o.tooo
-0-1500
•0.2000
t
8
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Appendix B-18 An AGEERR.CMD input data file based on the mainstem Gulkana 
River Grayling example.
1000 replications reps
1986 starting year ly
1991 ending year jy
0.3 natural mortality m
2 Recruitment age k
10 Last age la
34253.0 age k abundance in year 1 abun(iage.l)
30311.0 age k+1 abundance in year 1 abun.(iage,l)
23874.0 age k+2 abundance in year 1 abun(iagej)
4540.0 age k+3 abundance in year 1 abun(iage,l)
2331.0 age k+4 abundance in year 1 abun(iage»l)
36.0 age k+5 abundance in year 1 abun(iage, 1)
22.0 age k+6 abundance in year 1 aburi(iage,i)
14.0 age k+7 abundance in year 1 abun(iage, 1)
9.0 age la abundance in year 1 abun(iage, 1)
41271.0 age k abundance in year 2 abun(k,2)
22390.0 age k abundance in year 3 abun(k,3)
46004.0 age k abundance in year 4 abun(k,4)
90218.0 age k abundance in year 5 abun(k,5)
16940.0 age k abundance in year ly-jy+1 abun(k,]y~ly+1)
0.187 Selectivity (la-k+1 values) selfa)
1.0
1.0
1.0
1,0
LO
1.0
1.0
1.0
124.0 age k fecundity fec(iage)
469.0 age k+1 fecundity
975.0 age k+2 fecundity
1616.0 age k+3 fecundity
2739.0 age k+4 fecundity
3463.0 age k+5 fecundity
4129.0 age k+6 fecundity
4888.0 age k+7 fecundity
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Appendix B-18 An AGEERR.CMD input data file based on the mainstem Gulkana 
River Grayling example (continued).
5613.0 
0.32960
0,23220
0.19010
0.15410
0.05901
0.08130
-LO
100.0 
0.408200 
0.641200 
-0.25420 
0.408200 
-1.0
7
0.22
0.05
6.0
3
4140
age k+8 fecundity
Fishing mortalities(jy-ly+1 values)
end fishing 
Sample size
s.d. of observed age at age of recruitment 
s.d, of observed age at age of last age 
alpha parameter or zero 
constant s.d. of observed age 
bias
POOLING AGE OR 0
c.v. of survey data
c.v. of total catch
Age at full maturity
AGE OF FULL SELECTIVITY
FECUNDITY OF PLUS GROUP OR 0
f(t)
samsiz
sigmar
sigmaa
alpha
sigcon
bias
ipol
cvsurv
cvcat
fulmat
IFUL
FECPLS
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Appendix B-19 A CAGEM.CMD input data file based on the mainstem Gulkana River 
Grayling example.
Gulkana River Grayling 1986-1991 
03000 
0.0 
0 
1
1300.0
TITLE OF ANALYSIS 
NATURAL MORTALITY 
END MORTALITIES 
no fixing of variables 
pooling of data at last age 
SURVEY LAMBDA (4 )
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APPENDIX C FORM ULAE RELATED TO PROGRAM  A G EERR USERS
MANUAL
Appendix C -l Formulae used in the implementation of procedure 1 in Program
where N,. t is the true abundance of age a fish in year t, Z,u is the total instantaneous 
fishing mortality, A+ is an aggregate plus age group, CaJ is the true catch, f ia t is the true
exploitation rate, M  is the true natural mortality rate, FaJ is the true fishing mortality rate, 
sa is the true gear selectivity coefficient, and / ( is the true full recruitment fishing 
mortality (Deriso et al, 1985, 1989),
AGEERR.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
ZM = FaJ + M
f  u,i ~ Saft 5
(5)
(6)
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Statistical characterizations of reader types:
RO a = b
Rl a ~ N ( b,(T)
R2 a ~ N(b, a ib f)
R3 a ~ N(b+c, cr)
R4 a ~ N(b+c, Gib)1) 
o(b) > a  .
'Let a be the observed age, b be the true age, c be the bias (positive or negative), <T be 
constant standard, and <J(b)2 be standard deviation as a function of true age.
Description of ageing scenarios:
scenario 1 Final observed age a is the result of a single reader ageing a structure of 
true age b a single time.
scenario 2a A single reader ages a structure of true age h three times resulting in three 
intermediate observed ages a\, ai,  and aj.  Final observed age is the mode of the 
intermediate ages. If no modal age the structure is omitted from the sample.
scenario 2b Same as scenario 2a except if no modal age the final observed age is the 
median of the intermediate observed ages.
scenario 3 Two readers each age a structure of true age b a single time resulting in 
intermediate observed ages a\ and «2- Final observed age if a\ = (12 is a\. If a \ ^ a 2, 
then the structure is re-aged by an “expert” reader (Rl) and final observed age is the age 
determined by the “expert” . If two Rl type readers are used, final observed age in 
disagreements is the rounded mean of the two ages.
scenario 4a Scenario 4b is a combination of scenarios 2a and 3. Two readers each read 
a structure of true age b three times resulting in intermediate observed ages a u ai, and 
a-i (from reader 1) and m, a$, and (from reader 2). If the intermediate ages of either 
reader is non-modal, then the structure is omitted from the sample. If m odern, ai, <33) = 
mode(a4, a$, <35), then final observed age is m od e ls , at, a%). If m.ode(«i, a2, ai) *  
mode(a4, a$, %) then the age determined by the “expert” reader (Rl) is the final 
observed age.
Appendix C-2 Descriptions of readers and ageing scenarios used in Program AGEERR.
scenario 4b Same as scenario 4a except if the intermediate ages of reader 1 or reader 2 
are non-modal, then the median is used in subsequent comparisons.
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Classification Matrix Formulation:
Appendix C-3 Formulae used in the implementation of procedure 2 in Program
AGEERR,
The preceding five equations define the classification matrix [Q (#)]. The elements of 
the classification matrix are the probabilities that a fish of true age h is assigned an 
observed age a. Equation 10 describes that #  (the parameter vector of the classification 
matrix ) is made up of txr and (7a (the lower and upper bounds of o(h) corresponding to 
the standard deviation at the recruitment and oldest ages), and a parameter a  that governs 
the non-linearity of £f(b). Equation 11 describes a{b) (the standard deviation of observed 
age a  given true age b ) as a function of <yr, <Ja , cl, and A  (the oldest true age in the data 
base). The chi matrix IXaM*#)], defined by the density function in equation 12, has 
columns vectors corresponding to a discrete normal probability function of observed age 
a given true age b. The elements of the classification matrix [q(ai»,#)] are weighted in 
equation 13 such that the sum of each column vector of the classification matrix is equal 
to one. Finally, equation 14 explicitly defines q(ai»,#) as the elements of the 
classification matrix Q(O).
#  = (cTr»fT_4, a ) (7)
(8)/ \ i e
a{b) = <
a  = 0
(10)
(9)
(11)
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Observed catch-at-age:
C  = c ;e „ ',  1121
C - A ^ . c w )  (13)
<TI11, = K C , ) '  . (14)
where C ' t is the observed catch of age a fish during year t, C' is the observed total catch,
8 (' t is the observed catch-age composition, C, is the true total catch in year t, ciC(t)2 is
the variance of the observed total catch, and cvc is the constant coefficient of variation of 
the observed catch.
Appendix C-3 Formulae used in the implementation of procedure 2 in Program
AGEERR (continued).
The objective formula for parameter estimation is given as:
(15)
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Appendix C-4 Formulae used in the implementation of procedure 3 in Program
AGEERR.
mini I + x  ,[ln(SW i,) -  ln(EV,)ca.i oj
. <16)
a
where C '. Is the observed catch of age a fish in year t, CaJ is the estimated catch, SUR,
is the total exploitable abundance from an independent survey, EN, is the estimated total
exploitable abundance. A s is a weighting factor for the auxiliary information, Nat is the
estimated abundance, and sa is the estimated selecdvity-at-age. The catch Ca l,
abundance N aJ, and selectivity Sa were estimated within program CAGEM using
equations (1) - (6) and modifying each of the variables to include a hat f )  signifying that 
it is an estimated parameter.
Program AGEERR computes the survey exploitable abundance as:
SUR, - N ( E N „  a S{„ 2 ) (17)
= K  (EV,) )2 , (18)
where EN , is the true exploitable abundance in year t, c SlJ j2 is the variance of the survey
total exploitable abundance around the true exploitable abundance, and cvs is the assumed 
constant coefficient of variation of the survey total exploitable abundance.
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The estimated number o f eggs produced by the population each year is given as:
.  * „ (19)
N 0 . , = H N a,JeCa >
a = r
where N0, is the estimated number of eggs produced in year t and f e c a is the net fecundity 
of an age a fish.
Early life survival is given as:
i = n  I n  (20)
l r j  r j + r  f  / V 0 ,/
- ^  /  (21)
lr = 5 X A  *
f=-i /
where lr is the average early life survival, lr t is the early life survival from brood year t, 
and N r ,+r is the estimated abundance of recruitment age fish in year t+r.
The net reproductive value Ro is given as:
.  (22)
' -■ f t .*=!
Sx = exp(-Zx) , for x > r (23)
* r , (24)
u~-r
where la is the survival from an egg to age a, Sx is the survival fraction-at-age, and R^ is 
net reproductive value of an r year old fish.
Appendix C-3 Formulae used to estimate PST and SYst in the implementation of
procedure 4 in Program AGEERR.
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Appendix C-5 Formulae used to estimate FST and SYst in the implementation of
procedure 4 in Program AGEERR (continued),
The estimated catch (SYst) in the year following the last year of the analysis is given as:
(25)
a
(26)
Ha =
N a.i+l
N ChnlJ r , if a = r (27)
{e~z‘-u , if r < a  < A +
-7.,iA.Y J.f + N A+Je~ , if a = A +
where Fsx is the fishing mortality such that Rq = 1
Catch-per-recruit for age m and older is given as;
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Appendix C-6 Formulae used to estimate Fm+ and SY„+ in the implementation of
procedure 4 in Program AGEERR.
the survival from age r to age a, and j±a is the exploitation rate given. Fm+ calculated from 
equation (26) with Fm+ in place of FST.
The estimated catch (SYm+) in the year following the last year of the analysis is given by 
equations (25) - (27) with Fm+ in place of PST where Fm+ is the fishing mortality that that 
maximizes catch-per-recruit.
(28)
(29)
where catch-per-recruit, and A is the oldest age recruited to the fishery, Lu is
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Hypothesis testing io determine if the estimated parameter value differed from the true 
parameter value by more 10% were conducted on the estimates of SYst, SYm+, FST, Fm+, 
projected abundance, selectivity of age 2 fish, first year abundance, last year abundance, 
first year fishing mortality, and last year fishing mortality for each combination of reader 
type, ageing scenario, and sample size. To conduct the tests the following formulae are 
defined (Dr. Terrance I. Quinn, II, pers. comm.):
APPENDIX D PROCEDURES TO  CONDUCT HYPOTHESIS TESTING
estimate, RE  is the relative error of the parameter estimate, 0 is the true value of the 
parameter, and se(RE) is the standard error of the relative error. The null and alternate 
hypotheses are:
H0: The relative error between the estimated and true parameter is less than 10%,
n (i)
n
RE = ±----
0
(2)
(3)
(4)
where 0 r is the parameter estimate from replication r, 6 is the Monte Carlo parameter 
estimate over n Monte Carlo replicates, se(&J is the standard error of the parameter
E(RE)  | < 0.10;
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Ha: The relative error between the estimated and true parameter is greater than or equal to
10%, \e (r e )\>q i o .
A modified t-test was used to test the null hypothesis with the t statistic given by:
This is a two tailed test and the significance level was set at tx=0.05. Although the 
significance level should be adjusted in a multiple t-test setting according to the 
Bonferroni inequality, this was not done because the number of tests conducted in this 
study would render the significance level unacceptably small, and hence the probability of 
making a type II error unacceptably large. It is accepted that the probability of making a 
type I error is increased by not making the adjustment, but it seems the lesser of two evils.
(5)
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APPENDIX 1  SUMMARY O F PARAM ETER ESTIM ATES AMONG M ONTE
CARLO SIMULATIONS
Appendix E-1 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of SYst across 1000 replicates 
by reader type(s)/seenarios (sample size = 100).
Age Sample Size = 100 
Estimated value of SYst among reader(sy8cenartos.
True value of SYsr is 29,867
[_____________________Hgh Precision T  — — — —  ^precjgion__________________ ~ j
Reacferfsj/Seenario Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=< Bias=2 Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2_ _ _
<.9,875 29,904 29,689 29,717 29,200 29,414 29,818
H1 28.012 28,221 28,416 77 885 19,550 19,210 19,230 19,482
R2 28,048 2* -;&s 28,230 I 27,803 18.991 18,480 19,055 I 18,971
R3 39.068 40,113 2,009 926 35,341 36,304 166 2
R4 38,648 38,604 1,604 400 34,100 I 156 1
r  B1M1 48 » ,5 0 7 29,408 2-1186_ 24,759 24,678
_ _
25.099
R2M1 30,572 30,425 30,731 27,344 80 i39 27,470
R3M1 39,425 40.768 5,016 5,119 36,829 36,260 1,200 149
R4M1 4'>703 40,858 4,822 4,043 r  38,677 36.176 1,900 324
RIM? 29 495 29,530 29,494 29,241 26,162 26,098
25 880
26,278
R2M2 29,302 29,155 29,461 29,088 26,001 25,310 2SJ6^ 25,802
00 40.853 $.008— 38.876 38.455 433 11
[ _  n m z 39,450 .....40,254. . 4.155
_ _ _ _
396 12
R1VR1 24.323 24.482 24,308 24,085 17,093 16,853 16,891 16,929
FSVR2 28,667 29,166 29.167 28.876 20.866 20,428 20,695 20,928
~ ~ r e v f Q 30,333 20.758 3.776 43 13.013 3.380 9,441 193
R4VR4 14,223 5,366 13 14,473 4,759 10.800 472
H2VR3 34.103 . . . 27,423 23,161 27,492 24,877 17,044 13,877
R3VR4 27.798 ......16,3® 4,528 36 12,603 3,106 9.687 I 338
R1F1 28.971 28,917 28,971 28.814 21,540 21.463 21.581 21,715
r  R1F2 29,032 28,961 29,019 28,871 18,921 18,825 18.827 18.884
R4F1 33,992 135.545 3,383 775 26.298 31,776 17.315 2.115
R4F2 36,688 162,755 3,336 2,308 28,307 41,320 8,225 2
Estimated value of the CV of SYst among reader<sysc8narios.
I ' TjgjTPfeclsion [  Low Precision
r>'3tbtiS[/Scenafio Btas=-1 Sias=-2 Bias--1 8ias=2 6ias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1________Bias=2
37% 37% _ _ 36% 34% 36% 38% 36%
R1 35% 35%_ _ 33% 1 36% 36% 37% 37%
I_ 35% 33%_ _ _
—
37% 35% 37% 37%
_ 28% r  26% 1108% 28%
_ _
r  3 i i% 2301%
28% 26% 205%
_ _
28% 28% 299% 2130%_ _ _  —|
37% 36%— 34% 35% 35% 37%
—
38%— 1
_ _ 36% 35% 36% r  35% 37% 37%
_ _ 28% 26% 317%
_ _
30% 29% 127% 417%
_ _ 28% 26%_ _ 311% 550%
_ _
30% 95% 298%
37% 34% 35% 1 34% 35% 36% 35%
f i l e 36% 35% 34% 35% 34% r  34% 35% 36%
28% L  26% 318% 477%, 28% 27% 191% 1247%
R 4W_ _ _ 28% 26% 322% 548%
—
28% 195% 1360%
38% 39% 36% 37% 43% 44% 41% 43%
I R2VR2 34% r  36% 34%
—
35% 36% 37% 37%
R3VR3 29% 29% 92% ioo i% 34% 47% 53% 374%
R4VR4 30% 30%
—  -
2108%
—
41%
_ _
251%
r e v r e 34% 35% 36% 55% 32% 34% 43% 41%
R3VR4 30% 87% 1021% a3% 51% 50% 309%
R1F1 37% 38% 35% ' 36% 42% 44% 45% 42%
R1F2 37% 38% 35% 38% j 40% 42% 41% 40%
R4F1 29% L. 30% 140% 1124% 33% 31% 47% 132%
R4F2 28% 30% 256% 731% 31% 30% 55% 2610%
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Ag* Sample Size = 100 
Relative error of SYsr among reader(8yscenaria8.
Appendix E-2 Relative error of SYst and results of the hypothesis test to determine if
the estimated value of SYst is within 10% of the true value of 5YST
(sample size = 100),
ijq>rPfi5sion~ ~~ ' 1 LowPrecisiori
Reacterf sVScena r to 8ias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 Bias=-1 Sias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
RO 0% 0% 0% -1% -1% -2% -2% 0%
R1 -6% -6% -5% -?% -35% -36% -36% -35%_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
-5% -5% -7% -36% -38% -36% -36%
re 31% 34% -93% -97% 18% 22% -99% -100%
R4 29% 5 % -95% -99% 14% 15% -99% -100%
H1M1 -1% -1% -2% -2% -17% -17% -18% -16%— _
2% 3% 2% -8% -10% -8% -8%
S i r 32% 36% -83% -83% 23% 21% -96% -100%
R4M1 36% 37% -84% -86% 29% 21% -94% -99%_ —
-1% -1% -2% -12% -13% -13%_ _ _ -12%
I f e w 5% -2% -3% -13% -15% -14%
I *32% 37% -83% -83% 30% 29% -99% -100%—
35% -85% -86% 28% 25% -99% I -100%
R1VR1 -19% -18% -19% -19% -43% -44% -43% -43%
R2VR2 -4% -2%
—
_ _ -3% -30% -32% l_ -31% -30%
R3¥H3 2% -30% -100% -56% -89% -68% -99%
R4VR4 -8% -52% -82% -100% -52% -84% -64%_ _ -98%
R2VR3 14% -8% -22% -8% -17% -43% -54%
R3VR4 -7% -45% -as%_ _ -100% -58% -90% -68% -99%
R1F1 -3% -4% -28% -28% 1_ _ -28% -27*54_ _
-3%
—
-3% -3% -37% _ -37% -37%
R4F1 14% 354% -89% -97% -12% — -42% -93%
FWF2 23% 446% -89% -92% -5% -72% -100%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated SYst is less than the differential.
Differentials 10%
|   ijghPrectetofT ' 1  Low Precision
Reader(s)/Scenario Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 . Bit»s=-1... Bias--- -2 Bias=1 Bias=2
R0 fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fait to Fteject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fait to fteject
R1 f <fil to Rt-i et Fail to Retect Fdll <£) Fail to Retect Reject Reiect Reiect Reject
R2 Fail to Refect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject »-i!i to Reje • Fteject . Retect Fteject Reject
R3 Reject Reiect Reject Reject Reject Fteject Fteject Reject
R4 Reject Reject RefC* Fteject Reiect Fteject Reject Reject
R1M1 Fdit to Renct Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Refect Reject ......Refect...... Fteject
R2M1 Fail to Refect Fail to Refect Fa*i Reiect fail to Reiect .M L to B ^ c t . Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect
R3M1 Reject Reject Reject Reject Reject Reiect .......Fteject..... Fteject
R4M1 Reject Reiect Reject Fteject Fteject Reiect L Z ^ Z I j Fteject
R1M2 Fait to Reject Fail to Reiect Fd-t to Reject Fail to Reiect Reject Reiect .. . ..Reiect..... Reject
Fail to Refect Fail to Refect Fail to Retect Fail to Fteject Reiect Fteject Reject Reiect
B3M2 Reject Reject Reject Reiect Fteject Retect fteject
R4M2 fteject Reiect Reiect Fteject Fteject Reject .......Refect...... Fteject
R1VR1 Reject Reject Reiect Rejjct Reject.... Reject .......Refect....... Reiect
I R2VR2 Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Reject . . Reject Reject Reject
r a v ra Fail to Refect Reject Reject Fteject Fteject. . fteject Reject Retect
B4VR4 Fail to Reject Reject Reiect Fteject Fteject i:teiect . . .  Reiect. . . Reject
R2VR3 f%iecf Fail to Reiect Reiect Fail to Reject Jteject fteject ........Mss.t....... fteject
R3VR4 Fail to Refect Reieet Reject Reiect Reject Fteject Reiect Reject
R1F1 Fail to Refect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Repot fteject Reiect Fteject Psiect
R1F2 Fail to Reject Faii to Retect Fail to Reject Fait to Fteject .Refect.. Rejsct Fteject Fteject
R4F1 Reject Reiect Retect Reject u - Fail to Reject Reiect Fteject
Reiect Re<*ct Reject Fteject F >,t to Rf H  * Fteject Fteject Reiect
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Aga Sample Size »  300 
Estimated value of SYsr among rw *r(a)/8csnartos.
True value of S Yst Is 29,867
Appendix E-3 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of SYst across 1000 replicates
by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 300),
1.............................. Hjgh Precision___________  I ~_______  Low Precision____________________ [
Ftefcffei/Sceoafio Bias=-1 Bias*-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 Bias^-1 K a i ^ i  B iaiS  Bias=2
! no— 28,927 28.969 ...... .28,660. 28,921 29,080 28,583 28,595 28,542
_ 28.698 28,801 28.434 28.766 20.010 1%S90 19,579
28,746 28,750 28.714 19.277 19.107 19,042 18,927-  m
40.521 42,290 1.479 54 36.546 37,547 57 0
B4 40,068 40.902 1,437 4 4  “ 34,930 35.444 74 0
R1M1 28.982 29,011 28,673 28,979 1 1 25.350 HKzm _ _
F2 M1 30.332 30,471 30,062 30.324 28,367 27,984 27,932 28,083
R3M1 40,856 I 43,020 1,902 109 38,328 37.554 1,174 28
R4M1_ _ 42,145 43. MB 2,186 150 41,067 5?iio 1,935 106
28.953 29,025 S7 29.003 26.892 ' 26,537 26.496 26,397mm 29.024 29,141 28,761 29.033 SS.sTii 26.166 26,253
R3M2 40.910 43,068 1,878 40,277 39.662 331 2
FMM2_ _ _ 40,839 42.483 1,859 109 39.WA 38.323 _ —  -i 1
23,383 23,440 __ 23J32 23.400 17.033 18,839 16.851 16,737
R2VF2 28.960 29,059 28.728 28.9S2 21,391
_ _ _
21.005 20,922
r a v re 31.418 21,685 ... 3,801 0 13.408 3,384 9.458 36
R4VR4 28.330 14,749 _... 3,477... 0 14,985 4,856 10,906fevre 34.983 27.991 22,239 28.323 25,610 17,473 14,687 13,888
B3VR4 17,018 4,310 0 12,874 3,122 9,974 82
R1F1 28.066 28,094 _..2ZJ38.... 28,055 20,980 I 20,663 20.613 20,506
R1F2_ _ 28.059_ 28,128 27,799 28,093 17 ,55 17,777 17,719 17,636
141,872 3,305 11 27.299 17,668 j 1,645
R4r2 38.021 171.422 1 2,596 35 29,239 42,349 8,204 0
Estimated wait* of the  CV of SYst among rss«ter(s)/scsnarlos.
High Precision Law Precision
R0_ 25% 24%— 25% 26% 25% 25% 24% 25%_ 26% 26% 27% 27% 27% 26% 28%__ 26% 25% 26% 27% 27% 27% 26% ' 27%
24% 21%— 84% 599% 23% 2 2 % 400%
B4 24% 87% 555% 23% 2 2 % 357%
R1M1_ _ _ 26% 24% 25% _ _ 27% 27% 26% 1 27%
25% 24% 25% 26% 27% 26% 27%
R3M1_ _ _ 24% 21%— 72% % 24% — 97% 771%
8 6 %— 339% 23%
__
462%
I I_ _ 28% 24% — 26% 26% 25% 27%
26% _1 24% 26% 26%
—
25% 27%
R3M2_ _ 24% 21% 72% 381% 23% 22% 178% 2247%
24% 2 1 % 7i% 392% 23% 22% 202% 2540%_ _ 26% 25% H i 27% 29% 30% 30% 30%
25% 24% 25% 26% 26% 26% 26% 27%
R3VR3 24% 22% 5 % .. 27% 36% 35%
R4VR4 24% 23% 73% .. 26% 30% 33% 309%
' R2VR3 26% 25% 26% 27% 25% 26% 29% 30%
R3VR4 24% 23% 73% ^ — ... 27% 37% 35% 427%
R1F1 26% 24% 27% 30% 29% 29% 29%
R1F2 26% 24% 25% 27% 28% 28% 28% 28%
R4F1 24% 23% 51% 1 1601%
_
24% 30% 99%
R4P2 24% 24% 59% 748% 24% 22% 37%
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Appendix E-4 Relative error of SYst and results of the hypothesis test to determine if
the estimated value of SYsl is within 10% of the true value of SYst
(sample size = 300).
Age Sample Size = 300 
Relative error of S Y st among re#der(*)/scenarios.
i Precision Low Precision
HO -3% ^3% ^4% -3% -3% -4% -4% -4%
Rl -4% -4% -5% -4% -33% -34% -34% -34%
re -4% -4% -5% 5%_ _ _ -35% ’ -36% -36% -37%
36%
—
-95% 22% 26% -105% -100%_ _
34%
_ _
5s% -100%— 17% 19% -100% -100%
R1M1 -3% -3% -4% -14% -15% -15% -16%
R2M1 2% 2% 1% 2% -5% -6% -6% -6%_ _
37%
—  -i
-94% -105%_ _ 28% 26% -96% -100%
R4M1 41% 44% -93% 37% 26% -94% -100%
R1M2 -3% -3% -4%
_ _
— -10% -11% -11% -12%
S S T -3% -4% _ _ -11% -12%— -13% -12%_ __ _ _
37% 44% -94% _ _ 35%_ _ -99%_ _
37% 42% -94% _ _ 28% -100%
R1VR1 -22% -22% h -23% r -5% _ _ -43%_ _ -44% -44%
m v m -3%
_ _
-4% -3%_ _ _ _ -30%_ _ _ -30%
R3VR3 5% -27% H -87% _ _ _ _ -89% -100%
R4VR4 -8% -51% -88% -84% -63% -99%
FBVR3 17% -6% -26% -5% -14% -51% -54%
R3VR4 -4% -43% -86% -100% -57% -90% -67% -100%_  _ _ _
-6% -6% -7% -6% l~ ~ 3 m I$t% i -31%_ _ _
-6% -6% -7% -6% -40% -40%— -41% -41%
R4F1 18% 378% r  -89% -100% -9% -41% -94%------ ^
2714 474% -91% -100% -2% 42% -72% -103%
Results of testing Ho; The relative difference between the true and estimated SY st is less than the differential.
D W efsntla b  10%
High Precision low Precision
r  R0 Fail to Reiect fait to Reject Fall to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Refect Fail to Reiect r  s i r  FifjBt t Fail to Reject
Rl fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Reiect Reject Reject Reject
« T fail to Refect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Fteiect Reiect Reiect_
Reject Reiect Reject Reject Reject Reject Fteiect Fteiect, _
Fteiect Reject Reject fteiect .Refect. . . . Reiect Fteiect
R1M1 fail to Fteiact Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect rail to Reiect Reject.... Reject Reiect Reject
S i fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect rail r. % re t Fail to Reiect_ _ _
Betjeet Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect ... _ .M eet..... fteject fteiect Reiect
Reject fteiect Fteiect Reject Reset Refect ___Bei@ct....... Reiect
Fail Is Fteiect Fail to Reject Fall to Reject Fail to Reject fail to Reject Fail to Reject ....... .ftfefit....... ........fteiect.._ _ _
Fail Io Reject Fail to Reject fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fteject Reiect ..Refect .,
Reject Reject Reject fteiect . .Reject . Fteiect ......flaiect....... Fteiect_ _
Reject fteiect Fteject Fteiect Reiect Reject .......Refect... . Reject
R1VR1 fteiect Rated Reject Fteiect Reject Repct ...... .Mac.?...... .....Reject
R2VR2 F,»> *c R( pf* Fail to Refect Fail to Reject Fail 13 Fteject Reject___ Reiect Reiect ____Reject... „
R3VR3 Fail to Reject Reject Reject Fteiect Rdiect Reject Reject . . . Fteject.
R4VR4 Fa-i to fteiect fteiect Reject Refect Fteiect Reject ____Refect___ Fteiect
R2VR3 Refect Fast to Rfijec’ fteiect Fail to Reiect ...... Me??...... Fteject _ FfefePt___ Reject
R3VH4 Fail to Reject dfii6£i?rv’t Fteiect Reiect Fteject. . . Reiect Fteiect Reiect
R1F1 Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Faii to Reject Fail to RegC * t Reiect M eet .... .M eet....._ _
Fail to Reject Fail io Fteject Fait to Reject _ _ _ Fail to Reject Reject fteject ..........RefteL .. Fteiect
R4F1 Reject fteieef Fteiect Fail to Regct Fail to fteject .....Refefit.... Reject
R4F2 Reject Reject Reject Reiect Fail to Reiect Fteiect fteiect Fteject
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Appendix E-5 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of SYst across 1000 replicates
by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 900).
Age Sample Stze = 900 
Estimated value o f SYst among raader<syscenarios.
True value of SYsr is 29,867
Low Precision
Reader M/Seanaf to 8ias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=i .. ... Bj»s=2.... __ «as=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
HO 29.096 29,309 29,143 2 9 ,« M .... ....23 .P 8 29.141 29.030 29.407
R1 28,864 29.084 28,961 28,389. . .. ...... 2ftfi52____ 19.966 19.885 20,067
R2 28.767 28.954 28.917 29,408 .....1?,46S_ 19.370 19,232 19.487
R3 41.154 42,959 22 38,666 . 38,990 39 0
R4 40,713 41,575 1.434 18_ _ . . . 35,595...... 36.940 37 0
R1M1 29.145 29.342 29.183 . .25,935...... 25 847 25.621 26,018
R2M1 30,565 30.739 30.594 31,086 28,702 . 28,556 28.476 28.551
R3M1 41,398 43.652 62 33 093 . . . 39,358 1.267 3
R4M1 39 43,958 z m 102 41,655 39.304 2,019 35
R1 M2 ' 29.160 29.341 29.203
_ _
. .2? ..039...... 27,001 26,781 27 204
W 29.270 ^  29,403 29,293 29.746 .... .18,685___ 26,619_ _ _ 26,528 26.824_ _ _
41.42? 43,714 1,906 58 ...... 341_ _ 0
41,345 43,216 1.863 57 .......40,.31.3___ 39,987 0
R1VR1 ^ 23.511 23.634 23.545 23.870 ...... 1ZJ45...... 17,130 17,032 17,275
R2 VR2 29.137 29,m 29,225 29.681 ...------------- 21,339 21,282 21.426
R3VB3 31.778 21,905 3,790 0 . 13,402... 3,519 9,701 7
R4VB4 28.692 14,943 2.749 0 . . 1.5,014..... 5,015 11J40 98_ _
35.155 28,259 22.674 { a . m 25,757...... 17,781 74,817 14,272
R3VR4 29.098 17,196 4,294 0 . .  12,?79...... 3.199 1C)'107 1 27
R1F1 28.223 28,399 28.247 28.664 ...2.1,273..... 21,044 21,045 21,189
R1F2 28.212 28,414 28,292 41 17,999 18,005 18,200_
36.602 144.245 2.954 0 27,551 33,650 17,895 1,699
R4F2 38,456 174.925 2,357 0 29.521 43,417 8,454 0
Estimated value of the CV of S Yst among reader(*)/scenarfos.
Hilh Precision Low Precision
TO 21% 23% 22% 22% 23% 23%— 22% 22%
Rl 22% 23% 22% 22% 25% 24% 23%
22%
—
23% 23% 25% 24% j 24% 23%
R3 20% 22% 73% 789% 22% 22% 430% „
R4 21% 22% 76% 827% 22%— 22% 459% „
R1M1 22% 23% 22% 22% 24% 23% 23%
R2M1 21% 23% 22% 22% 24% _ _ _ _ _ 23% 23%_ _
20% 22% 62% 459% 22% 85% 1649%
B4M1
_ _ _
23% 58% 374%
_ _ _
22% 593%
R1M2 22% 23% 22%
_ _
24% 24% 23% 23%— —
22% i i %  ' 24% 24%_ _ 23% 23%_
20% 22% 63% 515% 22% 166% „
R4M2 ~ 1
— —
22% 84% 503% 22% 22% 181% . ._ _
22% 23% 23% 23% 26% 26% 25%
*”  R2VR2 21% 23% [7" 22% 22% 25% 24% 23% 23%
R3VR3 21% 22% 55% . . 25% 32% 29% 1045%
R4VR4 21% 23% 61% . . 25% 28% 28% 318%
R2VR3 22% 23%
—
23% 23% 24% 26% 25%
R3VR4 21% 23% 51% 26% 34% 29%— [ 535%
R1F1 22% 23% 22% 22% 25% 24% — 24%
R1F2 21% 23% 22% 22% 26% 25% — 24%
R4F1 20% 24% 58% . . 23% 22% I 79%_ _
R4F2 20% 24% 64% I 23% 1 22% 32%
O f
Appendix E-6 Relative error of SYst and results of the hypothesis test to determine if
the estimated value of SYsx is within 10% of the true value of SYst
(sample size = 900).
Age Sample Size = 900 
Relative error of SYst among reader(syseenark>s.
i Precision Low Precision
B0 -3% -2% -2% -1% “  -2% -2% -3% -2%_ _
R1 -3% •3% -3% -2% -33%_____ -33%_ _ -33%
m ........-4% " -3% -3% -2% -36%_ _ -35%_ _
m 38% 44% -95% -100% 23% 31%
R4 36% 39% -95% -100% 19% 24% -100% -100%
R1M1
—
-2% -2%— -1% -13% -13%— -14% I -13%—
R2M1 2% 3% 4%_ _ -4%— -5%_ _
R3M1 39% 46% -94% ^ 32% -100%
R4M1 43% 47% -93% -100% 39% 32% -93% I -100%
R1 M2 -2% -2% -2% -1 % -9% r  -10% -10% -9%_ _
-2% -2% -2%
__
_ _ -11% ^  -11% -11% -10%
39% 46% -94% 37% 38% -99% -100%
R4M2 38% 45% -94% *100% 35% 34% -100%_ _
-2 1 % -2 1 % -21% -2 0 % -43% -43% -43% -42%
R2VR2 -2% -2% -2% -28% -29% -29% -28%
ra v re 6% -27% -87% -100% -55% 1 -88% -100%
R4VH4 -4% -50%_____ -91% -103% -50% -83% -63% -100%
ravR3 18% -24% -3% -14% -40% -50% -52%
R3VR4 -3% -42% -86% - 1 0 )% -57%_ _ -89% -6 6 % -100%
R1F1 -6% -5% -5% -4%— -30% -30%_ _ -29%
R1F2 -6% -5% -5% -39% -40% -39%
B4F1 19%
_ _ _
-90% -1 0 0 % -8% 13% -40% -94%
R4F2 29% 486% -92% -1 % 45% -72% -100%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated SYst Is less than the differential.
OUferentiafe 10%
| ~ iighPrecision i low  Precision_______
RsaderfsyScertafio 6ias=~1 Bias^-2 Bias^l Bias-2  Bias=-t Btas^-2 Bias-1 Bias^g
Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect fa il to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail t o  Reject Fait t o  Refect Fail to Fteiect_
fa il to Reiect fa il to Reject Fail to Reject t a., to R>jtc* Reiect .......M s t ........... Fteiect Reject
R2 Fail t o  Refect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Faii t o  Fteiect Reiect . . M e e t . . . Reiect Reject_
Reiect Fteiect Reject fteiect Ffeiect .....Reject....... Reject_
ftjpsct Fteiect Reject Reject
_ g _
Fteiect Fteiect_ _
Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Faii to Fteiect Fa,: to Reiect Ftel«1 .......fS fec t___ Fteject Fteiect
Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect fa i i  to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to fteject Fan to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fait to Reject
Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Reieu Reiect Fteiect
FWM1 Fteiect fteject Reject Fteiect Reiect . . » - « .  . . Fteject Fteject
I R T S Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect fa il to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fa'11:  Rejc/.t Fait to Reiect Fail to Refectj. _ _ _
Fail to Reject Full i,> ■%><,*,! Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Refect Fteject Fail to Fteject
R3M2 fteiect Fteject Fteject Fteiect Fteject Reiect Fteject Refect
I R4M2 Reject fteject Reiect Fteiect Reiect .....fteiect....... Fteject Fteject
I R1VR1 Reiect Reject Reiect Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Reiect Reiect
FEVFE Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fait to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fteiact Fteiect Fteject Reiect
Fail to Repot fteject fteject Reiect Fteiect Reiect -Reject Refect
R4VR4 Fail to Reject Reject Reiect Reiect Hew:! -V jf ;t Fteiect Reject
FBVRJ Reject t-r.ll t>' Hgf. t Reject Faii to Reiect fteiect Fteiect Reject Fteiect
R3VR4 Fail to Fteiect P  Reject Reject Reject Reject_ _ .......ftefect....... Fteiect Reject
R1F1 Failto Reiect Fail to Refect fa il to Reiect Fail to Reject Fteiect Fteieet Fteiect
R1F2 F a ii»  Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail tn Reget Fail to Reject Fteject Reject Fteiect Fteject
R4F1 Reject fteiect Fteject Reiect Faii to Fteject Fteiect Ftegcf
R4F2 Reset Reject __ ,Refect______ Reject Fail to Reiect Reiect Reiect Fteiact
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Appendix E-7 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of SY„
by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 100).
across 1000 replicates
Age Sample Size = 100 
Estimated value of SYm* among reatter{*Vscenarios. 
True value of S¥m« is 17,019
Hah Precision Low Precision
Sias=-t Biass-2
17.006
16.911
15.877
..BteL
J&§§8_
16,816
  16,837-
1& M 3-
10.338
J&ML
17.053
11,297-
11,233..
16.615
16,701
13.132
14,511
16,781
16,907
15,522
JSJZL
17,441
17,153
16,455
17,479
8ias=~2 Bias=1
J&ZM-
JMSL
15,529
15.045
J & 4 4 4 _
JMZL
15.283
15.130
16,348
16,767
10.410
16,915
15.472
17,031
16.971
16.877
16.775 IftM,
11,290- 18,140
15.720
16.597
11.191
16.915
B1F1 16,700
16,714
16,977
16,735
16,749
31,179
14,351 18.014
15.927
15,667
1S,7gL. 15.701
16,755 15793
_13jO@9_
J im .
JMSL
11.376
j&m~
J im .
J0JSL.
10.849
12,913
12.425
15,313
16,716
14.585
15.651
JB J49. 13,159
6.758
14.341 14,218
6.065
15.264
14,755
17.289
19.274
14,728
15,760
9,717
15.304
14,758
7,950
Estimated value of the CV of SY«. among reader(syscenarios.
Hoh Precision Low Precision
Sias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=-1
21%
21%
19%
19%
22%
19%
19%
21%
19%
17%
41%
19%
21%
19%
19%
20%
21%
21%
45%
21%
13%
21%
19%
19%
18%
19%
Biasa-2
21%
Bias=1
21%
15%
21%
19%
17%
27%
21%
19%
19%
18%
19%
17%
17%
21%
57%
53%
17%
19%
18%
21%
20%
19%
18%
18%
18%
18%
21%
15%
20%
15%
21°,
19%
21%
20%
23%
22%
Bias=2
19%
15%
15%
20%
15%
15%
21%
19%
19%
19%
19%
21%
21%
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Appendix E-8 Relative error of SYm+ and results of the hypothesis test to determine if
the estimated value of SYm+ is within 10% of the true value of SYm+
(sample size = 100).
Age Sample Sfea= 100 
Relative error of SYm* among rearter(syacenarios.
i Precision Low Precision
v r -1%
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
-1%
_ _ _ _ _
-2% -1% -1%
R1 -2% -1% -1% -2% -9% -9% -10% -9%
m -1% 0% -1% -2%_ _ -10% -11% -10% -10%
m 6% “5%
_ _
2% -9% -42% -28%_
5%
_ _ _ _ _
-39% -24% 1% -12% -42% -28%
R1M1 •1% -1% -1% -1%_ -3% -3% -4% -3%
RZM1 0% 0% ' 0% 0%_ _ -1% 0% 0%
R3Mf
_
-4%
_ _ _
-13% _ _ _ -39% -23%_ _ _
-4% -34% -15% -37% -21%
R1M2 -1% -1% -1% -1%_ 0%_ _ 0% -1% 0%—
R2M2 1 -1% -1% -1% -1% -1%_ _
8%
—
-34% r~  -13%_ _ 7”* -6% -42% -27%_ _
" 5 5 6% -4% -35% 6% -8% -42%
R1VR1 -8% -7% -8% -8% -14% -14% -14% i _  -14%
R2VR2 -Wo -1% -2% -2% -7% -8% -7%
re v re -5% 5 i% -35% -65% -26% -64% -23% -45%
R4VR4 -a% -46% -31% -63% -24% -60% -21% -43%
R2VR3 7% -1% -9% -2% ' -3% _ _ - i i% -16% -18%—
-8% -42% -33% -65% _ _ -64% -22% -44%
R1F1 -2% -2% -2% -2%_ _ _ _ _ -10% _ _ -10%_ _
-2% -2% -2% -13% -13% -13%_ _
0% 83% -36% -49% -4% 2% h -12% -38%
R4F2 3% 98% -36% -27% -1% -28% -53%
R e su lts  o f  ta s tin g  H o: The relative difference between the true and estimated S ¥ „ .  is less than the d iffe ren tia l,
10%
High Precision tow Precision
R0 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Refect Fail to Reiect
R1 Fail to Refect Fail io Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect 1 in *r H r jt t t Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect
R2 Faii to Refect Fail to Reiect Fall to Ftepct Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reject 1 Fait to Refect Fail to Fteject
*t Fail to Reject Fat1 to Reiect Reject Fail to Fteiect ’ in to fteje ‘ Fteject Fteject
B4 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Ftepct Reiect Fail to Reiect fteiect Reiect Fteiect
R1M1 Faii to Fteiect Faii to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to fteiect Fail to Reject I Faii to Ftepct Fail to Reiect
re w t Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to ftepct fa il to fteiect Fail to fteiect Fail to Reiect Fait to Fteiect Fail to Fteject
R3M1 Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Reject Fail to Fteiect Fat' tij Hr pet Fail to Fteiect Reiect fteiect
B4M1 fa il to Reiect Fail to Reject Reject Fteiect t * 1 1> Ref-'* Faii to fteject. Fteiect Reject
R1M2 Fail to fteiect Fait to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect F il l i '  Rpffi f Fail to Fteiect Fail to ftepct Fail to Reject
I r a i Fail to Reject Fail to Refect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect 1 Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject
R3M2 Fail to Reiect Faii to Fteiect Reiect Fail to Fteiect; Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiact Fteiect Fteiect
R4M2 Fait to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Reject Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Refect fteiect Reiect
R1VR1 fa#  to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Refect Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Reiect fteiect Reiect
R2VR2 “ ' Fail to Reiect Fail to fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail io Fteject f 4>‘ to Re jc-'i Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect
R3VR3 Fail to fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteject Fteiect Fteiect Reiect fteject
R4VB4 fa il to Refect Reiect Reiect Fteject fteiect ___9 § i f i _ fteiect Fteiect
FfiVFO Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct fa il to Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteject
R3VR4 Fail to Fteiect Rebel Fteiect ntSfK'U’t Fteiect .......S fe j___ Rrect Fteiect
R1F1 fa il to Reiect Fail io Fteiect Fail to Refect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject cd>i to fteie-1 Fa-,1 to Reiect Fail to Fteiect_
f t t 't 'R ie r ! Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Ftepct Fteiact Reject Reiect
Fail to Reject fteject fteiect fteiect fa il to Fteject Fail to fteiect Ftepct Fteiect
R4F2 Fail to Refect Ftepct Fteject Reieet Fail to Reiect Refect Reiect fteiecr
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Age Sample Size = 300 
Estimated value of SYm* among reader(s)/scenarfos,
True value of SYm, is 17,019
1____________________Ugh Precision  X ____________________ low  Precision___________________ J
Appendix E-9 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of SYm+ across 1000 replicates
by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 300),
Reatfeffs)/Seafiario 8ias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2  g ias ,: 1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
r  — — 16,568 16.598 16.420 18,484
_ _ _
16.375 16,443 16,372
R1 18,954 17,009 15,671 15,499 15,518 15*460
re 17,062 17.077 ! 16,901 73 15,480 15,384 m a o T
m 18,428 16.785 21 | 12,857 17,733 15,741 9.875
R4 18.335 16,442 30 12,868 17,358 15.214 9,887 12.172
R1M1 16,644 16,487 18,562 16,722 16,550 16 587 16.505
R2M1_ _ 16,947 17.006 16,795 16,855 17,312 17,119 17,172 17,158
_ _ 18,461 16,929 10,381 12,981 17,842 15.508 10,493 12,921
_ _ 18,718
^ 91p 10,474 13,090 18,366 15,358 10,788 13,296
18,679 16,492 16,572 17,158 16,993 17,040 16,945
R2M2 ~ 1 16,691 18,744 16,540 17,103 16,963 16,953
_ _ 18,480 18.943 10.373 12,962 18,477 16.100 12,209
16,803 10,371 12,967_ _ 18,388 15,795 9,939 12,179
| R1VR1_ _ 15,395...... 15,433 15,251 14,634 14,547 14,566 14,473
— _  _ 16.712 16.762 16,577 16,640 . .  15,946 15,747 15.815 15,720
_ _ 16,594 11,463 11,118 5,633 12.661 6,055 13.234 9,300
n  15,911 9.355 5,505 .......13,071... . . 6.687 9.595
' R2VR3 _ _ 18,512 17.115* 15,100 16,783 16,729 14.390 14,340 13,952
15.987 10.062 11.266 8,773 12,508 5,970 13,386 9,446
R1F1 16,386 16,413 16,224 I 16,301 14.951 14J90 ~ 1 14,832 14,737
R1P2 16,388 16,426 16,243 i 16,314 14,335 14,208 74,239 14,151
R4F1 17,347 ..... 31,986 10,934 5,646 16,612 17.426 15,112 10,408
R4F2 10,659 6,379 17,170 19.416 12,297 7,866
Estimated vatue of the CV of SY»* among reader(s)/scenari08.
Ugh Precision___________________ I  Low Precision [
Reader(s)/Scenario Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=--2 Bias---1 6ias=-.-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
Rf> 16% 15%_ _ 16%_ 17% 16%
_ _
15% 15%
R1 16% 17% 16%
— —
16%
m 16% 16% h 16% 17% 15% 16% 15% 16%
m_ _ 17%— 17%— 14%_ _ _ 15% 16% 17% 14% 14%
15% 16% 17% 14% 14%
R1M1.  _ _ 16% 15% 16% 17%— 16% 16% 17%
16% 15% 16% 16% 16% 16% 16%
R3M1_ _ 17% 17% 14% 15% 17% 18% 14% 14%
_ _ 17% _ _ 14% 15% 17% 18% ' 14% 14%
16%— 16%
—
16% 16% 16% 16%
R2M2 15% 16% 17% 16% 16% 16% 16%
R3M2 17% 17%_ _ 14% 15% 16% 17% 13% 14%
R4M2 17% _ _ 14% 15% 16% ^7% 14% 14%
R1VR1 16% 16% 1
—
16% 17% ~1 17% ^ 17%
fe v r e 16% 15% r  ,2 % 17% 15% 16% 15% 16%
R3VR3 17% 16%— 21%— 18% 15% 16% 16% 16%
M VB4 17% 18% 15% 16%
—
16%
R2VR3 17% 7s% 16% _  — 17% 16%
— —
16%
R3VR4 17% 16% 18% 15% 16% 16% 16%
R1F1 16% 15% 16% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17%
R1F2 16% 15% 16% 17% 16% 16%
—  —
16%
H4F1 17% ^  16% 14%— 22% 16%
—
17% 16%
R4F2 17% 17% 44% 16% 16% 16% 16%
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Appendix E-IO Relative error of SYm+ and results of the hypothesis test to determine if
the estimated value of SYm+ is within 10% of the true value of SYm+
(sample size = 300).
Age Sample Size *  300 
Relative error of SYm. among reader(sy*cenark>s.
1 Precision Low Precision
•3% -2% -4% -3% -3%_ _ •4% -3% -4%_  . _
0% -1% -1% -9% -9% -9%
R2
_ _ _
0% -1% 0% -9% -10% -10%_ _
8% -1% -39% -24% 4% -8% -42% -29%
m 8% -3% -39% -24% 2% -11% -42% -28%
RIM t -2% -2% -3% -3% -2% -3% -3% -3%_ _
0% 0% -1% -1% i% 1%— 1% 1%
B3M1 8%
_ _
-24% 5% -38%_ _ -24%
R4M1 10% -1% -38%
_ _
8% ^ -10% r -2214
R1M2 -2% •2% •3% -3% 1% 0% 0% 0%
R2M2 -2°'0 -2% -3% -2% 0% -1%_ _ 0%_ _ 0%_ _
9% 0% -38% -24% 9% _ _ -28%
R4M2 9% •1% -39% -24%_ _ 8% -7% r -28%
R1VR1 -10% -9% -10% -14% “(5%— -14% -15%
revra -2% •214 •3% -2% -6% _ _ -7% •8%
R3VR3 -2% -33% -67% -26% -22%_ _ -45%
rn v rn -7% -45% •40% -68% -23% -61% -44%
revra 9% 1% -11% -1% -2% -15% -16% -18%
i revS i" -6% -41% -34% -27% -65% -21%_ _ -44%
-4%
—
-5% -4% -12% -13% -13%
I R t f2 -4%
p _ _
-5% -4% -16% -17% -16% -17%
r  R4F1 ~ 2% I 88% -36% r  5 m -2% 2% -11% -39%
R4F2 5%
_ _
-37% -63% 1% 14% -54%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated SY™. is less than the differential.
: 10%
Hqh Precision Low Precision
Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect r aii to %•*» t Fail to Retect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fait to Fteject
R1 Fail to Reject Fail to Reject fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Repot Fait to Fteject Fail to Reiect
R2 | 0 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to fteject Fail to Reject Fail to fteject fdrift Rpfi.1 Fail to Reiect
R3
1-<su. fail to Reject Fteject Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Reiect Fteject
B4 Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fteject Fteject ... Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fteject Reject
R1M1 Fail to Fteject fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject F«vU R tf ’ Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject
R2M1 Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Faii to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect
R3M1 Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Reject Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Reiect ____B§feSt____ _ _
Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Reiect Fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to Refect Fteject Reiect_ _
Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail lo Fteject Fail to fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fait to Reiect Fall to Reject
f e t * Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reset Fall to Fteject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject t \  Ri-* r<
R3M2 Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Reject Reject Fail to Reieci Fail to Reject Reject Reiect
R4M2 Fail to Fteject Fail to Refect Regct Fteject ^aii t* R fp Fail to Fteject Reiect Reiect
R1VR1 Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect: Fail, to Fteject... fteject Reiect Reject fteject
R2VR2 Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fall to Refect Faii to Fteject Fall to Reject Fail to fteject
r  F sv re Fail to Reiect R©j©ct Reiect . .fteject__ Reject ___ffe is c |_ Reject
R4VR4 fail to Reiect Reject Reject Reject Reiect Fteject Reject Reject_ _
Fall to Reiect Fail to Reject Fteject Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Fteject Fteject Fteject
r e v m Fall to Reiect Reecf set rfPRt-t.... .. .._ f« e c t Fteject ____0 e t e S _ fteject
R1F1 Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Retect Reject___ Reiect ___ Ssect___ Reiect_ _
Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Reject Fteject Reject Reiect_
Fall to Reiect Reject Reject Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Reiect Fteject
R4F2 Fail to Reject Reiect fteject Faii to Fteject Reject Reiect Reiect
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Appendix E-11 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of SY*
by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 900).
across 1000 replicates
Age Sample Stee *  900 
Estimated value of Sfm* among rsader( ayscenartos. 
True value of S¥»* Is 17,019
17,042
Bas=-2
i Pfecision
Bias=1
Low Precision
18,549
16,959
jz m .
10,345
Bias=2
16,757
17,161
17254
Bias=-1
15,705
17,834
15,616
Bias=1
16,511
15.421
Bias=2
18,572
16,677
15,414
16,740
R1F1
17.433
16,717
10,348 17.540
17.028
16,623 16.814
16.937 17,149 17,414
10,405 13,166
16,720
17.061
15,447
11,491
17.153
32,176
 10,491 18.521
JM IL
J&§8L
10.395
10.383
15.373
16,709
11,200
3.641
JJL23L
11.329
16,360
J.6 ,375
10,586
10.378
17,169
13,143
13,147
14.705
15,970
5,745 12.679
13,097
17.051
14,414
17.319
10.529
17.158
17,092
6,130
6,773
14,523
14,935
5,418 16.704
17.271
14,310
17,056
9.981
9,946
14,587
13,304
13.572
13,415
14,923
14.303
15,163
12,278
16,813
17.437
13,441
17,252
17,194
12,346
14.718
9,734
14.163
15,011
7,958
Estimated value of the CV of SY«.* among reader{s)/scenartos.
i Precision Low Precision
r _ _ _ _  _
14% 15% 15%_ _ 15% 16% 15%
»ias=i
'"15%
iiias^Z
r  15%R1 14% 15% ' 15% 16% 15% 15% 15%
R2 . „ 14% 16% 15%_ _
_ _ _
16% 15% 15%
r a ............. 15% 18% 14% 16% 17% 14%
________M _ _ fS% 18% 14% 14% 16% 1?% ~T i%
____ 14% 15% 15% 15% 16% 16% r  15% '
_  f e m i  .......... 14% 15% 15% 16% 16% 16% 15%
B3M1. . 15% 18% 14% 14%
_ _
18% 14%R4M1 15% 18% 14% 14% 17% 18% 14%
_______R1M2 14% 15% 15% 15% 16% ls % 15%
R2M2 14% 15% 15% 15% 16% 16% 15%
______ raw? 15% 18% 14% 14% 16% 17% 14%
_______s a g ............ 15% 18% 14% 14% ~~16% 1 18% 14%
R1VR1 14% 15% 15% 15% 16% ~1 16% 16% 15%............ ra v re 14% 15% 15% 15% 16% 15%~ 15%
L _  R3VR3 15% 17% 16% 15% 18% 16% 15%
_  „ B W R 4 15% 17% 16% 15% 16% 16% 15%
K?VR3 15% 16% 15% 15% 16% 15%
15% 17% 16% 15% 16% 16% 15%
R tf  1 14% 15% 15%_  — 15% t6% 16% 16%
W F2 ...... 14% 15% 15% l e % ........I 15% 15% 15%B4F1 15% 18% 16% 16% 16% * 16% 16% 15%R4F2 15% 18% 16% 15% 18% 16% 15% 1 14%
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Appendix E-12 Relative error of SYm+ and results of the hypothesis test to determine if
the estimated value of SYm+ is within 10% of the true value of SYm+
(sample size = 900).
Age Sample Size = 900 
Relative error of SY». among reader(s)/scenario*.
t Precision Low Precision
R0 -3%
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
-3% -2% -2% -3% -3% -2%_
r  m 0%
_ _
0%— 1% -8% -8% -9%
R2 0% 0% 1% -9%_ -9%— r  5 %
r e 9% •1% -39% -23% ' -42%_ _ -28%_ _
R4
_
-3% -39% -23% 3%
R1M1 -2% -2% -2% -1% -1%— -2% -2% -1%
R2M1 0% 0% ~~l 0%_ _ 1% 2% 2% 2%
R3M1 m 0% -23% 6% -6%— -38%_ _ -23%
R4M1 11%
_
-55% -22% 9% -21%
R1M2 -2% -2%
—
-1% 1% 1% 0% 1%_ _
' -2% -1% -2% -1% 1% 0% 0% 1%
I R3M2 9% 0% -39% -23% 9%_ -3%— -41% -27%_ _
9% 0% -39% -23% -42% -28%
R1VR1 -9% -9% -10% -9% -14% -14% -14% -14%
F E V fi -2% -1% -2% -1% -6% -7% -?% -8%
R3VR3 -2%
_ _
-34% -66% -26% 1*54%_ _ -22% -45%
R4VH4 -6% I -45% -43%
_ _
-23% -20% 1 -43%
re v ra 9% 1% -10% 0%_ _ -1% -15% -16% -17%
FSVR4 -6%
_ _
-33% -26% -65% -21% -44%
R1F1 -4%
_ _
-4% -3% -12% -12%_ _ -12% -12%
R1F2 ~ -3% -4% -3% -15% -16% -15%
R4f1
_ _
1 S % -38% -68% -2% 4% -11% -38%
FMF2
_
105% -39% -69% 1% 16% -27% -53%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated SYm. is less than the differential.
D ifferential 10%
Hgh Precision
RO fail to Reiect Fall to Reiect Fail to Rejfic! Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect
Rl Faii to Reiect Fail to Reiect fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail lo Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect
02 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Refect Fail to Refect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect
R3 Fait to Reiect Fail to Reject Reject Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Repot Ftofect Fteiect
R4 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Reject Reject Fail to Reject Fait to Reject Reiect Fteject
R1M1 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject
R2M1 fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect
R3M1 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Reiect Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fteiect Fteject_ _ _ _ _
fail to Reiect. Fail to fteiect Reiect Fteiect Faii to Reiect Fail to Reiect Reiect Fteiect
I Biwe Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteeet Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject_ _
Fait to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Faii to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect
R3M2 > a 1 • '  Re*,U Fail to Reiect Reject Fteiect Faii to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fteiect Reiect
R4M2 -iitf t-fe£lt Fail to Reject Reiect Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Reiect Reject
S iv S i <iii if  R^ieu Fail to Reject Fail to Refect Fail to Reiect Reiect Reject Reiect Fteject
fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect ‘ Hi to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect
t  " r e v r e Fail to Reiect Fteiect Reject Reject Reject Fteiect Reject Reiect
B4VR4 Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Reject Reiect Fteiect Reiect Reject Fteject
R2VR3 Fait to fteiect fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fait to Fteiect f-a.l to f t f c t Fteiact Reject ____Reject.........
R3VB4 fail to Reiect Fteiect Reiect Reiect Fteiect ....... ( j f e t ____ fteiect ____8S tel___
R1F1 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Refect Fteiect Fteiect Reiect Fteiect
R1F2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to fteject Fail to Reject Reiect Reject Reject Reject_ _
Faii to Reject Refect Fteject F^ 0f©ct fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Reiect Fteiect
F14F2 Fail to Reiect RB!@Ct ii'i-'- inwfeut fteject Fail to Reiect Fteiect Reject Reiect
Low Precision
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Appendix E-13 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of PST across 1000 replicates
by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 100),
Age Sample Size = 100 
Estimated value of Fm among readsr(ayscen#rio*. 
True value of Fst Is 0,402
fteadertsV Scenario Bias=-1
Ugh Precision Low Precision
no__ 0.397 0.394 0,398. a m 0,395 0.390
etas=i 
6 393
Btas=2
0.369 0.369_ _ _ 0.373 0.368
_ _
0JS3 0.255
0.367 l Z q-36?.. 0364 0.250 0.246 0 251re 0.416 0.448 0.033 0,013 0.380 0.415 0.003R4 0.413 0.437 5,.S». 0.006 0.380 0.401 0 0)3R1M1 0.392 0.390 0.392 0.389 0.316 0,314 0.313FEM1_ _ _ 0.403 0.400 0.405 0.401 0.339 0,335 0340
0.418 0.454 0.068 0.076 0.402 0.419 0 021H4M1 0.427 0.4S6 0-069 _ 0.061 0.417 0.421 0.033 0005R1M2 0.392 0.391 0,393 0.390 0.332 0.331 0 330 0 33?R2M2 0.390 0.387 0.392 0.388 0.329 0.328R a e 0.418 0.455 0-068 ^ 0.075 0.416 0.434 0QQBP _ _ _ _  _
0.418 0.450 , 0-062
_ _ _ _
0.412 0.425 0 007
_ _ 0.339 0.338 0.340 0.336 0.246 0.242 0 244
0.385 0.386 0.389 0.385 0.272 0.272
R3VR3 0.346 0,286 .  -0 ,063 0.001
_ _
0.064 0 140i H4VR4 0.322 0.218 0.092 0.000 0.198 0.087 0 159
R2VR3 0.417 , 0.349 0,328 0.364 0.305 0,227 0 208R3VR4 0.325 0.241 j_ _ _ 0074 0.001 0.179 0.060 0 143I R1F1 0.387 0.388 0.385 0.301 0.301 0302R1F2 0.388 0.386 0.389... . 0.386 0.275 0 274R4F1 0.375 1.227 I 0.060 0.014 0.312 » 0,370 n m g '
R4F2 0.396 1,464 " 0.055
_ _
0.329 i 0.452! I 0.132 0.000
Estimated wait* of the CV of F st among reateffsj/sceoartas.
Fteaderi st/Scenario 8ias=-1
i Precision
R1F1
21%
20%
16%
21%
16%
21%
17%
1?%
21°/
8ias=-2
21%
21%
20%
8ia$=1
low Precision
14%
21%
14%
14%
21%
14%
14%
21%
17$o
19%
21%
21%
21%
22%
20%
251%
21%
70%
41%
21 ”■
170%
21%
19%
1014%
781%
Bias=-1 Bias=-2
16%
21%
17%
17%
20%
16%
21%
16%
17%
20%
21%
43%
19%
18% 17%
310%
22%
118%
27%
34%
27%
Bias=2
414%
291%
21%
21%
27%
114%
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Appendix E-14 Relative error of FST and results of the hypothesis test to determine if the 
estimated value of FST is within 10% of the true value of FST (sample size 
= 100).
Age Sample Size -  100 
Relative error of Fst among reader(syncenartos.
Low Precision
no -1% -2% -1% -2% -2% -3% -2% -2%
Rl -8% -8% -7% -8% -36% -37% -37% -36%_
-9% -9% -8% -9% -38% -39%_ -37%_ _ -38%
r e 3% ' 12% -92% -97% -3% -100%
> R4~~ 3% 9%
_ _ _ _ _
-99% -5% 0% -99% -100%
R1M1 -2% -3% -2% -3% -21% -22% -22% -21%
FBM1 0% 0% 1% 0% -16% -17% -15% -15%_ _
R3M1 4% 13% -83% -81% 0% 4% IgS%
R4M1 6% 13% -83% -85% 4% 5% -92% -99%
m m
—
-3% -2% -17% -18% -18%_ _ -17%
m m -3% -4% -2% -3% -18% -20% _ _ _ -19%
R3MZ 4% 13% -83% -81% 4% 8% -100%
R4M2 — -84% -84% 2% 6% -98% -100%
R1VR1 -16% -16% -16% -16% -39% -40% -39% -39%
R2VRZ -4% -4%
—
-4% -32% -33%_ _ 31% -32%
H3VR3 -14% -29% -84% Too% -54% -65% -99%
B4VR4 -20% -46% -77% -100% -51% -78% -60% -98%
r e v ra 4% -13% -19% -9% -24% -43% -48% -51%
R3VR4 -19% -40% -82% -100% -56% -85% -64% -99%
R1F1 -4% -4% -3% -4% -25% -25%
R1F2 -3% -4% -3% -4% -32% -32% -32%
R4F1 -7% 205% -85% -96% -22% -8% -40% -92%
I R4F2 -1% % -86% -90% -18% 13% -67% -100%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated Fst is less than the differential.
: 10%
Ugh Precision Low Precision
R0 Fail to Fteiect Fail to fteiect Faii fo Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect
...........  Rl *-» i ! RCIt t Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fteject Fteiect Reject....... Fteiect
r - — S a™ Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect fa il to Retect Retect Reject Reject fteiect
r  R3 Fail to fteiect
_ _
Refect Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Reject Reiect
m Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Beteet Reiect Faii to Fteject Fail to Reject fteiect Roject
R1M1 Fail to Reject Fail lo Reiect Fa,i to f t iw t Fail to Reject Fteiect Reiect Z Z S i E Z j Fteiect
R2M1 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect fa ii to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Reject Reiect Fteiect fteject
R3M1 Fail to Reject Reiect Reiect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reiect f t S x T i_ _ _ _ _ Fteiect
> R4M1 Fail to fteiect Reiect Retect .......« 5 t ....... Faii to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Reiect_ _
Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Faii to Reiect Fail to Reject Fteiect fteiect Reject___ Retect
fa ii to Reiect Fait to Reiect Fait to Retect fa il to Reiect Retect Reject Fteject fteject
^ R3M2 Faii to fteiect Reiect Fteiect fteiect Faii to Reject Fail to Reject Fteject
FWM2 Fail to'Reiect Ftefeei Reiect .......RefeeL___ Fail to fteiect Fail to Reiect Refect Fteject
R1VR1 fteiect Reiect Fteject Fteiect Reiect Reiect Reject____ Fteject_ _
Fail to Fteiect =3il to Rciect Fail to Reject . PwiB-BSBSJ Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Reiect
R3VR3 Fteiect Reject Fteiect ......Refect Fteiect Fteject Ftepx t Reject
R4VR4 Fteiect fteiect Reiect .......ffefest.___ Fteiect Reiect Reiect Fteject
fSVFO Fail to Reiect Reiect Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Retect Fteject Fteiect_ _ _
Refcft Ftetset Reject Fteiect Retect Reiect c i j S i r r fteiect
I H1F1 Faii to Fteiect fa il to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Reiect Reiect .....J S f e L . Fteiect
R1F2 fa il to Reject Faii to Reiect Fait to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fteiect Reject Fteiect Fteiect
A4t 1 Fail to Fteiect Reiect Reject Reiect Fteject Fail to Reiect Reject Reject
i B4F2 Fail to fteiect Retect Retect _ a * £ L _ Fteiect Fteiect Reject Fteject
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Appendix E-15 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of across 1000 replicates
by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 300).
Age Sample S iz e -300 
Estimated value of Fst among reader(»yscenartos. 
True vahw of F s t  is 0.4Q2
Low Precision
HO 0.393 0.394_ _ 0.393 0.395 0.396 0,394 0.392 0.393
Rf 0.376 0.376 0.379 0.264 0.262 0.260 0.261
ns 0.373 0.374 0.373 0.375 0.256 0.256 0.254 0.254
R3_ _ 0,425 0,466 0.027 0.001 0.400
_ _
0.001 0.000
_ _ 0.422 0.455 0.026 0.001 0,388 0.415 0.001 0.000
0.392 0.392 0.391 0^393 0.327 0.325 0.324 0,324
R2M1 0.404 0.406 0.405_ _
_ _
0.352 0.350 0.349 0.351
R3M1 0,426 0.472 0.002 0.414 0.435 0.021 I 0.000
B4M1 0.436 0.474 0.040 0.002 0.435 0.438 0.035 0.002
R1M2 0.391 0.332 0.391 0.394 0.341 0.339 0.338 0.338
FEW_ _ 0.391 0.392_ _ 0.391 0.393 0.336 0.335 0.334 0.336
0.427 0.03S 0.002 0.427 0.448 0.006 0.000
R4M2 0.426 (M 68 0.034 0.002 0.424
_ _
0.005 0,000
_ _ _ _ _ 0.335 0.335 0.334
_ _
0.249 0.249 0.247 0.247
0.389 0.390 0,389
_ _
0.280
_ _
0.277 0.277
R3VR3 0.354 0296 0.063 1
_ _ _  -j
o . i i i - " 0,066
_ _
0.001
| B4VH4 0.328_ _ 0.225_ _ 0.064 0.000 0.204 0.090 1 0.163 0.003
r a v re_ _ 0.375 0.313 0235 0.213 0.201
0.332_ _ 0.250 0,072 0.000 0.183 0.061 0.149 0,001
r i p T 0.385 0.384 1 0,386 0.304 0.302 0.301 0.301
1 R1F2 0.385 0.386 I 0 .3 5 0.387 0.272 0.271 0.270 0.270
R4F1 0.383 1,274 0.060 o ,a » ft 0.382 0,248 o n?R
R4F2 0,405 I 1,531 0.048 0.001
_ _ _
0.465 0.136 I 0.000
E stim a ted  ¥afu» o f  the CV o f Fst a m ong  re w te rfs j/s c e n a rto * .
Hgh Precision Low Precision
_
14% 13% 14% 14% 14% 13% 13% 13%
R1 14% 13% 14% 14% 16% I 15%
—
18%
re 14% 13% 14% 14% 16% 15% 15% 15%
R3 12% 11% 78% 599% 12% 11% 393%
12% 12% 81% 559% 12% 11% 353%
R1M1 14% 13% 14% 14% 15% 15% 14% 15%
R2M1 _ _  _ 13% 13% 14%— 14% 14% 15% 14% 15%
12% 11%_ _ _ 374% 13% 12% 92% 750%
R4M1 12% 59%— 335% 13% 12% 66% 451%
H1M2 14% f3% 14% 14%
——
14% ^ 14%
R2M2 I 14% 13% 14% 14% 14% ~~1 14% 14% 14%
R3M2_ _ 12% 11% 66% 37i% 12% 11% 173% 2255%
12% I 11% 66%— 387% 12% 11% 196% 2514%
R1VR1 j 14% 14% ~1 15% 17% 17% 17% 17%
R2VR2 14% 1 13% 14% 14% 15% 15% 14% 15%
R3VR3 12% 12% 63% .. 17% 29% 23% 602%
R4VR4_ _ _ 12%— 14% 59% 16% 23% 21% 295%
13% 15% 15% 14% 15% 1 18% 18%
R3VR4 12% 13% 55% .. 17% 30% 23% 409%R1F1 14% 13% 14% 14% 17% 17% 17% 17%
R1F2 14% 13% 14% 14% 16% 16% 18% 16%
r  B4F1 12% 14% 43% 1553% 14% 12%
—
90%
R4F2 12% 16% 51% 730% 11% 24% I
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Age Sample Size = 300 
Relative error of fs t among reader{syscenarios,
r  ' HiohPficisiwi I______________  Low Precision____________________ J
Appendix E-16 Relative error of FST and results of the hypothesis test to determine if the
estimated value of PST is within 10% of the true value of FST (sample size
= 300).
Bsadef j sj/Scenar io 8ias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 Biass-1  ^ Bias=-2  ^ 8ias=1  ^ Bias=2
B0 -2% -2% 3 % -2% - 1%_____ -2% -2%_ _ -2%_ _
R1 -6% -6% -6% -6% -35%
R2 -7%
_ _
_ _ -7% -36% -36% -37% -37%
m 6% -100% -1% 7% - 100% - 100%
I m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5% 13% -100% -4% 3% -100%_ _ r ~  -100%_ __ _
-3% -2% -3%__ -2% -19% -19%
R2M1 1% 1% _ _ 1% -13% I -13% -13% -13%__
6% 17% ‘ -100% 3% 8% -95% - 100%
R4M1 8% 18% -90% -99% ' 8% 9% -91% -100%_ _
B1M2 -3% -2% -3% -2% -16% -16%_ _
-2% -3% -2% -16% -17% -17% -16%
R3M2 6% t7% -91% - 100% 6%_ 11% " 9^9% - 100%_ _
6% 16% -91% - 100% 9% .99% -100%___
-17% -17% -17% -16% -38% -38% -38% -39%
revre -3%
__
-3% -3% -30% -31%___ -31% -31%
m v m -12% -26% -84% -100% -53% -65% -100%_ _
-18% -44% -84% -100% -49% -78% -99%
R2VFO 6% -20% -7% -22% -42% .47% -50%
R3VH4 -18% -38% -82% -1® % -55% -85% -63% -100%
R1F1 -4% -4% -5% -4% -24% -25% _ _ -25%
R1F2 "4/© -4% -4% -4% -32% -32% -33%
R4F1 -5% 217% -85% -100% -20%
_ _ _
-38% -93%
B4F2 1% 281% -88% -100% -16% 16% -3 % - 100%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true awl estimated Fst is less than the differential.
Differentials t »
' iirfTP rS S ityi  1  Low Precision___________________ J
Reader ( s)/Scenafio Bias=-t Bias=-2 Bias=l Bias=2 6ias--1 8ias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
HO Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Refect Fail to Fteject Fail to Refect r s»l' (c Ctejfi t Fail to Fteiect fail to Ftepct
Rl I Fait to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fteject Reiect Fteiect Ftejeci
K> Fait to fteiect Fait to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fteject Fteject Reject Reiect Fteject
R3 Fait to Reiect Fteject Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fteject Fteiect
i R4 Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect fteiect Fail to Fteject Fait to Reject Fteiect RejectR1M1
Fait to Fteiect Fait to Refect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fteject Reiect Reject Ftejec!
S i Fait to Fteiect Fait to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail te Fteject Refect .. ..R e ie S L -- Reiect Fteject
=BM1 Fail to Fteiect fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fteject fteject_ _ _
Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Reject neJitJvl Faii to Fteiect Fait to Reject Reject Fteject
r  i i i i Fait to fteiect Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Ftejeci Fteject Reiect Reiect Fteiect
PKM2 Fail to Refect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fteject Fteject Reject Fteject
FOM2 tij t e g a Ffegect Fteject Fteject fall to Fteiect Reiect Reject Fteiect
r5 5 Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Reiect fteiect Fail to Ftepct r .«l !c Oojf Fteject Ftepct
R1VB1 Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteject Fteject Reject Ftepct Ftejeci
Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Refect te Fteiect Refect Reject. . Flejeet_ _
Refect Reject Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Fteject
R4VR4 Reiect Fteiect Fteject Fteject Reject Reiect Fteject Fteject
R2VR3 Faii to Reiect Fteiect Fteiect a* to rteji. ! Fteiect Fteject joCt Ftejeci
R3VR4 ftetecl Reject Fteiect Reject Fteiact .......Fte iact.,. Reject Reiect
R1F1 f dll tO R tprt Fail to Fteiect Fait to fteject Fail to Fteject Fteject . .Ftefecit..... Reject Fteiect
R1F2 Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fait to Fteject Fteject Reject Fteject
R4F1 Fail to Fteiect fteiect Reject Fteiect Reject Fail to Fteject Reiect Reject
M R * Fail to Fteiect fteject Fteiect Fteject Fteject Fteiact Fteiect Fteject
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Appendix E-J7 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of FST across 1000 replicates
by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 900),
Age Sample Size = 900 
Estimated value of F s t  among raader{syscenarios.
True value of F s t  Is 0,402
Ugh Precision
no 0.39? 0,398 0 199 0.400 0.398 0.398 0.398 - 0.400
Rl 0.379 0.381 0.382 0.383 0,264 I 0.264 0.264 0M S~~
K  —1 0,376 0.377 0.378 [ 0380 0.257 0.258 0.257 0.258_ _  ,
0.431 0.471 0.028 0.000 0,402 0.440 0.001 t  0.000
r  R4 a m 0.461 0.026 0.000 I 0.392 0.424 0.001___ 0.030_____
R1M1 o'395 0396 0.397 0,398 ~ 3.329 0,330
1 R2M1 I OAOB 0.410 0410 0412 0.354 0.355 0.355 0.357
R3M1 0.432 ’ 0477 0.036 0.001 0.419 0.447 0.023 0.000
I B4M1 0.442 0.481 0.041 0,002 0.438 0.451 I 0.036 0.001
R1M2 0.395 0.396 0.397 0,399 0,342 0.343 0.342 0.345_ _
I R2M2 "
_ _
0,398 0.397 0.398 0.338_____ 0.339 0.339
I H re S T  "I 0.432 0477 0,035 0,001 0.458 0.006_ _ 5 S
I R4M2 0.432 0.474 0.035 r  a m i 0.426 0.449 ^  0.000
R1VR1 0.338 0,338 0339 0.340 0.251 tti5 2 0.251 0.253_ _ _ _ _ _ _
0.393 5 5 5 I 0.395 0 3 6 0.280 ’ 0.280 0281
R3VR3 0.358 0.299 0.066 0.000 0,188 0,068_ _ 0146 0.000
R4VFS4 0.332 0.228 0.055 0.000 0.205 o.les 1 0.002
F2VR3 0.428
_ _ _
0.328 0.379 ~ 1_ _ _ 0.314 0.237 0.215 ' 0.205
R3VR4 0.336 0.252 0074 0.183 0,062_ _ 0.152 I 0.000
R1F1 0.388 0.389 0^389 0.391 0.307 0.307 I 0.308
R1F2 0.388 0,389 0.390 0.392 ^  0.274 0.274 0.274 0.276
R4F1 0.388 1.292 0.054 0.000___ 0.324 03*39 0,251 0.029
I R4F2
_ _ _
1.559 0,043 0.340 0.471 0.139 0.000
Low Precision
Estimated value of the CV of Fst among r«cter{s)/scenartos.
i Precision Low Precision
R0 11% 11% 11% 11% ...11% ii% 11% 11%
R1 11% 11%
_ _
11% 13% j 13% 13% 12%_
11% 11%
_ _
11% 13% 13% 13% 12%
I re 10% 1 10% 67% 767% 10% 10%_ _ _ _ _ 420%_ _, _ _
10% 69% 10%' „
R1M1 11% 11% TT% 11% 12% 12% 12% 12%
« R2M1 11% Ti% 11% 11% 12% 12% 12% 11%
R3M1 10% 11% 55% 449% 10% 11% 1624%
I R4M1 10% 11% 51% 366% 10%, 1 11% 58% 595%—
R1M2 11% 11% I 11% 1 11% n  12% 12% 11%
R2M2 11% 11% 11% 11% 12% 12% 12% 11%
R3M2 ' 10% 11% 56% 502% ^ 10% 11% 160%
I ~ S S i 10% 11% 57% 488% 10% 11% 174% ..
R1VR1
_
12% 12% 12% 14% 14% 14% 14%
i R2VR2 11% 11% 11% 11% 12% 13% 12% 12%
R3VR3 10% 11% 44% „ 14% 25% 19% 1061%
R4VR4 10% 12% 50% ... 13% 20% 18% 316%
r  R2VR3 11% 11% 12% 11% 11% 13% 15% 14%
I R3VR4 10% 12% 40% .. ' 14% 27% r  19% 535%
R1F1 11% 11% 11% 11% 13% h 13% ' 13% 13%
R1F2 11% 11% 11% ^  11% 13% 13% 13% 13%
R4F1 10% 13% 50% 1.1% 11% 14% 72% 1
I R4F2 10% 14% 57% .. 11% 10% 21% r -
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Appendix E-18 Relative error of PST and results of the hypothesis test to determine if the
estimated value of FST is within 10% of the true value of PST (sample size
= 900).
Fteadertsl/Scenario
RO
_BLR2
R4
R1M1
R2M1
R3M1
R4M1
R1M2
R2M2
R3M2
mm
R1VR1
FBVR2
revre
R4VR4
rzvr3
FOVR4
R1F2
R4F1
Age Sample See = 900 
Estimated expected relative e r ro r  o f  Fst among reader(s)/scenarlos.
Bias=-1
7%
- 11%
-17%
6%
-16%
-1%
- 2%
19%
-3%
-91%
- 1%
- 1%
-91%
-91%
-3%
- 1%
-7%
7%
i Precision Low Precision
Bias=1 Bias=2 Bias=-2
-1%
17%
15%
- 1%
2%
-5%
- 1%
-1%
- 100%
-15%
- 100%
-100%
- 1%
- 12%
-15%
7%
6%
-«
-34%
11%
-16%
14%
-77%
-41%
-24%
17%
Bias=l
- 1%
-94%
-91%
-16%
-30%
-59%
-24%
-37%
Bias=2
- 1%
- 100%
-18%
- 100%
-14%
- 100%
-37%
-23%
-31%
-100%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated Fst tales* than th e  differential.
Differentials 10%
Hgh Precision Low Precision
ro fail to ftetoct Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect
R1 Fail to Fteiect Fall to Fteiect Fail to Ftetoct Fteiect Fteject .. ftfest___ Fteject_
Fail to Ftepct Fail to fteiect Fail to Fteiect Faii to Refect Reiect Fteiect Reject Fteiect
re Fail to Fteiect fteiect Fteiect Reiect Fail to Fteject Faii to Reject fteject __ 9§i§£L
R4 Fail to Refect M eet Reject 1 fteject Fail to Ftepct Fail to Fteject Fteiect 1 Fteject
R1M1 Fait to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Reiect Fteiect
_ g _
Fteject
FBM1 Fail to Fteject Fall to Fteiect "ail»  t Faii to Reject Fteiect Fteiect
R3M1 Fail to Reiect Fteiect Fteject Fteiect Fail to Fteiect PtCsC'Oi _ Bsiect.......
R4M1 Fail to Fteiect Fteject Fteiect Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fteiect Fteiect
| R1M2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Refect Fail to Fteiect Reiect Fteiect . . .  .F » » t .
fbmz Faii to Reject Faii to Ftetoct Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fteiect Fteiect Reject Fteiect
fqms Fail to Reject Fteiect Fteject Fteiect Fail to Fteject Ftepct Fteiect Reject
R4M2 Fail to Fteiect Reject Fteject Fteject Fail»  Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Reiect
R1VB1 Fteiect fteiect Fteiact iRs^e! Fteiect Reiect . M e e t ..... ___EfeesL .
R2VFB Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Reject Fteiect Reiect Reject
revre Fteiect Fteiect iCt Ftepct Reject Fteiect Fteiect Reiect— —
Reject Reject Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect ___ 9§te?___ Fteiect_ _
fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Reiect Fail to fteiact fteiect Fteiect Fteject
R3¥R4 Fteiect Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Reject Reject Fteiact Reiect_ _ _
Fail to Reiect Faii to Refect Fail to Reject Fail to ftepct Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Reiect
R1F2 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Faii to Ftepct Fait to Fteject Reject Fteiect ftepct Fteiect
B4F1 Fail to Ftepct Reiect fteiect Fteject Reject Fail to Reject Fteiect
R4F2 Fail to Ftepct Reject Reiect Fteiect Reject Fteiect Fteiect I Fteiect
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Appendix E-19 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of Fm+ across 1000 replicates
by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 100),
Age Sample Size = 100 
Estimated value of fW  among rsader{«yacenario*. 
True value of Fin* la 0.212
Beaderf sl/Scenario
J $ LR1
J?L,
- M .
-BL
J3JML
_S M L
_Sb£L
R4M1
m
MW
- a * .
j BIVSL
m
.m m _
R4VR4
m
.iBM M
WF1
m
R4F1
-BS.
-J S S lL
Ugh Precision
_M!2_
-M S0_
-M IS .
0-172
J M 2 L
...0-212
-M!i_
0.171
0-171
Bias=-2
0.210
0,143
0.142
0.211
~M!2_
.o.m .
- 0:1?1
-Q.-.171
m
- 0,211..
-2J2L .
JM 2I.
-0208 .
_SJZ2_
0.142
0.142
0.212
-&2|2_
0.171
0.171
as=1
212
210
222
212
212
0.142
0.142
0.213
0.211
0.135
0.130
,0.132
212
0.212
•JiafeL,
.-0,212 .,
0-210
_&210_
j o m .
-Q:.3>3
i l l
m
J L M _3 m
0.213
0.211
0.219
0.212
3>m .
-M 12_
-M il
.-0.21,2.
j y n ,
-M 3 0 .
-M!£_
-MLL
-M12-
0.222 0.281
Bias=-1
Low Precision
0.176
0.176
0.205
0.172
0.172
0.1.
0.212
0.146
0.145
0.142
0.140
0.175
0.175
0.214
0.179 
™0.178
0.197
0.179
0.212
0.215
0.1
0
Bias=1
212
0.144
0.144
0.214
0.131
0.212
0.215
0.193
0.2
0.214
0.210
0.210
0.211
0.212
0.212
0.214
Estimated value of the CV of Fm. among reader(sj/seenarfos.
R1F1
Bias=-1
High Precision
1.3%
2.4%
1.2%
2.4%
2.4%
1.2%
1.2%
0.9%
1%
1%
1,3%
1.0%
4%
0.8%
4%
3,7%
3.7%
1.2%
1.0%
3.7%
3.7%
1.2%
1.0%
Bias=l
1.2%
0.8%
2.7%
3.7%
7%
1%
3%
1%
1.8%
1.1%
1.1%
6.3%
5.8%
Bias=2
1.3%
0.9%
4.5%
3.4%
1.2%
o.m
1.1%
1.1%
1.2%
1 .0%
0.4%
1.2%
1 .0%
4%
1 .3%
1.2%
1.4%
3.2%
1.2%
4.2
14
3%
Bias=-1
Low Precision
1.0%
2.2%
2 .2%
2.6%
7%
1.3%
l%
4%
7%
2 ,6%
1%
1%
Bias=-2
1.2%
1.0%
1.0%
3.7%
4.2%
4,4%
2.2%
7%
2 , 1%
1%
0%
1.9%
1.7%
4.1
1%
Bias=1
1.2%
1,0%
1%
8%
3.7%
3.8%
7%
1.0%
4.1%
1.5%
%
0.0%
0 .8%
1.7%
1.5%
1%
1%
1%
0.8%
1.0%
0.8%
1.5%
0 .8%
0.7%
Bias=2
212
0.214
0.212
0.215
Bias=2
1.3%
0.0%
0 .0%
0.0%
0.9%
08%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
7%
3%
1%
0.204
0.206
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Age Sample Size = 100 
Relative error of F „ , among r*tter(s)/sc«nartos.
Appendix E-20 Relative error of Fm+ and results of the hypothesis test to determine if the
estimated value of Fm+ is within 10% of the true value of Fm+ (sample
size = 100).
Hoft Precision Low Precision
HO 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%—  —
-1% -1% -1% -1% -4% -4% -4% -4%
I -  g — -1% -1% -1% -1% -4% -4% -4%
I r e ~ -19% -33%
— —
-17% -31% 4% 38%
R4 -19% -33% 4% 38% -17% r  -32% 4%— 38%—
0% 0% 0% 0% -3% -3% -3%
I m m 0% 0% 0% 0% -4% -4% -3% -4%R3M1
-19% -33% 8% 42% -19% -33%_ _ _ 4% 38%
' B4M1 -19% -33% 5% 41% -19% 4% 38%_ _ _
0% 0% 0% -2% -2% -2% -2%_ _
0%
_ _
0% 0% -2% -2% -2% -2%_ _ _ _
-33% 6% 42% -17% -32% 4%_ _ 38%
R4M2 1 -19%
_ _ _
5% 41% -17% -32% 38%
R1VR1 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1%—_ _
L  o% 0% 0% 0% -4% -4% -3%_ _ _
-19% -36% 4%_ _ 4% -15% -39% -1% ^ -3%
1 R4VR4 -19% -39% 4% -16% -38% -1% -2%
R2VR3 -2% I " -2% 0%
r_ _ _
_ -?% -9% -1% -3%
i r e v r n -19% -38% 4% -15% -40% -1% -3%
1 R1F1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
R1P2 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 2% 2% 2%
R4F1 -19% 4% ~ —^ -12% -10% 0% -1%
R4F2 -19% -4% 5% -11% -9% 1% 0%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated is less than the differential.
Differentia** 10%
ijjjTPreciiion I  Low Precision
ReaderM/Scenario Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 Bias=-t Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
R0 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fa,* to Ftejr* Fail to Ftepct Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fail to Fteject
R1 Fait to Reiect Fait to Reiect fait io Fteiect Fail to Fteiect ''ai' to ftejert Fail to Fteiact Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject
fe faii to Reiect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Refect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject
re fteiect Fail to Refect Ftetoct Fteject Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fteiect
R4 Reiect Ftetoct Fail to Reiect Reiect Reiect Ui-au ’•> jpi ’ Fteiect
R1M1 Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Faii to Fteiect "ail to Beje ; Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Refect
R2M1 Faii to Reject Faii to Refect fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect
r a n Reiect Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fteieci .....  Refect.. . . Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fteject
R4M1 Reject Fteiect Fail to Reject Fteiect Refect Refect Faii to Fteiect Fteieci
R1M2 F ^ f  R»|»,C’ Fait to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect
FCM> Faii to Reiect Fail to fteject Fail to Reject Fail io Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fan to Ftejec:
R3M2 Fteiect Reject Fail to Refect Befecf Fteiect Ftepct Faii to Fteiect fteiect
R4M2 Ffciect Ftetoct Fail to Fteject Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Fail to fteiect Fteject
R tvrn Fail to Reject Fail»  Reject Faii to Fteiect 1 tr Re*- t Faii to ftepct Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fteiect
R2VR2 Fail to Fteiect Fail to fteiect Fail to Fteject fail to Fteiect Fait to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Refect Fail to Fteiect
FBVR3 Reiect Ftepct Fail to Reiect Faii to Fteiect Fteiect Fleiee! Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct
I R4VR4 Reiect Fteiect Fail to Fteiect fail to ftetoct Fteiect Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject
R2VR3 faii to Ftetoct Failto Fteiect Faii to Fteiect Faii to Fteject Faii to Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect
R3VB4 Fteieci Ftetoct Faii to Ftepct Fail to Ftepct fteject ' Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect
R1F1 Fail to Ftepct Faii to Reiect J a i l  to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fail to Ftepct Faii to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect
i i i Faii to Fteject Fail to Ftegsct Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Faii to Refect Fail to Fteiect
Reject j j f - i  i to Bejf < t Fait to fteiect Fteject Fteiect Fail to ftepct Fail to Fteject
R4F2 Fteiect Faii to Reiect Faii to Ftepct Ftejec! Reject Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject
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Appendix E-21 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of Fm
by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 300),
across 1000 replicates
Age Sample Sa# m 300 
Estimated value of F „ , among readef(s)/scenarkM. 
True value of Fm, is 0,212
Bias=-1
Hflh Precision Low Precision
m 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212
aias^l 
0 212
Bias^2
m— 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.204 0.204 0 2040.210 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.204 0.204 0.204
R3 0.172 0.143 0.221 0.293 0.178 0.146 0 221R4 0.172 0.143 0.221 0.293 0.176 0,145 0 221R1M1 0.211 0.211 0.211_ _ 0.211 0,205 0.205 0 2 0 5 ...
R2M1 0.211 0.211 0,211 0.205 0.205 F 0205R3M1_ _ 0.171 0.143 0.221 0.293 0.172 0.142 0.221
0.171 0.142 0.221 0.293 0.172 r  0.141 0.221R1M2_ _ 0.212 0.212 0.212
_ _
0.209
r _ _
0 209
0.211 0.211 6.211 0.211 0-208 ! 0.208 0208
rsm s 0.171 0.143_ _ 0.221
_ _ _ _ _
0175  1 0,144 0 221R4M2 a m _ _ 0.221 0,293 0.175
— _ _ _ j
1x221 ^
I H1VR1 1 0.212 0.212 0,212 0,214 0.214 0 214 1
0.211 0.211 0.211 0.211 0,205 0.205 0 205R3VR3 0.172 0.136 0.218 ' 0.218 0.179 0-128 0 210I R4VR4 0.172 0.130 0220 0.218 0,178 !~ * 0210  ^R2VR3 0.208 0.208_ _ 0.212 0.210 0497 1 0,192 0.211 0 206R3VR4 0.172 0.218 0.216 ...a i ’79 r 0.128 0 210 tR1F1 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 0,212 0.212 0 212 ‘R1F2 0.212 0.212 0,212 0.212 a 2 1 5 " ...i 0.215 0,215 0 215__  R4F1 0.171 0.202 0.221
_ _
0.187 J 0.190 t 0212R4F2 0.171 0.203
o _ _
0.230 0,188 1 0.193 ~ T 0 21 4 ......! 0.211
Estimated w ine of the CV of Fm, among reacfer(s)/8cenario5 .
Reader g s VScenario
) Precision
Bias=-1 Low Precisionp—_ _ _ _ _ _
0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%
Dtas=-if
0.4%
»ias=i
0.4%
Bias-2 
0 4%R1 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.7% 0.6% 0.6%re 0,5% 0,4% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6% r  o.6% 0 7% 0 6%re_____ 1,6% 2.7% 0.0% 0.0% 1.5% I 2.5% 0,0%
1.5% 2.8% 0.0%
___
1.4% 2.4% 0,0%R1M1 0.4% 04% 0.4%_ _ 0.4% 0.6% 0.7% 0.7%H2M1 0.4% 0 4% 0,4% 0.7% 0.7% 0 7%
R3M1 1.6% 2.8% 0,0% 0.0% 1.7% 2.8% 00%R4M1 1.6% 2.8% 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 2,9% 0 0%
R1M2 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0,5% 0.5% 0 5%R2M2 0.4% 0.4% 0,4% 0.4% 0.5% 0.8% " 0 5%
R3M2 1.6%_ _ 2.8%_ _ 0.0% 0.0% 1,5% 2.6% 0 0%I R4M2 _ _ 0.0% 0.0% 1,4% 2,6% 0 0% *
0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0,4% 0,3% 1 03% 0 3% 0 3%1 R2VR2 0,4% 0.4% 0.4% 1 0,4% 0.6% I 0.6% 0 6% |R3VR3 1.6% 2.9% 03% 0,5% 1.3% 2.8% 0 5%I R4VR4 1.5% 1 3 2% 0.4% 0,6% 1.3% 2.7% 0 5%r e v re 0.5% 1 0.4% 0.4% 0.8% 0,9% 0 5% (R3VR4 1.6% 3.0% 0.2% 0.5% 1.3% 2,8% 0 5%
R1F1 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0,4% 0.5% P 
1 i
0 5%
R1F2 0,4% 0,4% 0.4%
_ _
0,3% 0.3% 0~3%R4F1 1.6% 0.6% 0.0% 3.7% 1.2% 1 1.0% ^ 0 5 % ......
R4F2 1.6% 0.6% 0.0% 10.4% 1,0% I 0.9% 0.4% f 0.5%
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Age Sample Size = 300 
Relative error of F»« among readerfayscenarios.
Appendix E-22 Relative error of Fm+ and results of the hypothesis test to determine if the
estimated value of Fm+ is within 10% of the true value of Fm+ (sample
size = 300).
Hgh Precision I Low Precision
Readevfsl/Sceoario Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 Bias=-1 _  — 8ias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
R0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Rt -1% -1% -1% -4% -4% -4% -4%—
R2 “1% -1% -1% - i% " -4/fe_ _
•19% -32% 4% 38% -17% -31% 4% 38%
r -19% -33% 4% 38% _ _ -31% 4% 38%
I R1M1
_
0% 0% 0%_ — -3% -3% -3%
R2M1
_ _
0% '
_
_ _ '3% ' -3% -3%
R3M1 -19% -33% 4% 38% r— -15% ~ 1 4% 38%
I R4M1 -19% -33% 4% 38%_ -19% -34% r  4% 38%
R1M2 0% 0% 0% -2%— -2% -2% ' -2%
I " R2M2 0% 0% 0% 0% -2% -2% _2%
R3M2
_ _
-33% 4% 38% -17% 3i% 4% 38%
I”  B4M2 -19%
— 4% 38% -17% -32% 4% 38%
R1VR1 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1%_ 1% 1%
revre 0%
_ 0% 0% -3% -3% -3%
r §v r 3~ -19% -36% 3% 2% -15% -40% -1% -3%
R4VR4 -19% I m > 4% 3% -16% -39% -1% -2%
revre -2% -2% 0% -1% -7% -9%— -1% -3%
FSVR4 -19% -38% 3% 2% -15% -1% -3%
R1F1 0% o% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% I 0%' '
R1F2 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1%
B4F1 -19% -5% 4% _ -12% -10% 0% -1%
R4F2 -19% -4% 4% -11% -9% 1% 0%
Results o f te s tin g  H o i The relative d iffe re n ce  between th e  t ru e  ami estimated Fm* Is less th a n  th e  d iffe ren tia l,
: 10%
Hah Precision Low Precision
FD Fail to Reiect Fail to  Refect Fail to Reiect Fait to Reiect Fail to  Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect
Rl Fail to Reiect f a i l  to fte iect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fait to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect
re Fail to fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Fall to  Fteiect Fail to Betect Fail to Reiect
R3 fte iect Reiect Fail to Reject Fteiect Reiect Reiect Fail to Reject Reiect
R4 Reject Reject Fail to Reject Fteiect Fteject Beiect Fail to Reject Reject_ _
Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to  Ftetoct Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiact Fail to Fteject '"'Fail to  Reject_ _ _  .
Fail to Reject Fail to ftetoct Fail to Reject Fai! to  Reject f a i l  to Refect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fleteu Fail to Reiect
1 B3M1 Reject fte iect Fail to Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Reiect fa i i  to Reiect Fteiect
Reiect Reject Fail to Refect Refect Reject Fteject Fai* to Ftepct Fteject_ _
r-aii to Fteiect fa it  to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to  fte iect Fail to  Reiect <-a»I to Hppct Fail to Fteiect te ject
Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject c jt ito R e »  1 Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to fte iect
R3M2 Hejact Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Reject Fail to Reiect Fteiect_ _ _ _ _
Fteiect Reiect Fail to Refect Reiect Reject Reiect Faii to Fteiect Reiect
r  R1VR1 Fail to Refect Fail to Fteject fa i l  to Reject Fail to Reiect Fall to  Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject_ _
Fail to Reiect F. i< to Rs-ipi i Fall to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect
R3VR3 Reiect Reiect Fail to  ftetoct Fail to Reject Fteiect Reiect '  lit t Rt|t*c' Fail to Fteiect
B4VB4 Fteject Fteiect Fail to Refect Fail to  Ftepct Fteiect Reject Fail to Reiect Fall to Rgect
FSVR3 Fait to  Reject Fail to  Reiect Fail to  Fteiect Fail to Reiect f a i l  to Refect f a i l  to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect
R3VR4 Reject Fteiect Fail to Reiect fa lto  Rej6T» Fteiect Fteiect Fail to Reject Fall to Fteiect
r  r i f i Fait to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fait to Reject c a>i so Fteiect F * 1 r  R e f- ! Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect
R1F2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fall to Reject Fait to  Ftepct Fail to Reject
f*  R4F1 Reject fa i i  to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fteiect Fteject Faii to  Fteiect Fail to Ftepct
R4F2 Fteiect Fail to  Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Reiect Fail to  fte ject fa i l  to Fteiect Fall to Fteiect
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Appendix E-23 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of Fm
by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 900).
across 1000 replicates
Age Sample Size = 900 
Estimated value of among readarfsyscenarios. 
True value of R . .  is 0.212
Baaderf s)/Scenarto Blas=*1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 B ij-  1 Sias=~2
H I 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 ] 0,212 0.212R1 0.210 0.210 0.210
_ _ _
0.204 0.204 0 204
R2 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.204 0,204 j 0204
r a 0.172 0.143 0,221 5 5 5 0.176 0,146 0 221
I m 0.172 0.143 0.221 0.293 0.176 0.146 0221R1M1 0.211 0,212 0.212 0.212 0.205 0,205 0 205RZMt 0.211 0.211 0.211 0.211 0.205 0.205 f ~0~205™'~raw i 0.171 0.143 I 0221 0.293 0.172 0.143 0.221B4M1 0.171 0.143 0.221 0.293 0.172 0.141 0221R1M2 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.209 0 .2 ® 0 209
FE W 0.211 0.211_ _ I 0-212 ' 0.211 0.209 0.2G9 0 209R3M2 0.171 0-221 0.293
_ _
0.145 0 221R4M2 0.171 0.143 0.221 0.293 0.175 0.144 0.221R1VR1 0.212 0.212_ _ 0.212 ~1 0.212
_ _
0.214 1 0214R2VR2 0.211 _ _ " 0-211 0.211 0.205 0.205 0 205H3VR3_ _ _ 0.172 0 .2 l? 0.216 0.179 0.128 0.210
0.172 0.130 0.219 0.218 0.178 0.130 0 210 ~1FEVR3 0.208 0,208 0,212 0.210 0.197 0.192 0.211R3VB4_ _ 0.172 0,132 0.218 0.216 0.179 0.127 02100.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212R1F2 0.212 0,212 0.212 0.212 0.215 0.215 0 215 ~™1R4F1 0.171 0.202 0.221 0.221 I 0.187 o l i n ~ ~ f • r
R4F2 0.171 0.203 0,221 0.221 0.188 0.193 ( 0 2 1 5 0,211
Estimated value of the CV of F». among reader(syscenarios.
High Precision
Readertsl/Scenario Bias=-1 8ias=-2 Bias=1 8tas=2 8ias=-1 Bias=-2
0.2% 0,3% 0.3% 03% 0.3% 0.3% f 0 3%R1 0.3% 0,3% 1 0.3% 0.3%
— %
| 0.4% I™  0  4%R2 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.4% 0.4% 0 4%re 1.1% 2.4% 0.0%_ _ 0,0% 1,0% 2.2% 0 0%
R4 1.1% 2.4% 0,0% 1.0% 2.1% oo%"R1M1- _ _ 0.2% 0.3%_ _ _ _ _ 0.3% 0.314 0.4% 0.4% 0 4%
0.3% _ _ 0,3% r> 3% 0.4% 0,4% 0 4%FS3M1 1.2% 0.0% 0.0% 1.2% 2.4% 0 0%p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1.2% 2.4% 0.0%
_ _
1.2% 2.5% 0 0%
R1MB 0.2% 0,3%_ _ r  0.3% 0.3% " 0,3% 0.3% 0.3%m m_ _ 0,2% r  0.3% 0,3% 0.3% 0.3% 0 3%
1.2%_ _ 2.4% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 2.3% T s r’ r5 »  ’ 2.4% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 2,3% 0 0%R1VR1 0.2% 0,3% 0.2% 0,2% 0.2% 0.2% 0 2%R2VR2 0.3% 0.3% 0.3%
_ _
0.4% 0 4%' jf e v ra 1.1% 2.5% 0.1% 0,3% j 0.9% 2.4% 0 3%R4VB4 1.1% 2.5% 0.1%_ _ 0.2% 0.9% 2.3% 0 3%
R2VR3 0.3% 0.3% _ _ 0,3% 0.5% 0.6% 0 3%R3VR4 1.1% 2 5% 0,3% 0,9% 2.4% 0 3%R1F1 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0 3%R1F2_ _ 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% I_ _ 0.3% 0,2% 0.2% 0 2% ~J
1 1% 0.4% _ _ 0 .1% 0.8% 0.7% 0 3%R4F2 1~1% 0,4% 0.2% 0.7% 0.6% I 0.2% 0.3%
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Age Sample Size = 900 
Relative error of F™. among reader(*ysc»narios.
| i- ij iP fa iS o n  I Low Precision j
Appendix E-24 Relative error of Fm+ and results of the hypothesis test to determine if the
estimated value of Fm+ is within 10% of the true value of Fm+ (sample
size = 900).
Readerfsi/Sceoario ft-j*---1 Bm*. J  P<ar 1 Bias=2 Bias=-1 8ias=-2 Biasat Bias=2
RO 0% 0% 0% 0%_ _ 0%
_ _ _
0%
Rl ^ I -1% -1% -1% -4% -4%— -4%"_ -4%
B2 -1%
—
-1% -1% -4% _ -4%
re -19% -32% 4%__ 38% -17% -31%_ _ — 38%
R4 -19% -33% 38%— -17% — 38%
R1M1 0%
_
0% -3% -3% -3%
R2M1 0% 0% 0% 0% -3% -3% -3% -3%
R3M1 -19% <33% 4% — -19% 4% 38%
R4M1 -19%
_ _
4% -1914. -33%— 4% 36%
R1M2 r  5% r o%
__
0% -2% — -2% r  5% _
m m 0% 0% 0% 0% -2% _ _ -2%_
F t* -19%
_ _
4% 38% -17% 38%
R4M2 -19%
_ _
4% 38% -17% -32% 4% 38%_ _ _
0% r  0% 0%_ _ 0% 1% 1% 1% 1%
m v m 0% 0% 0% -3%_ _ -3% -3% -3%
m v m -19% -36% 3% 2% -40% -1% -3%- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3%_ _ -16% -39% -1% -2%
R2VR3
—
-2% 0% -7% -9% -1% -3%_ _ _
-19% -38% 3% 2% -40% -1% -3%
R1F1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
H1F2 0%
r_ _ _
0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1%
R4F1 -19%
—
4% 4% -12%_ _ _ -10% 0% -1%
R4F2 -19% -4% 4% 4% -9% 1% 0%
Results of testing Ho: Ths relative difference between the true and estimated F». Is tew  than the differential.
DMereotlafc 10%
f___________________ Hgh Precision__________ ~ ~~ I ~______________ Low Precision______
Reader{s)/Seenafio b i ».« 1 _&-» «. Bias=2 Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Biui 1  § l i d .
TO r =>i! to Reject ail to R e f t Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to ftetoct u Fill tC ftefrt Faii to Reject Fail to Fteject
i t Fail to Ftetoct Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct fail to Reject Fail to Refect Fail to Fteiect_
Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject F*i'S to Ftepa Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect
R3 Fteiact Reject fail to Fteject Reiect ^ Fteiect Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fteject
m Fteiect Reject Faii to Fteject Fteiect fteiect Fteject Fail to Ftepct Reject
S it Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fait to Reject fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Refect
I WM1 Fail to Fteject Fait to fiBtaet Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiact
r fteiect Fteiect Fait to Fteiect Fteject Fteiect Fteject Fail to Fteject Reject
R4M1 Fteiect Fteiect Faii to Refect Fteiect Fteiect Fteject Fail to Fteject fteiect
I m r e Faii to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect faii 10 Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject
Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiact Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject fail to Fteject Fail to ftepct Fail to Fteiect
B3M2 Reject Ffepet Fail to Fteiect Fteject Fteject Re^jct T .111 »P Rcjf.. • Reject
R4M2 Refect Refect Fail to Fteiect Reject Fteject Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fteiect
R1VR1 fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject
revS F w to Rtfs t Fait to Ftepct Faii to Ftepct Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Fa# to Fteiact Fail to fteiect Fail to fteiect
r a v ra Fteiect Fteieci Fail to Ftepct Fail to Fteiect fteject Fteject Fall to Fteject Fail to Ftepct
r  mvm Ftojact Fteiect Faii to Refect Fail to ftepct Reiect Fteiect Fail to Fteject Faii to Fteiact
R2VR3 Fail to Reiect Fait to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteprt Fail to Fteiect
R3VR4 Reject Fteiect Fait to Ftepct Fail to fte(sct Fteiect Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fail to Reiect
R1F1 Fail to Fteiect Fait to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Ftepct
R1F2 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to ftepct Fail to Ftepct Fail to Reject
R4F1 Fteiect Fa*i to Reject , Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Reject fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fail to Fteiect
MF2 Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fteiact Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject
1S8
Age Sample S fee . 100 
E stim ated  value of p ro jec ted  abundance am ong readerfsyscenarios.
T ru e  w i n *  of projected abundance is 153,133
Appendix E-25 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of projected abundance across
1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 100),
Ugh Precision
8ias=-2
Low Precision
— —
-----3 iM !§  _ 147.363 147,237 146.126 147,491
DfaS=-s£
146,294
t»as=i 
146 388
Bias=2
R1_ _ ... 146.663 146,472 145.369 125.268 I 124,565 124 116145,686... 147.132 146.212 145,302 f  123.536 f 122,446 123 579R3 ....121.364 88.638 58,936 I 120,776 87,764 56 936R4_ _ .... 120,898... 86.667 59.859 I i8.565 118.554 84,949 57 Q55
146*498... 147.281 146.765 145,972 135,666 135,615 134 553' pgy, .  J f f l , 166 150.257 149.842 148.982 140,507 139,179 140 091H3M1 .....120,937..... 88.836 63.783 63.011 118,495 83,713 60 384r5M1 ... 38,604 63.692 62.466 120,297 82,380 6200°R1M2 -...146,565 147.457 147.114 146.217 143,382 143,356 142 302re t* _L46,747 147.408 146,574 143.062 141,403 142,038R3M2 ___121,139 89.001 63.734 62 953 124,753 57375 |
m m ___121,147 88.240 63,036 , 62,063 123,916 *  i  U 57 253 1R1VR1 ___135.073 ^  135.864 135.446 .. 134,835 126.934 128,240 125 427r  R2VR2 ___145,975 147,305 147157 148,045 128,301 127,219 127 449B3VB3 ___110.074 81.386 ___11,312.... 38,691 88.400 1 35312 107,023j ~ ~  FMVR4 — 106J14... . 
156 825
50,186 72.466 38,373 90,610 110.317 1 74.952
R3VR4 - ...1 0 6 .» _ Z i l S
_
39,791
128,926 i
~ ~ & ? sn  I 35,069
118,871 
107 619
113.400
R1F1 ---- 144,374 — 145.126 144.982 144,1KB 128,765 127^2  t 128*412 1R1F2 144,757 _ 145.456 145.333 144,457 126.732 125,887 15% AdPR4F1 114192 . 280.569 I 63.348 43,456 120.4601 130.387 126 991 t ” ~ m  94kR4F2 118.128 311.005 62,486 55,993 I 125.313 149.439 l o a ^ l  61078
E stim ated  value of th e  CV of p ro jec ted  abundance  am ong reader(syscenarios.
Fteadert sj/Scenario Biafc-1
i Precision
Bias=1
Low Precision
Bias=-1 Bias=1
H1F1
20%
21%
21%
21%
21%
19%
20%
21%
21%
31%
19%
19%
20%
21%
19%
31%
19%
21%
17%
21%
17%
37%
19%
17%
19%
20%
19%
19%
18%
21%
19%
19%
21%
21%
23%
23%
19%
22%
19%
19%
15%
15%
21%
15%
16%
21%
21%
21%
21%
21%
19%
21%
21%
21%
21%
19%
15%
15%
21%
21%
15%
21%
15%
21%
20%
19%
21%
21%
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Appendix E-26 Relative error of projected abundance and results of the hypothesis test
to determine if the estimated value of projected abundance is within 10%
of the true value of projected abundance (sample size = 100),
Age Sample Size *  100
R e fa t te  e r ro r  of p ro je c te d  ab u n tla n c#  am o n g  reader(s)/8cenarios.
i Precision Low Precision
HO -4% -4% -4% -5% -4% -4%_ _ -4%
R1
—
-4% -4% ^  -5%_ _ -18% I -19% -18%
r ~  re
—
i_ -s% -19% -20% -19%_ _ -19%
re -21% -42% -61% -62% -21% -43% _ _ -64%
R4 -21% -43% -61% -62% -23% -45% -64%
R1M1
—
-4% -5% -11% I - ii% I -12% -11%
R2M1
—
-2% •2% -3% -8% -9% [ -9% -8%
R3M1 -21%
_ _
-58% -59% -23% l45% ~ Iei% -61%_ _
-20%
_ _
-58% -5914 -21% -46%_ _ I -00%— -60%
S -4% -4% -4% -5% -6% -6%_ _
-4% -3% -4% -4% _ » -8%_ _ _ _ _ -7%
rewa -21% -42%_ _ -58% -59% -64%
R4M2 -21% -59% -59% -19% -43% -6314 -64%
B1VR1 -12% -11% -12% -12%_ _ -17%_____ "  -18% -18% -17%
-5% -4% •4% -17% -17% -16%
-28% -60% -48% -75% -42% 7"7®'o -53%
R4VR4 -31%
_ _
-53%_ _ -75% -41% -74% -28% -51%
R2VR3 2% -e% -6% -16%_ _ _ i -29% - 5 %  1 -26%
-31%
_ _ _ _
-74% -77% -30% -52%—
-6% -5%
—
-6%— -16%_ _ -16% -16% -15%
fflF2 -5% -5% -5% -18% -18% -17%
1 R4F1 -25% 03^ 1 -59% -72% -21% -15% -17% -46%_ _
-23% v m ,
_ _
-63% r  -18% -2% -33% -60%
R e su lts  o f  ta s tin g  H o; The re la tive  difference b e tw e en  the t ru e  and  estimated projected abundance Is less than the differential.
DMtarontM* 10%
I Hgh Precision ~~~ I ~  towPrecision I
fsVSceoario Bias---1 8ias=-2 8ias=1 Bias=2 Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
TO
R1
___  1=2
............fS._____
t l Z Z s t _______
R1M1
..Fa jito fo jectj
. .M to f jg te a J
Faitto Reject.
Reject
"FaMtoRBiect"1
Fa-i to Reiec’
Faii to Ftepct 
Fail to Reiect 
Fteiect 
Ftei«jt 
Fail to Refect
fail to Reject 
Fail to Reiect
Fait to Reject 
Reject 
Fteiect 
Fail to Reiect
Fail to Fteject 
r fu  11 Fteje * 
Fail to Reject 
Ftepct 
Fteiect 
Fail to Refect
Fail to Fteject
Reject
Reject
Fteiect
Fteject
Reiect
Fail to Reiect 
Fteiect 
Fteiect 
Reiect
......M S I .......
Ftepct
Fail to Reject
Fteiect
Fteject
Resect
ffejBCt
Reject
Fail to Ftepct 
I Reject 
Fteject 
l. Regct
[ Z j i i i Z I
Reject
R2M1 Fan to R ep  t H Fail to Fteject Faii to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject ^Faii to Regct
R3M1 Reiect Refect Fteiect fteiect Re,ect Reject
R4M1 Reject Fteiect fteject Reiect Reject Fteject Reiect Fteiect
R1M2 Fail to Reject Faii to Reject Fail to Regct Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to fteject
R2M2 Fa*] to Bef •c! Fail to Reiect F-**l !<’ Reject Fail to Reiect rail to Reiect Fall to Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect
R3M2 Reiect Refect Fteiect Reject Reject Reject Fteject . . .Refea. .
QAM9 Reiect fteject fteject Ftepct Fteject Reject Reiect
R1VR1 Ftejec! Reiect Fteject Fteject Fteiect Fteject Fteiect Reject
r e v re Fail to Fteject Fail io Ftetoct Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fteject Fteject Fteiect Fteject
R3VR3-
Re)ect
Reject Reiect Reject fteiect Reiect Reiect Regct
m y m fteject Fteject Reiect Fteject Fteject Fteiect Reject ...... Reject.......
F2VR3 h Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fteiect Fail to Reiect Ftepct L Refect Regct fteiect
R3VH4 Fteiect Reject Fteiect Reject . . Fteiect . . .Reiect..... fteiact Reiect
R1F1 Faii to Reiect Fait to Reiect r -u< *c Fte|e< * Fail to Fteiect fteiect Reiect Reiect_ _
Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fteiect Fteject Reject Reject_ _
Fteiect set Rtiioct Fteject fteiect Fteject fteject ^ fteject
R4F2 Reiect set Fteiect Reject Fteiect Fail to Fteiact Fteiect Reiect
16#
Appendix E-27 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of projected abundance across
1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 300).
Age Sample Size = 300
Estimated value of projected abundance among readerfsyscenarios. 
True value of projected abundance is 153,133
Ugh Precision .,Log.Pr«Bw..,
m 148,937 149,256 147,636 148,229 149,192 147,102 147.689 147,206
m 148.508 149.001 147,243 148,018 126,731 125,259 125.413 124,980
m 148.553 148.697 147,130 147,786 124.641 123,533 123,798 123,107
m 1 2 3 ,* 13 59.870 58,202 122,624 88.809 57,282 -17
m 123,427 89,755 59,923 58,264 119.710 85,797 57,353 55,104
R1M1 148,966 149,244 147,539 148,250 138,251 136,683 136,974 136,352
151.853 152,386 150,487 151.042 143,230 141,573 141,948 141,894
1 R3M1 123.478 91,982 60,221 58,764 120,576 84,854 60 869 58,492
H4M1 125,234 91,696 60,760 1 59 258 123,936 83,515 62.579 I 60,192
mm 149,031 149.424 147,726 1 <5,471 145,517 143,960 144,337 143.629
FEW 149,194 149,705 147,864 148,503 144,649 143,043 r  143,331 143,300
123.656 58,681 126,821 89,146 57,1328 55^71
m m 123,646 91318 60,161 5H704 126,368 B7421 57,652 55,135
R1VR1 137,221 137,580 135,874 136,583 127,847 126,970 127,120 126,383
tm m 149,016 149,471 147J05 148,376..... 129,864 128,151 128,692 127,990
R3VB3 112,313 62,747
_ _
41,864 89,304 34,845 107,702 71,085_ _
107,607 50,824 82 928 40,093 91,613 38,624 111.338 74,014
mvm 159,962 145,121 i H S S i n 147,057 130,763 108,498 120,008 113,222
rovfw wots 54,946 95,505 43,170 88,163 34,381 109,176 n 72,414
R1F1 146,871 147.170 145,424 146,148 131,662 130,071 130,372 129.696
R1F2 147.117 147 544 145.872 128,356 127,100 127.339 126,732
R4F1 116,635 288.941 62 32.551 122,449 131,429 128,888 82,345
R4P2 120,564 321.452 61,951 34,843 127,149 150,488 104,294 60.692
Estim ated value of the CV of projected abundance among readeitsyacenarios.
_______________ Ugh Precision__________________ ] ____________________Low Precision
Reader { s)/Scenario Sias~-1 Bias~--2 Blas=1 Bias=2 Bias^-I Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
m 17% 16% 17% 18% 16% 17% 16% 16%
R1 16% 17% 18% 16% 16% 16% 17%
R2 17% 16% 17% j 17% 1 16% ii% 16% 16%
R3 ii% 18% 14% 15% 17% 18% 14% ^ 14%
F»
— _
14% 15%
—
18% 14% 14%
R1M1 17% 16% 17% ii% 17% 17% 17% 17%
R2M1 17% 16%
— —
17% 17% 16% 17%
, R3M1 . 18%______ 18% 14% 15% 18% 19% 14%— 14%
R4M1 ii% 14% 15% 18% 19% 14%
R1M2
—
16% 17%
___
.......16% 17% 16% 17%
R2M2 17% 16% 17% 18% 16% 17% 16% 17%
R3M2 18% 18% 14% 15% 17%— 18% 13% 14%
18% 18% 14% 15% 18% 14% 14%
H lV fil 17% 16% 17% 17% 16% 17% 17% 17%
17% 16% 17%
—
16% 18% 16% 16%
I R3VR3 18% 18% 21%— 18%— 16% 17% 16% 16%
R4VR4 17% 18% 16% 17% 16%
R2VR3 17% 16% 17% 18% 16% 16% 16% 16%
R3VB4 17% r  w% 20% 16% 17% 16% 16%
R1F1 17% 16% 17% 18% 18% 18% 17% 17%
R1R2 17% 16% 17% 18% 17% 17% 17% 17%
B4F1 18% 18% 14% 18% 17% 17% 17% 17%
R4F2 18% 18% 14% 32% I 16% 16% r «% 16%
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Age Sample Size *  300 
Relathe error of projected abundance among reader(s)/scenarios,
I   High Precision___________________  I ___________________ Low Precision___________________ j
Appendix E-28 Relative error of projected abundance and results of the hypothesis test
to determine if the estimated value of projected abundance is within 109©
of the true value of projected abundance (sample size = 300).
Reader(s)/Scenario . BiaSr-1. Bias=-2 Sias=t Bias=2 Bias=-t Bias=-2 Bia.' -1  Bias=2
m -3% -3% -4% -3% -3% -4%_
"3% -3%— -4%— -3% -17% -18% -18% -18%
m -3% -3% -19% -19% -19% -20%
m -19% -40% -61% -62% -20% -42% -63% -64%
m -19% -41% -81% -68% -22% -44% -63% -64%
R1M1
_ _
-3%_ _ -4%— -3% -10% -11% -11% -11%
FEM1 -1% -1% -6% -8% -7% -7%
R3M1 -19%_ _ _ -40% -61% -62% -21%_ _ -45% -60% -82%
FHM1 h -40% -61% -45% -59% -61%
R1M2 -3% -2% -4%_ -3% -5% -6% -6% -6%
1 ^ M 2 -3% -2% -3% -6%_ _ -7% -6% -6%
K -m
_ _
-40% -61% -82% -42% -62% r  -64%_ _ _ _ _ _ _
"61*% -62% -17%_ _ -43% -62% ' -64%
R1VR1 -10% -10% -11%_ _ -11%— -17% -17% -17%
r  R2VFE -3% -2% -15% -16% -16% -16%_ _
-27% -59% -39% -73% -42% -77% -30% -54%_ _ _ _ _
-30% -67% -46% -74% ■40%_ _ -75% -27% -52%_ _
4%
—
-13% -4% -29% HL 5 i% -26%
R3VR4SiSL. -29% -64% -38% -72%— -42% -78%_ _ -29% 1_ _ -53%
-4% -4% -5% -14% _ _ _ _ -15%___
I -4% -4% -5% -4% -16% -17%
I R4F1 | -24% 89% -59% -79%
_ __ ___
-16% -46%
I B4F2 -21% 110% -60% -77% -17% -2% -32% -21%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated projected abundance is lea* than the differential.
Differential® 1 0%
TBaiT^mcisicyr 1 [owftecision
Readerj sj/Scenario Bias--1 8ias=-2 Bias=1 8tas=2 Bias=-t Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
ro Fail to Reiect Fail to fteiect faii to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fali to Reject^ Fail to Fteeet Fail to Refect Fail to Fteject
R1 r . Fail to Reject Faii to Reiect Faii to Fteiect Reject Fteiect Fteiect Reiect_
Fait to Reiect Fail to Reject faii 10 Fteieci Fail to Fteiect Reiect Reject Fteiect Fteject
r e Raject Reiect Fteiect Fteject Fteieci Fteject Reject Fteiect
R4 FSeject Reject fteject Fteject Reject fteiect Fteject Reject
R1M1 Fail to Ftejec! Fail to ftetoct Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect . Fail to Ftepct Pal to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fteiect
S m i r an jo Rprct Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Ftepct Fail to Fteiect Fail to Refect
Ftepct Reiect Reiect Fteiect Reject Reject Fteiect
R4M1 Fteieci Reiect Beiect Reiect Reject < F^ OfOOt Rcjcct
Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject i-i ’o Ref, ’ r <i, l t . , ^ - r t J Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect
Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect i-aii so Reject *-a to Reject -ail to Reject fall to Fteject Fail to Reject
R3M2 Refect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect ftetoct Reiect Reject Fteiect
R4M2 Reject Reject Regct Fteject Reject Reject Regct Reject
R1VR1 Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Reject Fall to ftetoct Fteiect Reiect Fteject Fteiect
R2VR2 Fail to Fteject r 31' to Fteff.t fail S3 Reiect Fsjt to Reject Reiect Refect Reiect Ftejeci
R3VB3 Refect Fteiect Reject Fteiect Reject Fteiect Reject Fteiect
R4VR4 Reiect Reiect Reiect fteiect Reject Regct Reject Reiect
R2VR3 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Reject Fteiect Reiect Fteiect
R3VR4 Reject Reject fteject Fteiect Fteiect Beiect fteiect Fteiect
R1F1 Fail to Refect Fail to Reiect Fail to ftepct Fail to Reject Refect Fteiact Reiect Fteiect
R1F2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Ftejeci Fail to Fteject Faii to Fteject Fteiect Fteject Reiect Reject:
B4F1 Reiect Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Beiect Reject Reiect Reject
Fteieci Fteject Reject Reject Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fteiect Reject
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Appendix E-29 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of projected abundance across
1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 900).
Age Sample Size = 900 
Estimated value of projected abundance among readerfsyscenartos. 
True value of projected abundance is 153,133
Ugh Precision Low Precision
f t 149,262 149.877 148,995 150,903 m S S T - _ J S & 0 § 0 _
m 148,858 149,476 148,719 150,509 127.059 ___ 126,287 1 125.955 126,849
m 148,460 148,986 I 1 48 .45 150.450 .... 128,310..... . ......124,580— 124,153 __I g & M ..
m 124,965 5 E 5 »
_ , o _
59.000 . 123,.228_. ___ m m  ~j 57.381* ___ I&534___
m 124,380 90.382 60,027 I 59,047 ^ m s z L - J __m m ___ 57.367 ....5S,5&!..-
' R1M1 149,276 149,843 148,996 150.880 139,030 ___ 138,3.11..... 137.579 138.053
R2M1 152,272 152.782 151.954 153.889 144,151 143,361 143.019 __...144t362.....
R3M1 r  124.266 92.540 60,355 59.601 . 121,930.... Z i__ 61,079 ___ §9J68_ _
R4M1 126,063 92520 60.855 60,120 124,816 86,144...... __m m ___
R1M2 149,449 149,986 149,200 151,129 146,153 145,538 144,841 146.376
m m 149,694 150,095 149.391 151,239 ...145,272..... 144,616 144,271 145.476
mm 124,405 92,676 60.301 59,497 127,782 ' 91,566, 57S i ^_55J391 _
m m 124,324 91.982 60.227 59,518 127,155 ^ Z j a a s s __ 57'eg7 ,.55,705___
R1VR1 137.499 137,870 137,205 138,771 128,558 127,969 l _  127,540 .....12.8,894
I " r e v r e  ~ 149,340 150.015 149.197 151.675 ......130,096.... _ ..] 1 1 „ 129,133 129,877
R3VR3 112.863 ?87 94,797 42,835 89,348 ___ 35,242, s s 5%k »
S v 5 5 ~ 106,160 14 84,722 40,795 ... 9 1 J 2 L _ 3 s . m . .... . r f u m ___ 75J23_ _
160,244 145,531 135,214 149.5® ......UL248 _L l j m m Z 120,207 115,011
R3VR4 108,540 54,909 96,260 43.934 38.4 rt _L l 4 , 6 S 4 .... 109,511 __m m __
R1p1 147,200 147,701 146,863 148,638 132,729..... . _ J 3 L 5 7 6 _ 131,479 .....13?J®S .
R1F2 147,421 148,010 147,277 149,133 129,144..... 12a,205.,_ 128.117 . ...1.29,.124—
I R4F1 117,242 291,316 65,914 32,851 ....J J & 0 1? _ J .3 3 ,§ 2 4 .._ 129,480 83,651— —
121,184 i 324,721 63,713 31,657 127,838 152,855 104,946 61,387
Estim ated value of the CV of projected abundance among reader(s)/scenarios.
[  Ugh Precision ~  ~T~  tow Precision
Reader! sVScenario B i-if--1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
R0 15% 18% 16% 16% 17% ; 16% 16% 16%
^  R1 15% 16% 16% 16% 16% 16% 16% 15%
R2 15% 16% 16% 16% 16% 18% 15% 15%
R3 16% 19% 14% 14% 17% 18% 14% 14%
H4 16% 19% 14% 14% 17% 18% 14% 14%_ _
15% 16% 16% 16% 16% 16% 16%_ _ _ 16%_ _
15% 18% 16% 16% 17% 16% 16%_ _ _ _ _
16% 19% 14% 14% 19%__ 14% 14%
R4M1 16% 19% 14% 14% 17% 14% 14%
B1M2 15%
—  ,6% 16% 16% 16% _ _j 16% 16%
R2M2 15% 16% 16% 16% 16% 16% 16% 15%_ _
16% 19% r  14%  ^ 14% 17% 18% 14% 14%
R4M2
— —
14%
_ _
17%— 18% 14%__ 14%
R1VR1 15% I 16% 16% 16% 16% 16%
R2VR2 15% 16% 16% 16% 16% 16% 16% 15%
R3VR3 15% 18% 16% 15% 16% 17% 15% 15%
I R4VR4 15% 18%
_ _ _
15% 16% 17% 15% 14%_ _
15% 16% 16% r  « % 16% 16% 16% 15%
15% 18% 16% 15% 16%— 17% 16% 15%
I R1F1 15% 16% 16% 16% 16%— 16% 16%_ _
15% 16% 16% 16% 16%— — 16% 15%—__
16% 19% 17% 14% r  16%
16% 19% 16% 14% 16% I 16% 1 16% 15%
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Appendix E-30 Relative error of projected abundance and results of the hypothesis test
to determine if the estimated value of projected abundance is within 1 0 %
of the true value of projected abundance (sample size = 900).
Age Sample Size =900 
Relative error of projected abundance among reader(s)/scenarios.
i Precision Low Precision
FOL_ -3% -2% -3% -1% j -2%_ _ -3% -3% -2%
-3% -2% -3% n -5% _ _ -18% -18% -17%
re -3% -3% -3% -2% -19%_ _ -19% -18%
R3 -18% -40% -61% I -20% -63% -64%
R4 -19% -41% -81% -61%— -21% r -42% _ _ -63% 1 .64%_
-3% -2% -3% — -9% -10% -9%
SsMi -1% 0% -1% -6% -6%_ _ -7% -6%
R3M1 -19% -40% -61% -61% -20% _ _ -60% -61%
R4M1 -18% -40% -60% -iT% -18% -59% -60%_ _ _ _ _
-2% -2% -3% -1% -5%_ -5% -5% -4%
-2% -2% -2% -1% ... -6% -6% r _ _ _ 5 %
I KsMJ
_ _
-39% -61% -61% -17% -40% -62% r  - 6 4 % —
FI4M2 -19% , -40% -61% -61% -17% -41% -62% -64%
R1VR1 -10% ~ ■10% -10% -9% -16% -16% -17% -16%
revra -2% -2% -3% -1%_ _ -15% -16% -16% -15%
r  R3VR3 -26% 1 -59% -38% -42% -77%_ _ -53%
R4VR4 -29% -67% -48% -73% -40% -27% ■51%
R2VR3
_ _ _ |
-5% -12% -2% -14% -28% -22%_ _ -25%
R3VR4 -29% -64% -37% -71% -42% -77% -52%
R1F1 -4%
—
-4% -3% -13% -14% -14%_ _ -14%
FMF2 -4% -3% -4% -3% -16%_ _ r -16% -16%
R4F1 -23% 90% -57% -79% -13% -15% -45%
R4F2 -21% 112% -58% -79% -17% ~1 0% -31% -60%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated projected abundance is less than the differential.
Differentials: 10%
[ ' ' ~~ Hahi^reciiton I  Low Precision ___________
Reader}s)/Scenario Bias~-1 Biasa-2 Bias=t Bias=2 Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Blas=1 Bias-2
ro "T^STtTfiiecP fail to Fteject fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Ftepct
R1 fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fait to Reiect Fait to Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Fteiect fteject
R2 Fail to Reject ^Fad io Ftopn Faii to Fteiect Fail to Ftetoct Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect
R3 fteiect Reject Fteiect fteiect S e c t Rgaci fteject Fteject
R4 Reiect Fteiect Reject Reject Reject Fteiect Fteiect Ri*ct
R1M1 Fail to Refect Fail to Fteiect fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fail to Fteject
R2M1 Fail to Ftetoct Fait to Betect Fati to ft-p..; Faii to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect
FQM1 fteiect Fteiect Reiect Fteiect 1 S e c t .......Fteject.... Fteiect Fteject
R4M1 Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect t ..... Reject..... ..... .Meet..... Fteject fteiect
fit M2 Fail So Ftepct Fail to Ftetoct F-n'i tc. Fte»vt Fail to Fteject Fail to Ftetoct Fait ® Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect
FEM2 Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fteiect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reiect iF a ilto  Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Refect
5*6 Reject u Reject fteject Reject Reject Fteiect Ftepct Ftepct
B4M2 fteiect Fteiect Reject Fteiect I Reject Reiect Reject Fteiect
R1VR1 fail to Reiect Fait to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Reiect Reject Reiect_ _  •
Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftetoct Fail to Fteiect fteiect Fteiect
Rejec* Fteiect Reiect h S bcT 1 Fteiect . . Ftepct Inject Fteiect
I R4VR4 fteiect Reiect Fteiect Reject Fteject Fteiect Fteiect R0j©ct
m/m fail to Reject f<*l io Ftepct Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fteieci Fteiect Fteiect Reject
ravm Reject Fteject Reject Fteject f ’oject Beiect Fteiect Fteiect
Fail to Reiect Faii to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fteiect Ftegt* Fteject Flsf^ct
R1F2 Fail to Fteiect fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fteiect Reject Reject Reject
R4F1 Reject Reject Reiect Fteiect Reject Fteiect Fteiect Reiect
R4F2 Fteiect Fteact Reject Fteiect Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fteiect Fteject
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Appendix M 1 Average and coefficient of variauon (CV) of firs, year' abundance across
1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size 10 ).
Age Sample S he  = 100 
Estimated value of first fear abundance among scenarios.
True vsli*  of first year abundance is 95,390
Hqh Precision
low Precision
Bias=d_ Bias=-2
R1F1
R4F1
94.122
Bias=1 .
Bias=-2
J& 38L
96,085
96,262.
J 2 4 § 6 6 _
104,835.
40X517
94,318
97,473
„10?,6§9.
94.175
93.778
J02J33-
45.446
94,171.
94,372_
J 0 2 J 8 3 _
103.018
97,585
104.173
94,770
j m
102.482
_i&54L
119,605..
93,968,
94.157
101,054
114,090
102,414
67,133
64,015
94.414
102,890
102,974
42.571
42,650
97,961
40,608.
100,131
111,610
39.352
100.425
100,775
41.122
_JL149_
111,935
101.637
66.267
64.184
82,79
94J2L
66,924
100.870
110,967
101,145
117,621
119,456
105,9
79.362
817
111,352.
123,720
Bias=2
110,756
97,765
100,457
110,024
111,563
101,224
135,28
109,115
127,091
143,997
Estimated value of the CV of first year abundance among reatierWscenarfcis.
i Precision
tow  Precision_
iStM nario Bias=-1.
11%
Bias=-2 Bias=1 8tas=2 Bias-'l
Bias=*2 Bias=i
_J2_-
B4
R1M1
mm 
.jam— 
_54M1_ 
R1M2..
m .
R1VR1 
R2VB2.
_ ra v r a _
WVBL
m
R3VR4
R1F1
R1F2
R4F1
R4F2
7%
10%
9%
7%
'i1%
7%
7%
7%
8%~
8%
10%
11%
9%
7%
10%
7% .
70/
10^0
7%
10%
10%
10%
" 9%
10%
10%
10%
10%
7%
11%
7%
7%
10%
10%
11%
7%
11%
11%
21%
7%
7%
7%
7%
”7%
7% .
7%
12%
11%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
12%
7%
10%
7%.
~7%
7%
7% 
7% 
7% 
" 7% 
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
12%
11%
Bias=2
10%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
”~7%
7%
7%
7%
~T% ~
7°%
~Ti%
"11%
7%
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Age Sample S ize  = 100 
R e la t lw  e r ro r  o f  first year a b u ndance  among r«acler(s)/scanartos.
Appendix E-32 Relative error of first year abundance and results of the hypothesis test to
determine if the estimated value of first year abundance is within 10% of
the true value of first year abundance (sample size = 100).
High Precision _______  ' I _____________ tow Precision
Fteaoertsl/Scenario Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=i Bias=2 Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Sias=1 Bias=2
HO -2%
_ —
-2% -2% -1% -214_
1% 1% 7% 8% h 7% 7%
R2 1% 1% 1% 1% 7%_ _ _ 8%_ _ 7%— 7%
R3
_ _
-58% 10% 12% _ _ 18%
R4 -33% -58% 10% 12% -55% 14% 18%_ _
-2% -1% -1% -1%— 2% 3% ^  2% 2%_ _
-2% -1% -2% cm_ _ 1%_ _ 0% 0%_ _
-34%
_ _ _
8% 9% _ _ 10%_ 11%
B4M1 -35% -59% 7% 9% -35%_ _ _ _  ^ 9%
R1M2
_ _
-1% -1% -1% 5% 5%
R2M2 -1% h m T -1% -1% 5%_ _ 6% 5% 5%
FOM2
_ _ _
-58% 8% 10% -57% 13% 15%_ _ _
-34% -58% 8% r  -31% -57% 13% 16%
R1VR1 2% 3% r  2% 3% 17%_ 17% 16% 17%_ _
-1% 0% -1% -1% 7% 6% 6%_ _
-28% -52% 27% 68% -7% -31% 26% 42%
R4VH4 -27% -49% 7% 55% r  -10% — -33% 23%— 39%_ _
-3% 1% 3% I 1%_ _ _ -1% 14%— — —
-27% -51% 25% -30% 25% 41%
I -2% -1% -1% -1% 6% 6% 6% 6%
R1F2 -2% -1% -1% -1% 11% 11% 11% 12%
FS4F1 -31% -37% 6% 43% -13% -17% 17% 33%
R4F2 -32% -39% 7% 20% -13% -19% 30% 51%
Results o f testing Hoi The re la tive  difference between th e  true and estimated first year abundance is  less than the d iffe ren tia l.
Differential 10%
| ' ' H^ Tprec5w ~~ ~~~ I [
Beader( Si/Scenario Bias^-1 Bias~-2 Bias^l 8ias~2 Sias=~1 Bias^-2 Bias^l Biases
Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Faii to Reiect Fail to fteject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject
R1 faii lo Reject fail to Fieiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Rqect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Retect Fail to Refect
R2 fail to Reiect fail to Reject fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Retect fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect__
Reject Fteiect Fail to Reiect Reject Fteiect Reject Reiect Reject
R4 Retect Beset Faii to Fteiect Refect Reiect 1 Fteject Fteiect Fteject
R1M1 fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Faii to Reiect Faii to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect
R2M1 Ft)-; to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fait to Fteiect Fall to Fteiect fail to Reiect <-3,i to Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect_ _
Fieiect Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fail to Refect Reject
R4M1 Retect F tp  , Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Reiect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Refect
I Ft1M2 Fail to Fteiect Fa>* to R tf* t Faii to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fait to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect fail to Reiect
R2.M2 crf>l c Rep<1 j Faii to Reiect Fait to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect
R3M2 fteject Refect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect fteiect Fteiect Reiect Reject
B4M2 ^ Reiect Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect .......ftefect___ Fteiect Reiect Fteject_ _
Fait to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Reiect Reject Reiect Reject_ _
%tect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fait to fteject Fail to Reiect
r e v ro Fteiect Reiect Reject Fteiect Fail to Reject Fteiect Retect Fteject
R4VB4 Resect Reject Fail to Refect Reject Fteject Reget _ ....B e te l...... Fteject
r e v re Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fteject Reject
ra v m Reject fteject Fteiect Fteject Fan to Reject fteject fteiect Reject
R1F1 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect faii to Fteiect Fail to Reject ^ Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject_ _
Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Faii to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fteiect Reject Reject Reiect
I R4F1 fteject Ffeject Faii to Reject Fteiect Fteject Reject fteject Reject
B4F2 Retect ReiKt Fi-itu Retf-:t Fteject Reiect Reiect Fteiect Fteiect
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Appendix E-33 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of first year abundance across
1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = ,100).
Age Sample Size *  300
Estimated value  of first ywar atounclsBc* among reader(s)/scenarios. 
True value o f first year abundance Is 96,390
-.ftqhP'ecjggQ. Low Precision
HO_ 94,878 ___ 84,aei...... . . .94,«S 94,284 94,687 94,211 94,544 94,298
95,966 ..... 95,927 . 95,506 95.351 101,607 101,286 101,630 101,237
R2 96.047 .......» J 7 7 38,890 95,4® 101,635 101,151 101,593 101,268
R3__ 6 2 J V , ..... 39,475 104,471 106,188 66,105 41,356 109,014 110,255
62,813 ...... 39,331 104,398 106,146 66,178 41,482 108,696 109,871
R1M1 94,834 94,917 94,512 94,3® 96,468 96,001 96.466 96,055
rewt 94,017 ___ »h_034....... [ s i S S 93,548 94,230 93,921 94,184 93,895
R3M1 .  J 2 J S L __ ^ > 4 6 ..  103,781 105,453 bj.em 39.246 104,088
R4M1 61,494 .......m s i s ... . . 103,040 60.604 37.989 101,958 103,130
HI M2 94.990 ........................ 94,601 94,420 99.160 98.773 99.128 98,740
R2M2 95.091 ___95,018...... . 94,631 39 99.294 _ y _
R3M2 .... .. .3 9 ,1 4 5 103,841 105,599 64,300 40,034 107,773 109,200mm_ _ 62,320 ....  39,142 103,850 ^ 105.605 64,386 107,883 109.448
_ _ ___ 99,308 ..... 99,290 98,891 98,787 111.421 110.816 111,347 110,986
95.048 94,642 94.5562 100,331 100,059 100.413 99,975
R3VR3 68.025 .....44,398 140,348 172,793 87.669 65,012 119.741 134,410
R4VR4 - M m ___ .......47,1.76 129,853 165,048 84,304 62.703 117,303 131,780
R2VR3 91.950 99,535 98,628 93.069 112.018 107,824
FSVH4 _  -M 235 __4&098. . . 139,206 171.173 88.091 65.641 119,079 133,685
R1F1 ___ S&284___ __ .95,263 94,946 94.772 102.342 101.911 102,258 101,978
R1F2_ _ 95.648 . . . 95,438 96,048 94,950 108*234 107.687 108.056 107,670
65,167 . . 63,297 1 1 0 0 ,8 2 5 1 156,002 81,268 77,404 111,027 126,170
R4F2 63,995 i i O 102,197 152,540 81,610 75,188 123,707 143,281
Estimated value of the CV of first year abundance among reader(s)/scenarkss.
f— — — j _ _ ____
Reader(s)/Scenario Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
ro 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
R1 6% 6%_ _
_ — 6% 6% 6% 6%
R2 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
R3 6%_ _ 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
R4
—
_
— 6% i% 6% 6%
R1M1 6% 6% _ _  _ _ _ 6%
R2M1 6%— 6% 6% 6% 7% 6% 6% 6%
R3M1 6%_ _ 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
R4M1 6% 6% ~1 6% —
H1M2 6%_ 6% 6% 6% r— 5% 5% 6%
R2M2 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
r a w 6% 6%
_ _ 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
R4M2 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% _ — 6%
R1VR1_ _ 6% 6% 7% 6% ~ '1 6% 6% J 6% ~1 6%6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
H3VR3 6% 6% ?% 6% 6% 6% m 6%
R4VR4 _ 6%_ 14% 1
_ 6% i% " _ 6%
R2VR3 6%  1 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
R3VH4 6% 6% 7% 6% 6% 6% 6%
R1F1 6% 6% 6% 6% 7% 6% 7% 6%
1 R1F2 6% 6% 6% 1 __ 6% _ _ 6%
H4F1 6% i% ~ _ __ 6% __ _ 6%
R4F2 6% 6% 6% 14% 6% 6% 6% 6%
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Appendix E-34 Relative error of first year abundance and results of the hypothesis test to
determine if the estimated value of first year abundance is within 10% of
the true value of first year abundance (sample size = 300).
Age Sample Size = 300 
Relative error of first year abundance among reader(s)/scenario8.
i Precision Low Precision
m
_ _ _ _ _
-1%
_
-1% -1% -1% -1% -1%_
1% 1% 0% 0% 7% _  6% 7% 6%
R2 t% 1%
_
0% 7% 3% 7% 6%
re -89% 10% 11% -31% -57% 14% 10%
m -34% -59% 9% 11% -31% -57% 14% r " 15%
R1M1 -1% 0% -1%— -1% 1% 1% 1% 1%
R2M1 -1% -1% -2% -1%_ _ -2% -1% -2%
R3M1
_ _
-59% 9% ~ 11% -59% 9% 10%
R4M1 -36%
_ _ _
8% 10% -37% -60% 7% 8%
R1M2 0% 0% -1% -1% I 4% 4%_ _ 4% 4%
m m 0% 0% -1% -1% 4% 4% 4%
R3M2 •35% -59% 9%_ _ 11% -33%_ _ -58% 13% 14%
R4M2 -35% 15% 11% _ -58% 13%_ _ 15%
R1VR1 4% 4% 4% 17% 16% 16%
R2VR2 0% 0% -1% 5%_ _ 5% ’1 5%
R3VR3 -29% -53% 47% I ii% I -8%_ _ 26% 41%
R4VR4 -27% -51% 36% I 73% — _ _ -34% 23% 38%
F2VR3 -4% 0% 4% — -2% 17%— 13%
FQVR4 -27% -52% 46% [ 79% -31%_ 40%
I R1F1 0% 0% 0% I -1%_ r  7% — 7% 7%
0% 0% 0% 13%
13%
B4F1 -32% -38% 5% I 64% -15%_ _ -19% 16% 32%
R4F2 -33% -41% 7% 60% -21% 30% -33%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated first year abundance Is less than the differential.
Differential* 10%
Hph Precision____________________|____________________ Low Precision
Reader(s!/Scenario Bias=-1 8ias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
no Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect F«r to f¥-pi t Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Refect
Rl Fail to Retect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect ;< '-fe© t Fail to Refect Fall to Fteiect 1-4 11.. FW . t
R2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Fieiect Fail to Reiect Fall to Reiect Man to Reject Fail to Reiect Fall to Fteiect F i l . v O . f U
R3 Reiect Reject Fail to Reiect Fteiect fteiect Fteiect Reiect Fteject
R4 Reject Reiect fail to Reiect fteiect Fteiect ........................ Fteject Fteject
R1M1 Fail to Fieiect Fail to Fteiect fail to Refect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fait to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect_ _ _
Fail to Re|ect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fieiect Fall to Fteiect Fail to Reiect
R3M1 Reject fteject Fail to Reiect Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Fail to Retect Fail to Fieiect
Reiect Refect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect fteiect fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect
R1M2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect fail to Reiect Faii to fteiect Fall to Fteject
R2M2 Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fall to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fall to Fieiect Fail to Fteject
R3M2 Fteiect Reiect Fail to fteiect Reiect Rajec 1 fteiect Reject Fteiect_ _
Reject Reiect Fail to Reiect Fteiect Reiect Reiect Reject Fteiect_ _
Fait to Fteiect FanuR ef-tt Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Reiect
R2VR2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fall to Reiect fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect
R3VR3 Reiect Refect Reiect H Fteject Fail to Reject Reiect Reiect Fteiect
R4VR4 Reject Reject Fieiect Fteiect fteiect Fteiect Fieiect
Fail to Reiect fait to Reject Fail to Fteject Fall to Reiect Fail to Refect Fail lo Fteject Fteject Fteiect
R©i@gt Fleect Fteiect MBffejSUl Fail to Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Reject
R1F1 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fieiect Fail to Fteiect Fall to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Faii to Rejsct
R1F2 fail to fteject Fail to Reject^ Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fteiect fteiect Fteiect Fteject
R4F1 Reiect Reject Fail to Reject Fteiect set Refect Fteiect Reject
R4F2 Refect Re-ict Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Fteject Reject Reject Fieiect
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Appendix E-35 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of first year abundance across
1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 900),
Age Sample Size = 900 
Estimated value of first year abundance among reader(ayscer»rios. 
True value of first year abundance is 95,390
_£g_
J3L.
R4
R1M1
R3M1
-B E
-R*e_
m
R1VR1
.m m .
jwyw
m
- ® L
B1F1
_S1£L.
R4F1
•JS_L
Hgh Precision
94,416
95.506
5,573
-6 2,392
62.361
94.483
93.595
J§LZS£_
81.040
94.570
Bias=-2 Bias=1
95,49
-Ji64e_
81.324
61.952
95,172
104,16
104.179
Bias»2
Low Precision^
94,540
- 95.728
106.724
106.572
94,607
93,735
102,816
98.746
94.713
67.658
68.866
91.496
8.784
94.817
95.080
64.724
103,740
105.916
105.339
101.462
-94,671
94.736
106.170
106.146
Bias=-2
101, 11£
-MS§L
101,129
41.051
41.101
95,837
93.621
38,926
.37,571
J 01,019
106.446
108.416
J im .
JSJSS-
j s j s l
j ® .
63,506
107.807
-SlOgg.
94.758
173,855
169.554
-i§ J g 5 _
172.034
95.061
111.297
39.747
39.680
110.794
84,274
87,944
95.134
161.662
164.571
81,006
81,467
-Msil
64.640
101.615
m
j a m .
107.301
107.502
-118,669
A lls
J2J90.
-J&399.
101.656
107.600
77.165
75,068
 119.109
<16.810
-111438..
JIM®.- m s/e
J3LML
110.528
Esrtftwtecl value of the CV of first year abundance among readerfsyscenartos.
123,108
Reader(s)/Scenafto Sias=-1
Hah Precision 
s=-2 8ias=l Bias=i2
Low Precision
Bias=2
101327
110,433
110,195
131,757
133,767
101.784
. 107.813
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
6%
5%
5%
5%
5%
6%
5%
5%
5%
6%
8%
6%
6%
614
6%
614
6%
16%
15%
6%
6%
6%
8%
6%
6%
6%
5%
5%
6%
6% 6%6%
6%
6%
6%
8ia$a2
6%
6%
8%
6%
6%
6%
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A p s  Sam ple  S ize  *  900 
Relative e r ro r  o f  first year a b u ndance  among reader(s)/scenarios.
Appendix E-36 Relative error of first year abundance and results of the hypothesis test to
determine if the estimated value of first year abundance is within 10% of
the true value of first year abundance (sample size = 900).
TfcjTPredsion I ^^ J-owPreeision
Reader! s)/Scenario Bias=-t Bias=-2 =1 Bias=2 Bias=-1 8ias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2_ _ _ _ _
1 % -1% -1% -1% -1% -1% -1%_ _ _ _
0% 0% 6% _ r  6%__ _ _
0%
_ _ _
0% r  0%— 6% _ _ — 6%
re -35% 9% -31% _ _ _ _ 16%__
-35% -59% 1 9%
_
-31% 16%_ _
-1%
_ _  j
-1% -1%_ _ 1% 0%— 0% 1%
R2M1 -2%
_ _
-2% _ _ -1% -2% -2%
FBM1 -35%
_ _
9% -35% -59% 8% 11%
I R4M1 -36% -60% 8% 10%— -37% -61% 7% 8%
R1M2 -1%
_ —  i
-1% 4% 3% 314 4%_
I R2M2 -1% -1% I -1%
_ _ _ _ _
— 4%_ _ 4% 4% —
R3M2 -35%
_ _
9% 12%_ _
-35% -59% i 9% I 11% _ -33% ' ^58% 13% 15%
R1VR1 4%
_  |
3% 17% 16%_ 16% 16%
R2VR2 -1% -1% J -1% -1% 5% 5% _ 5%_ _
-29% -54% j 47% 82% -8% -32% 25% 41%
j R4VB4 -28% -51% i 44% 78% -12% -35% 22% 38%
R2VR3 -4%
_
_ _ 4% 1% -5% -3% 17% 13%
R3VB4 -28% 46% -8% -31% 24% 40%—
-1% -1% I -1% 0% r  7% ' 7% 6% 7%_ _
0% 0% j -1% 0% 13% 13% 13% 13%
I B4F1 -32% -38% 13% 69% -15% -19% 16% 32%
I R4F2 3?% -41% 1 13%
—
-15% -21% 23% 51%
R e su lts  o f te s tin g  H o: The relative difference between the t ru e  and estimated first year abundance Is less than the differential.
Differential** 10%
TjqhPredsion ~  ~  ~]  ^ ' L o w P ric iite  ~  ~  ~ ~  |
Reader{ s)/Scenario Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 8ias=2 Bias=-1 8ias=-2 Blas=1 Bias=2
ro
R1
R2
R3
R4
R1M1
.F a llto ftfeg L
,-MJSL^iBELj
,.faj!„to„Hgiecij
__ pj§£l__
Fail to Reiect
Fail to Reiect
J a i l  to Reject 
F j n  Reg. >
Fa:! to Ftepts 
Fteiect 
Ftetect 
Fail to Fteiect 
Fail to Fteiect
Fail to Fieiect 
Fail to Fteiect 
Fail to Reiect 
Fail to Fteject 
Fail to Reject 
Fail to Reject 
Fall to Fteiect
Fail to Fteiect
Fail to Reject 
Fail to fteiect 
Fteiect 
Reject 
Fall to Fteiect 
Fall to Retect
Fail to Fteiect 
Fail to Fteiect 
Fail to fteiect
Ftetect 
Refect 
Fall to Retect 
Fail to Fteiect
Fail to Fteiect 
Fall to Fteiect 
Fait to Fteiect 
Fteiect 
Reject 
Fail to Fteject 
Fail to Ftetect
Fail to FteW
f  ail to Ftejtct 
f ji | tc Fteject 
Fteject 
Fteject 
Fail to Fteject 
Faii to Fieiect
Fa Me Repc; 
Fail to Fteject 
Fail to Fteject
Reiect 
Fteject 
Fail to fteject
Fail to Refect
FQM1 Reject fail to Fteject Fteiect fteiect Fteiect Fail to Fteject Ftetect
R4M1 5fe5 Ftetect Fail to Reject fteiect Ref.'-'' Fteject Fail lo Reject Fait to Reject
R1M2 Fail to Fteiect Fail to fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fall to ftetect"1 Fail to Fteject Fail to Ftetect Fait to Fteiect
R2M2 Faii to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fall to Reject Faii to Fteject H Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject
R3M2 Reiect t .in to ‘tetwi Fteiect Reject fteiect Fteiect Fteject_ _
Reiect Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Reiect Fteject Fteiect Reject
R1VR1 r Fail to Fteiect Faii to Reiect Fail to fteject Fail to Reject Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect
revre Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Faii to ftetect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject_ _ _
Fteiect Fteiect Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect
m i m Reject Reject Fteject Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Reject
revre Fail to Reject Fail *o Ffejau Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Ftetect Reiect
R3VR4 Reject Reject Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Reiect Reject Rejsct—
fail to Reiect Fail to Fieiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail lo Reject Fail to Fteject
R1F2 Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fait to Reject Reiect Fteiect Reject Fteject—
Reject Ftepct Reject Reiect Reject Ftetect Fteject Reject
R4F2 Reject Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Ftetect Reject Fteiect Fteiect
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Appendix E-37 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of last year abundance across
1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 100),
Age Sample S iz s *  100 
Estimated value of (aut year abundance among raKterjsJ/scanarfas. 
Trw» value of last fern abundance is 130,822
Hgh Precision Low Precision
HO 126.225 126,860 126,709 126.000 127,1®.... 125,959 126.214 126,681
R1 127,336 128.194 128,134 127.324 117,015 116,286 115,895 116,501
re 127.959 128.311 127,787 115,773 114,672 115.739 115,548
re 103,445 67.632 61,422 61,364 104.564 70,017 60556 61,893_
103,419 66,844 61,250 1 61,706 103.228 00 61,212 53_ _ _ _ _
128.485 126,991 126,615 126,129 122,811 r  122,675 121.881 123,151
R2M1 128,179 128,952 128,626 128,111 126,226 124,733 125.584 125,916
R3M1 102.845 67.11# 63,490 63.956 101.532 65,553 6?.o54 63.675
B4M1 104,154 67,222 63,447 i * Z T 102.717 t>4*46 63.810 ......M .795____
R1M2 126.571 127,130 128,864 126.308 ...... ! 2 & 2 § L _ 129,144 128.360 129.262
I S S T - " 126.720 127.480 127.185 126,670 129,380 127,704 128,327 -.28,556
FQM2 103.021 67.330 70 63,937 106.718 68.679 60,207 61,109_ _
26 20 63,415 106,352 68.238 60,170 61.023_ _
118.855 119.515 11 •> 155 118,791 117,555 116J67 j 116.179 116.821_ _ _
126.140 127^40 127,159 126,450 118.977 m , m 118.529
I r e v ra 87,200 54,232 r  73,365 20 48 39,546 105,635 79,111_ _
95,429 1 47,269 71.652 r  10 047 87,387 42.328 107,552 81,421
I revra 136,085 127,384 117,905 128,681.... 118,144 102,059 112.754 108.212_ _
94.901 49,820 H1.i13 50.496 ....... 39.242 105,970 32
R1F1 124,866 125,379 125,177 . .124,642... 115,499 114,522 115,211 115 857_ _
125.143 125,646 125,502 124,962 114,960 114,051 114,342 115.077_
99,982 189,980 ..50 ,3® ...... 110,000 113,908 118,736 62
R4F2 101,980 331 62,685 59.098 113,701 125,719 100.421 69,686
Estimated value of the CV of last year abundance among readef(»yscenartos.
i Precision Low Precision
m 15% 1 14% 15% 15% 14%— 15% 14% 14%_ _ _
15% 15% 16% _ _ 15% 15% 15%
R2 15% 15% 15% 16% 15% 14% 15%
R3 17%
—
12% 12% 71% *1 — 16% 12% 12%
m 16%
__
12% 12% _ 16% 12%_ 12%»_ _ _  —
15% 14% 15% 16% 16% 16%
R2M1 15% 14% 15% 16% 15% 16% 15% 16%
B3M1 17% 17% 12% 12% 16% 17% 12% 12%
R4M1 17% 17% 12% 12% 16%— 17% 12% 12%
15% 14% 15% 15% — 15% 15% 15%_ _
15%
_
15% 16% 15% 15% 15%
K3M2 17% 17% 12% 12% 15% 17%_ _ 11% 12%
H4M2 17% 17%
_ _
15% 11% 12%
R1VR1 15% ' 14% 15%— 15% 16% 16% 16%
R2VR2 15%
___
15% _ _ 14% 15% _ 15% 15%
R3VR3 16% 16% 23% 14% 14% 15% 14%
B4VR4 16%
_
22% 14%— 14% 14%— 15% 14%_ _
16% 15% 15% — 15%— 15%— 15%
R3VR4 16% 16% 22% 14% I 14%
R1F1 15% 14% 15% r  15% 16%— ii%— 16% 15%
R1F2 15% 14% 16% 15% — — 15%— 15%_ _
16% 16% 12% 11%
R4F2 16% 16% I 12% 14% 15% 15% 15% 13%
17!
Age Sample S ize* 100 
Relative error of last year abundance among reader(s)/seenarios.
Appendix E-38 Relative error of last year abundance and results of the hypothesis test to
determine if the estimated value of Iasi year abundance is within 10% of
the true value of last year abundance (sample size = 100),
High Precision____________  I Low Precision
Reader! sl/Scenario Btas=-1 Bias=-2 8ias=1 Bias=2 Bias--' 8ias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
-3% -3% -3%
______
-2%___ 5 % -3% -3%
Rl -2% -2% -2%
_ _
__ -11%_ _ -11% -11%
R2 -2% -1% -1% -11% *11% -11%
r " -21% -48% -53% -52% -20*/. -413% -53% -52%
R4 -21% -49% -53% -53% -21% -47% -53% -52%
R1M1 -3% -2% -3% ' -3%  _ _ -6% -6%— -6% -5%
R2M1 -2% -1% -1% -3% -4% -3%R3M1
-21% -48% -51% -51% -22% -50% -52% -51%
R4M1 -20% -48%
_ _
-51% -21% -50% -51% -50%
R1M2.... -3% -2% -3% -3% -1% -1% -1% -1%
i 5 5 1 -3% -2% -2% -3% -1% -2% -1% -1%
FOM2 5 i%  ' -48% -51% -51% -18% -47% -54% -53%
FHM2
_ _
-49% -52% -51% -18% -48% -54% -53%____ _
-9% ~ 1 -8% -8% -9% -10% -10% -11%
R2VR2 -3% -2% -2% -3% -9% I -10% -9% -9%
R3VR3 -25% -58%
_ _
-62% -34% -70% -19% -39%
B4VR4 -27% -64%
___
-63% -33% -67% -17% -37%
FEVR3 5%
_ _
-3% -9% -22%_ _  : -13% -17%
R3VB4 -27% -62% -37% -61% -35% -19% -38%
R1F1 -4%
—
-4% -4% -11% -12% -11%
R1F2 -4%
—
-4% -4% -12% -12% -12% -12%
R4F1 -23% 46% ^  -51% -81% -16% -13% -9% r  -33%
H4F2 -22%
—
-52% -55% -13% r  -3% -23% -46%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated last year abundance is less than the differential.
Differential* 10%
H it) Precision Law Precision
RO Fail to fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject l i F f e S E ] ..PaittpRejecj . Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fieiect Fail to Fteject_ _
Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fteject Fail to Reiect Pail to H efei. Fteiect Fail to Reiect_
Faii to fteiact Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject , . R i te t ...... _ _Q giaSL_- t. Fteject
R3 Reject Ftepct Ftepct Rsfect Fteiect Reject I Fteiect Reiect
> R4 Reiect Reject Reject Fteiect . f te ie c t... Reiect Reject Reiect
Fail to Fteiect Faii to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject JSLteiSeEL, Fail to Reject Fall to Fteject_ _
Fail to Ftetoct Fail to Reject Fail to fteiect Fail to ftetoct Fail to Ftetoct ...fa jto jlM ,,, Fail to Reject Fail to Reject_ _
Reject Fteiect Fteject Fteject Refect....... ........3efe£t,__ Fteiact Reject
R4M1 Reiect Reject .Reject...... fteiect fteiect Reiect Reiect_ _
Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to fteiect ^ jto R e je c ? Fail to Reject Fail to Reject
R2M2 Fail to Ftetoct Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftetoct Fail to Ftetoct Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject—
Fteiect Reiect Ftepct Beiect ..... .Refect....... ..Mast__J Reiect Fieiect
R4M2 ^ Reiect Reiect Fteiect fteject . . . Reject.... _ R e j e e i__ Reject Reiect
R1VR1 Fan io Pep.-; Fail to Reiect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject. Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject
FBVH2 Fail to Reject Faii to Reiect fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Ftetoct _£§«ia Reject. Fail to Reiect fail to Fteiect
R3VR3 Fteiect Reiect _ _ t Fteiect ......Fteieel....J^ ...Refect___ Fteiect Reject
R4VR4 Fteiect Refect Reject Reiect .....Reject...._ Reiect Reiect Reject_ _
Fail to Reject Faii to Refect Fail to Ftepct r -ll X Rt-jf, t_ Fail to Refect Fteiect fteject
m v m Refect Reject Fteiect Ptei©ct Fteiect Reiect Ftepct
R1F1 Fail to Reiect Faii to Ftepct Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject ftefect... L. Rees___ Fteiect Refect
r  R1F2 Faii to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fteiect __SissL. Reject Reiect—
Reject Ror'f t Fteiect Reiect . Reject.... ....... Reject. _ Fail to Reject Reiect
R4F2 _ f ig £ L _ Fteiect Fteiect R«fcct Fteiect L ± ilM te K i- Fteject Fteiect
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Appendix E-39 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of last year abundance across
1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 300).
Age Sample Stas = 300 
Estimated value of last fear nbuncliiw# among reatJerfs)/; 
Trim value of tort ysar abundance I* 130,2a
i Precision I I
RO 127.166
_ _
126,063 126,811 127,295 125,754 126,342 125.812
R1 129.287 129,714 128,233 128,947 117,760 116,615 116.732 116,288
m 129,829 129,956 128,670 129,269 116,231 115,403 115,633 115,0)1
I r e 104,946 69.517 61.105 61.362 105.292 70,407 61,219 61,275
I ~ ~ m ~ ~ 104.82? 68,599 61,275 61,503 103,429 68,961 61,407 61,493
R1M1 127,519 127.758 126.373 127,006 124,268 123,133 123,389 122,774
R2M1 120.469 129,881 128,337 128,869 127.560 126,314 126,689 126,527
R3M1 104,311 25 fi0.989 61.300 102,444 66,213 62,982 63 023
R4M1 105,608 69,051 61.394 61,666 104,621 65,533 ^  §4.192 52
R1M2 127.605 127,907 126,537 127,171 130.424 129,337 129,682 128,937
R2M2 127,904 128,329 i i a i i g 127,396 129,996 128,759 129,048 128,914
R3M2 104,463 m , m 60948 61,254 107.630 69,149 60,502 60,529
R4f® 104,571 S MM 60,983 61,313 107^453 68,359 S),457 0^523
R1VR1 119,791 m ice 118,664 119,357 " 7, ~ 5 i 117,162 117,320 116,577_ _
127,963 128,356 128,994 127,519 119,667 118*373 118,849
R3VR3 98.527 55.020 94.748 54,026 85,750 38,818 106,064 78.384
R4VR4 96,205 47,532 82,118 51,241 87,800 41,663 108.365 80,489
revre 138,091 128,490 117,669 128.250 119,059 102,096 113,564 107,856
R3VR4 , 95,989 95,972 55J31 84,991 38,503 107,207 79,421
r  R1F1 125,790 126,010 124,622 . 125,258 116,581 115,438 115,721 115,019
128,052 126.314 124.944 125,556 115.441 114,516 114,781 114,091
R4F1 101,226 ?93,632 63,451 ^ 42,714 111,018 114,176 119,939 86,400
R4F2 103.355 207,433 62,206 44,261 114,580 126,178 101,368 69.329
Estimated value of the CV of last fear abundance among reatJer(s)/scenark>s.
___________ Ugh Precision______________  |   low  Precision
Raad8r(s)/Scenario dias= ' Bias- -2 Bias 1_______ Bi»s 2 P a s  -1 3 m  -2_______Bias=1 Bias=2
R0 13% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14%_ 13% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14%
R2 13% 14% 14% — — 14%
R3 14% 17% 12% 12%" 15% 17% _ 12%
R4 14% 17^o— 12%
— — 16% 12%
R1M1 13% 14% 14% — 15% 14% 14%
FBM1_ _ 13% 14%
___ _ _ ^ ii% _ _ 14% 14%
14%— 17% 12% 12% 1 15% 1 17% 12% 12%R4M1 18% 12% 12% 16% 17% — 12%
R1M2 13% 14% 14% 14% L 15% — 14% 14%
Few 13% 14% 14% 14% 15% 14% j. j 14%
R3M2 14% 17% 12%— 12% 15% 17% 12% 12%FWM2 14% 17% 12% —  -j 17% ' 12% 12%
R1VR1 13% 14% 14% 14% f Ti% 14% — 14%
R2VR2 13% 14% 14% 14% 14% ^  14% k 14% 14%
R3VR3 14% 16% 15%  ^ 13% 14% 15% 14% 13%
RWR4_ _ _ 14% 16% 15% 12% 14% — 14% 13%14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 13%
B3VR4 14%_ _ 16% 15% 12% 14% f 14% 14% 13%fflFt 14% 14% 14% 15% 14% 14% 14%
R1F2_ _ 13% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14%14% 16% 16% 11% 15% 15% I 15% 13%
R4F2 I 14% 16% 15% 10% 15% — 14% 12%
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Appendix E-40 Relative error of last year abundance and results of the hypothesis test to
determine if the estimated value of last year abundance is within 10% of
the true value of last year abundance (sample size = 300).
Age Sample Size = 300 
R ahul* error of last yw r utisunctjirtc# among reader(sy«c®nario#.
i Precision Low Precision
R0 -2% -2% -3% -3% -2% -3% -3%
R1
_
0% -2% *1% - 10%_ _ - 10% -10% -11%
R2 0% 0% -1% -1%_ _ -11% -11% -12%
R3 -19% ' -4 m -53% -19% -46% -63% -53%
R4 r~  -20% -47% -53% -53% -21% -47% -53% -53%
I R1M1
__
-2% -3% -2% -5% -5% -5% -6%
Pewi -1% 0% -1%_ _ -1% r -2% -3% -3% -3%_
' -io% -47% -53% -21% -49% -52% -52%_ _
-19%
_ _
-53% -53% -20% -50% -51% -51%
g ~ ~ -2% -2% -3%— -2% 0% -1%__ 0% -1%
-2% -1% -2% 0% -1% - 1%
-20% -47% -53% -53% I "17% -47%_ _ -54% -54%
R4fcB -20% .47% -53% -17% -54% ■54%
R1VR1 -8% -8% -9% -8% -10% -10% -10% - 10%
FEVR2 -2% -1%_ _ -2% -2% -8% ^ -5% -9%_ _ -9%
revFB -24% -27% -59% -34% .70% -40%
R4VFS4 -26% -63% -37% -81% -33% -68% -17%_ _ -38%
R2VR3 6%
_ _
- 10% -2% -9% -22% -17%
FSVH4 -26%
_ _
-26% -58%— -35%_ _ r  -TO% -18% -39%
R1F1 -3% -3% -4% -11% - 11%_ _ -12%
I B1F2 -3%
_
_ _ _ -4% h -4% -11% -12% -12%
-22% -51% -67% -15% __  - 12% -8% -34%
I R4F2 -21% 59% -52% -66% -12% -3% "l -2% -21%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated last year abundance is less than the differential.
Ditfefootiafe 10%
f  ~~~~ SjTpiiScisfon 1 “ ijywPrecteton '
Reader) s)/Scenario Blas^-t Bias=-2 Bias=1 8ias=2 Bias~~1 8ias=-2 Bias-t Bias=2
RO Fail to fteiect Fail \> FlPjPCt Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Repct fail to Fteiect .F a lto R eM ,, fail to Ftetect
R1 Fail to Refect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Reiect
R2 Failto Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Refect Faii to Fteiect Reiect .......SilEL..........___ J3?Mi___— -
Fteject Fteiect fteiect Reject fteiect _ _  ___ Fteiect
B4 fieieet Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Retect ...... .Beget...... daia/** r fctjowi Reject
R1M1 Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Ftetect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject, Fail to ftetect
R2M1 Fait to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fj * to Ftefft Fail to Reject Fait to Fteiect Fail to fteiect -M J S J a e c L _FaJ Jo_rtjgct_
Reiect fteiect fteiect Reiect fteiect Fteject Fteject Reject
B4M1 Reiect Fteject Fteiect ftetect Fteiect ....... .................. Fteiect .......Rffcct.....
R1M2 fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect
R2M2 Fail to Reiect fail to Reiect Fail to Refect - ai> *o RpjpcI Fail to Fteiect fail to fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect
R3M2 fteiect Reiect Reiect . . .  FteWit..... .... ffefecl..... . ... .J tefecjL... Fteiect Reiect
R4MZ Refect Reiect Fteiect Fteject Fteiect ..... M e e t..... rwjtavt Fteiect_ _ _
fail lo Retect Fail to fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect ck I to Reg.'; Fail to Fteiect
R2VR2 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fait to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fait to Fteiect Fail to fteiect Fall to ftetect Fail to Ftetect
R3VR3 Fteiect Ftejsct ftetect DftinAfHfcSfeSvi Reject Ftetect Fteject . Rap?t......
• wvm Fteiect Reject Reject Reiect Reject ............fteject.... . .......Refect
R2VK3 Fail to Reiect fail to Ftetect Fail to Retect faii to Fteiect Faii to ftetect ........fie iec t.... Fieiect ..... Refect. _
R3VR4 Fteiect Reject Reject Fteiect fteiect ftetet.......
R1F1 c4il to Fteect Fail to Ftetect fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Rei*t Reiect Reject .
R1F2 Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reject Faii lo Reiect Fteiect Reiect IKSffcJtjl Reiect
R4P1 Reiect PtefC Reiect Reject Fteiect Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fteject
R4F2 Reject L__ Sa«!___ Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fteject Reiect
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Append,x E-41 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of last year abundance across
1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 900).
. Age Sample s ize  = 900
Estimated « t e  of fast year a b u n d a n t among r«K te fW s c «n8ri0, .  
True value o f last year abundance Is 130,222
Estimated v .lw  of the CV 0, tas, year abundance among reaifefW s c * « rios.
Rsaderf sl/Scenan
H1F1
. Blas=-1 
13%
Hflti Precision
13%
8ias=-2
14%
14%
13%
14%
13%
14%
17%
17%14%
14%
17%
17%
14%
14%
14%
14%
17%
17%14%
14%
14%
!4?4
14%
13%
13%
14%
14°/
16%
14%
14%
16%
14%
14%
14%
12%
14%
12%
14%14%
12%
12”/
14%
1*“*%
14%
159
14%
14%
15%
15%
14%
14%
14%
11%
14%
12%
12%
14%
12%
12%
13%
14%
12%
14%
14%
15%
15%
16%
15%
15%
15%
14%
~14%
12%
14%
12%
14%
14%
11%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%
15%
i-ow Precision
Bias=-2
14% Btas=1
14%
14%
17%
17%
15%
14%
~14%~
14%
12%
14%
14%
12%
14%
17%
17%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14°/
14%
14%
14%
15%
15%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%
Bias=2
14%
13%
13%
.12%
12%
14%“
14%
12%
12%
14%14%
12%
14%
13% 
~3%~ 
12% '
...13% 
..14%
_14%
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Appendix E-42 Relative error of last year abundance and results of the hypothesis test to
determine if the estimated value of last year abundance is within 10% of
the true value of last year abundance (sample size = 900).
Age Sample Size = 900 
Relative error of last year abundance among reader(s)/scenarios.
i Precision Low Precision
Reader(s)/Scenario Bias?--1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 Sias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=l Bias=2
HO
_ _ _ _ _
-2% -2% -1% 5 % -2% -3% -2%
R1
_
0% -1% 0% -9% -10% -10% -10%
re 0%
_
0% 1% -10% -11% -11% -10%
R3 -19%
_ _
-53% -52% -19% -45% -53% -53%_ _
FS4
_ _
-47% -53% -52% -20% -46% -53%
R1M1 -2%
_ _
-1% -5% -5% -4%_ _
0% 0% r~  -1% 1% -2% 1 _ _ -2% -2% 7t%
R3M1 -19%
_ _ _ _ _
-52%_ _ _ _ -48%_ _ -52% -51%_ _
-18% -47% -53% — -50%
R1M2 -2% -2% -2% 1% 0% I i%
ra w i -2% -1% -2%
_ _  - j
0% 0% 0% 0%_ _ _ _ _
-47% -5314 -52% -17% -46% -54% -53%_ _
-19% -47% -53% -52% -17% -46% -53%
R1VR1 -8%
—
-8% -7% -9% Iio% -10% -9%
R2VR2 -2% ^ -1% -2% -1% -8% -9%_ _ -9% -8%
R3VR3 -24% -58% -26% -58% -34% -18% L -39%
R4VR4 -26% -64% -36% -60% -33% -68%_ _ -17%_ _ ' -37%—
re v re 6% -1% -9%_ _ 0% -8%
R3VR4 -26% -61% j -57% -35% -70% -18% -39%—
-3% -3% -4% -2% -10% -11% -11% -10%
R1F2 -3% -3% -3% -2% -11% -12% -12% 1 -11% __ _ _ _
-49% -67% -14% -11% -8%
R4F2 -20% I 60%
_ _
I -67% -12% -2% -22% -46%
Results o f testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated last year abundance is less than the differential.
Differential 10%
Hgh Precision Low Precision
HO Fail io Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect fail to Reiect Fait to fteiect Fail to Refect_
fail to Reiect Fail to Beiect Fail to Fteiect M i \  Hut. t Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Refect
R2 fail to Refect Faii to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to fteiect Reiect Reiect Fail to Reiect
r e Reiect Fteiect Fteiect fteiact 5 5 m Fteiect Reject Fteiect
R4 Reject Beiect Fteject Fteiect Beiect Ftepct Fteject
R1M1 Fail to Fteieci Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fall to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect
R2M1 Fail to ftetoct Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Faii to ftetoct Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fait to Reiect_ _
Ftejec! Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Refect
B4M1 Refect Reiect Reject Fteiect |c (  l. - Fieiect Reiect Reiect
R1M2 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Faii to Fteiect Fait to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fall to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect_  _ _
Fail to Ftetoct Fait to Ftepct ra ,( Rt £ ( Faii to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Faii to Reiect
R3M2 Fteiect fteiect fteiect Fteiect Reject Reiect Reject Refect
R4M2
_ _
Reject Reiect Reject Fteject Fteiect Fteiect Reiect
> R1VR1 Fail to Reiect Fail to Ftepct < a i i i l t x i Fait to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct
I R2VR2 Fail to Reiect Faii to Reiect Fail to Reiect Faii to fteiect Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reject Faii to Reiect Fait to Refect
R3VR3 fteiect fteject Reiect Fteiect Fteiect ___ Refect___ Refect Fteject
I R4VR4 Refect fteiect Fteiect fteiect Fteiect Reject Fteiact Fieiect_ _
Fail to Ftetoct Fail to Reiect ' i i i t . Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Reject Reiect Reiect
I R3VR4 fteiect Fteiect Reject Reject Reiect Reiect Fteiect Reiect—
fail to Betect Fail to Reiect Faii to Ftepct Faii to Fteject r  fin* ti. Rpjt-. t Fail to Fteiect Ftepct Fail to Reiect
R1F2 Fail»  Reject Fail to Reiect Faii to Ftepct Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Reject Fteiect Fteiect
H4F1 Fteiact ftetoct Reject Reiect Reiect Reject fail to Reiect Reiect
H4F2 Reiect Fteiect Reiect fteiect Reject Faii to Fteiect Fteiect Fteject
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Appendix E-43 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of first year fishing mortality
across 1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 100),
Age Sample Size « 106 
Estimated value o f  first year fishing mortality among reactef<s|/sc©narios. 
True value o f  first year fishing m o rta lity  Is 0,330
I     High Precision____________________ 1  Low Precision_____________________ j
Readerj sVScerarlo 0lSS=-1 Btas=-2 Bias=1 8ias=2 Bla$=-t Stas=-2 8ias=1 Bias=2
r ~ 0.331 0.330 0332 0.330 0.330 0.329 6.332 0,329
R1 0.323 0.322 0,323 0.320 0.278 0.277 0.279
_ _
m 0.321 0.319 0.321 0.31S 0.276 0.275 0.278 0.275
m 0.328 0.318 0.219 0.215 0.328 0.336 0.201
_ _
m 0.328 0.318 0.218_ _ 0.214 0.327 0.336 0.201 0.197_ _
0.331 j 0.327 0.329_ _ _ 0.301 0.300 ! "0, 299 0.301
I R2M1 _1j_ I 0.334 I 0.335 0.308 0.308 0311 0.309
I ra n 0.32? 0314 0.226 I 0.222 0.330 0.327_ _ _ 0.212 0.2)9
H4M1 0.332 0319 0.227 0.340 ” 0.217
___
I R1MZ 0.329 0.331 0303 "0302 0.304 0.303
R2M2 0.331 0.329 0.331 0.329 0.302 0,300 0.303
_ _
_ _ _ _ _
6.327.. 0.31S 0.225 0.222_ _ 0.333 r  0329 r~ a 5 5 ~ ^ 0,204
R4M2 0.328 r 0.315 1 0.225 0.333 1 0,332 0,208 0.203
H w m 0.314 0.312 0.313 0.312 0.277 0.278 0.279 0.277
ms/m 1 0.330 0.327 | 0.329 0.327 I 6.283 1 0.281 0.285 0.283
P  p m m 0.303 0.258 0.224 0.156 1 0.250 0.191 0.241 0.193
m v m 0.296 0.234 0.232 I 0.157 0.256 0.200 0.249 0.199
r & m 0.335 0312  j 0.310_ _ 0.320 0.294 1 0.267_ _ 0.265 0.261
ravST . 0.296 1 0.241 0.157 0.249 0.242 0.195
R1F1........ 0.328 0.327 0.329 I 0.327 0.296 o.m 0.301 0.30l
r  R1F2 0.329 1 0.327 I 0.329 0,327 0,289 6.288 1 6.290 0.290
R4F1 0.314 o . m 0.227 0.179 0.298 ' 0.328 0,274 0.214
R4F2 0,321 0.732 1 0.225 0.207 6.300 0.360 0.244 0.181
Estimated value of the CV of f ir s t  year fishing mortality among readerf ay scenarios.
High Precision r Low Precision -  1
Readerj s)/Scenario E> i<- > Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 Btas=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
HO 10% 10% 10% 10%
_
10% 10% 10%
' Rj — 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 9%
B2 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% I 10% ^ 9%
re 12% 14% 9% 9%~ 11% 14% 9% 9%
H4. 12% 14% 9% 9% 12% 14% 9% 9%
| . R1M1........... 10% ~ 1 10% 10% 10%— 10% 10% 10% 10%
R2M1 10% 10% 10% 10%" 11% 11% 10%r  —
12% 14% 15% 12% 13% _ _ _ _ _ _
12% 15%
—
12% ”
—
16% ' 9% .... 9%
R1M2 . _ _ _ 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
- j
1 R2M2 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% i m r  9%
f  R3M2 12% 15% 12%  1 12% 12% 14% 9% 8%
.H4M2. ... 12% 15% 11% 12% 12% 14% 914 8%
r  r iv r i ^  10% 10% 10% 10% 9%
_
10% r~  10%
R2VR2 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 9%
..........m m ............. 11% 13% 9% 10% _1 10% 11% m 9%
........m m ........... 12% r 13% 9% 8% r  10% i 12% 9% 9%
S vra 10% 10% 10% 10% 1 10% 10% 9% 9%
R3VB4.. 11% I 13% 9% 9°,4 r  10% 11% Q% 9%
' r i f i ' 10% 10% 10% 10% 11% r  11% r  n % r 10%
1 R if 2 10% 10% 10% 10% 1 9 % ’’’ 10% 10% ^ 9%
R4F1 12% 12% g% 20% 11% 12% 10% 9%
r  R4F2 I 12% 12% 9% 17% 11% 11% r  9% 8%
17?
Appendix E-44 Relative error of first year fishing mortality and results of the hypothesis 
test to determine if the estimated value of first year fishing mortality is 
within 10% of the true value of first year fishing mortality (sample size = 
100).
Age Sample Size = 100 
Relative srror of first year fishing mortality among rMder(s)/scenario».
1 Precision low  Precision
Bias=1 Bias=-1 Blas=-2 8ias=1 B'di
no 0% 0% 0%_ _ 0% 0% 0%_ _ 1% 0%
R1 -2% -3% -3% -16% _ _ -15% -16%
re -3% -3% -3% -3% -16% -ie% -17%
R3 0% •4% -34% -35% -1% 2% r  -39% -40%
R4 ■1% -4% -34% -35% -1% 2% -39% j -40%_ _
0% *1% 0% 0% -9% -9%— 1 -9%
r  R2M1 2% 1% 2% ' t% “ -7% -6% -6%
R3M1 -1% •5% -32% -33% 0% ~1 -1% -36% -37%
1% -3% -31% -33% 3% 2%_ -34% -35%
R1M2 0% 0% 0% 0% -8% -8% -8%
R 2lfi 0% 0% 0% 0% -9% -9% -8% -9%
R3M2
_ _
-5% -32% -33% 1% 0% -37% -38%
R4M2 -4% -32% -33% 1% 0% -37% -38%
I R1VR1 •5% -5% -5% -6% -16% -16% -18% -16%_
-1% 0% -1% -14% -15% -14% -14%
I F evra -8% -22% -32% -53% -24% -42% -27% -42%
R4VR4 -10% -29% -30% -52% -22% -39% -25% -40%
1%
—
-6% -3% -11% -19% -20% -21%
R3VB4 -10% .27®/Q -31%
_ _
-25% -42% -27% -41%
I R1F1 0% -1% -10% -9% -9% -9%
' R1F2 0% -1% 0% I -1% -12% -13% -12% -12%_ __ _
-5% 100% -31% -46% -10% -1% -17%
FS4F? -3% 122% -32% -37% -9% 9% -26% -45%
Results Of testing Ho; The relative difference between the true a id  estimated first year fishing mortality is less than the differential.
Differentia** 10%
Hgh Precision tow Precision
;5)/scerana
no fail !c Repot Fait to Raiact Fail to Refect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Rejec; Fail to Fteiect
Rl Fail to Fteiect fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect fail to Ftepct Fteiect Fieiect Reject ......R e te « _ _
R2 Fail to Ftoiset Fail to FNBCt Fall to Reject fait to Reiect ftepct ftepct ...... .Meet........
1 R3 Fail® fteject Fail to Refect fteiect Fteiect Fail to Reject Fall to fteject Reject Fteiect_
Fail to Refect Fail to Reject Reiect Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fait to Reiect Reject Fteject
R1M1 Fail to Reiect Fait to Refect fail to Refect Fai! to Reiect ►'i'i to Rp> t t-«1  < ReiC'i Fail to Fteject
FEM1 Fail to Rstect Fait to Refect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect
_ ~ R 3 _ — Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fteiect Reiect Fail to Reject Faii to Reiect fteiect Reiect
B4yi Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Reiect Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to fteiect _ _ _ fia e c t___ ____Refect___
R1M2 Fail to fteieci Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect" to •%!«=•»■* fail i P^pct Fail to Reject Fail to Ftepct
I R2M2 fail to Fteiect fail to fteject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Beiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fail to Ftepct
R3M2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Reiect Fteject Fail to Betect Fail to Fteject Reject ___ fteject____
FS4M2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect I Fteiect Fteiact Faii to Fteieci Faii to Reiect . . Refect___ Pletect
R1VR1 Fai1 to Repf t Fail to Fieiect Fail to Ftepct Fills  Repr< RFiect Rejec! ! _ a i « a ____ fteiact
R2VR2 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fait to Fteiect Frf.toRpptt : Fteject .......Sefect Fteiect
FQVR3 <“ ail io Repel Fteiect M eet : Fteiect Reject
R4VTW Fail to Reject Beiect Beiect Fieiect Refect Reject fteiect Refect
revns Fail to Refect Fail to fteiect Fail to Refect Fail to Ftetoct Fieiect Fteiect ___iS i lS ____ _
Fail to Refect S e c t Beiect Rese ; Reject L M t S L  „ Ftetoct
R1F1 Fail to Reject [Fa iito  Reject faii to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Ftetoct Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to fteiect
R1F2 Fait to fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to fteiect
' fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject ReiectR4F1 Fail to Ftepct 1 S teel fteject
R4P2 Fail to Reiect Reiect Reject Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to ftepct R<*c<-----
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Appendix E-45 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of first year fishing mortality
across 1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 300).
Age Sample Size = 300 
Estimated value of first year fishing mortality among readet(s)/scenarlos.
True value of first year Ashing mortality Is 0.330
|________  Hgti Precision________________ ' I _____________________ tow  Precision_____________________ ]
Reader j s VScenario 8ias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias^t Bias=2 Bias=-1 Biaa=-2 Bias=1 Btas=2
R0 0.334 0,333 0.335 0.334 0.334 0.336_ _ _ 0.333 0.335_
0.324 0.323 0.324 0.325 0.280 0279 0280_
0.322 0.321 0.322 ~ 1 0.324 0.278 0.280 0.278 0.279
o5o 0.327 ' 0.218 r  0.214 0,331_ _ 0.346_ _ 0.200 ~oTl97. _ _
0.330 0.327 0.217 0.214 I 0.200 0.197_ _
0,331 0.332 0.334_ _ _ 0.335 0.303
o _
0.303 0.303
I R2M1 0,335 0.336 0.339 0.312 0.314_ _ > 0,312 0,314
R3M1 0,329
_ _
0.223 0218 iS s 0.213 0,209
B4M1 0.334 0.327 0.224 155 0.346 0.347 0.217 0-213_ _  _
0.332 0,330 0.334 0.334 0.305 0.307 55oi 0 306
mm 0.333 0.331 0,334 0.334 . 0305 C.306 0.333 0.304
R3M2 0.329 5 3 5 0.223 0.218 ' a337" r 5555 o'iii _ _
i m m 0.329 0.324 0.223 0.218 0.338 0.339 0.208
R1VR1 0.315 1 0.314 0.316 ^ 0,317 0.280*' 0.280 0.280_ _ 0,281
m / m 0.330 0.330 0.332 0.332 0.285 0.287 0.285
m v m 0.303 0.261 ^  0.226 0.156 0.252 0.191_ _ 0.241 0.194
< R4VR4" -1 0 3 7 0.236 0.233 0.158
_ _
0.248 0,200
r e v ra 0.338 0.314 0.311 0 .« 4  . 0.298 0.271 0.265 0,262
R3VR4 0.296 n
_ _ _
0.228 0.157 0.250 0.190 0.243 0.196
1 R1F1 oS ji 0.330 0.333 0.333 0.304 0.306 0.304 0,306
R1F2 0.331 0,329 0.332 0.333 . o.iii 0,293 0,293 0.293
R4F1 0,315 0.676 0.227 0.155 0,302 0,334 0,275 0.214
R4F2 ____“ J 0,750 0.225 0.162 0.303 0.368 0.245 o.tii
Estimated value of the CV of first year Ashing mortality among reader(s)/scenark».
 ___________ Ugh Precision_______________ ' I   Low Precision___________  J
Readerjsi/Scenario Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 8ias=2 Bias^-t Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
RO 9% 8% 9% 9% ....9% 8% 8%_ — 8%
R1 8% 9% 9% 8% 9%
_  -j
8%
r  R2 9%
_
9% 9% 8% 1
„
8% 8%
R3 10% 12% 8% 8% 9% ) 11% 8% 8%
R4 9% 12% 8% I 8% 9% 11%
_
8%
R1M1 8% 8% 9% 9% 8% 8%_ _ 9% 9%_ _
8% I 9% 9% i%  ~ 1 9%  1 9% 9%_ _ _
10% 12% 5% 8% 10% 1 _  -j___ —- 8%
R4M1 10% 12% 8% 8% 10% 8%
I 8% 8% 9% 8% 8%_ 8% 8% 8%
R2M2
_  —|
9% 9% 9% ' 8% 8% 8%
I R3M2
—
12% 8% 8% 10% 12% 8% 8%
R4M2 10% 12% 8% 8% 10% 11% 8%
R1VR1 l_ 8% 8% 9% 8% 8% 8% 9% 8%
R2VR2 8% *~ l 8% 9% 9% 9% 5% 9% 8%
R3VR3 9% 11% 8% 8%
—
3% 8%
B4VR4 9% 11% 8% 8% 9% 10% 8% 8%_ _
9%
_ _
8% 9% 9% 8% 8%
I R3VR4 9% 11% 8% 8% 9% « s% 8%
R1F1 9%
_
9% 8% 9% 8% 9% 9%
R1F2
__
8% 9% t  8% 8% 0% 9% 8%_
9% 10% r  8% 9% 9% | 9% 8% 8%
I H4K> 10% 10% 8% 16% 9% 9% I 8% 8%
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Appendix E-46 Relative error of first year fishing mortality and results of the hypothesis 
test to determine if the estimated value of first year fishing mortality is 
within 10% of the true value of first year fishing mortality (sample size = 
300).
Age Sample Size = 300 
Relative error of first year fishing mortality among reader(syscenarios.
i Precision Low Precision
r* 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 1% 2%
R1 -2% -2% -2% -2% -15% -16% -15% -15%
r  re -3% I -3% -2% -2% -16% -15% -16% h -?6%_
0% -1% -34% -35% 0% 5% ^39% -40%
R4
_ _
-1% -34% -35% 0% 4% -39% -40%
R1M1 0% 1%
—
1% -8% -8%— -8% -8%
R2M1 2% 2% 2% 3% -6% _ -5% -5%
R3M1
_
-2% -33%_ _ -34% 1% I l i S T "  _ _ -37%_ _
FWM1 1% -1% -33% 5% 5% —_ _ _  - _
0% 1% 1% -8% -?% -8%
I ” R2M2 1% 0% 1% r~ 1 % -8% -7%_ _ -8%_ _ -8%
R 3 « 0% -33%_ _ _ -34% 2% -38%
R4M2 0% -2% 5 i%_ _ 2% 3% -37% -38%_ _
-4% -5% -4% -15% -15% -15% -15%
r e v re 0% 0% 1%
_  — ,
-14%_ _ -13% -14% -14%
m / m -8% -21% -32%_ _ r  -53% -42% -27%_ _ -41%
H4VB4 •10% -29% -52%_ _ -22% -39% -39%
R2VR3 2% -5% -6% -10% -18% -20%
R3VR4 -10% -26% -31% -52% -24% -42% ‘ -26%— -41%
H1F-1 0% 0% 1% 1% -8% -7% -8%
R1F2 0% 0% 1% 1%_ _ -12% -11% -11% -11%
R4F1 -5% 106% -31% -8% 1% - m i r  -35%_ _
B4F2 -2% 127% -32% -51% 1 ' ' ' -8% • —iT% -26%
Result* of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true ami estimated first year fishing mortality is less than the differential.
Differentials 10%
Hah Precision Low Precision
Reader(s)/Scenario Bias=-t 5ms- 2 Bia$=1 Bias=2 Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
Fail to Reiect Fail to Reisct Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fait to Reject Fail to Reiect faii to Reject Fail to Reiect
m Faiito Reject"] Faii to Refect Fail to fteiect Fail to Fteject Reject Fteject ____Refect___ Reject
re F^ii to Fte(“ t Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Reject Fteject Ftetoct ____B igS L—
R3 faJ to Ffepct Fail to Reiect Fteiect Ftepct Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Reiect fteiect
R4 Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fteject Fteiect Fail to Refect Fail to Reject Reiect Fteiect_ _
Fail to fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to fteieci Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Faii to Fteject Fail to Fteiect
R2M1 fail to Reiect Fait fc> Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail 'o Ftepct Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Reject Fail to Reiectr s i  ~ f i,l to fK j& t Fail to Ftepct Reject Fteiect Fail to Reiect fail to Fteject Fteiect ___ B§fect___
m u i Fail to Heiect Fail 10 Reiect Reiect Fteiect Fail to Fieiect Fait to Reiect Reject Fteiect
R1M2 Fail to ftetoct Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Faii to Fteject Fail to Reiect_ _
fait to ftepct Fail to fteiect Faii to Reject Fail to fteiect Fall to Fteiact Fail to Ftepct Faii Io Fteject fail to Reject_ _
fail to Fteiect M i ' ! 1 HdfC’ Reject Oaks#-**nsfwvi Fail to Refect Fail to Fteject Fteiect ........Reject
I B4M2 Fail to Ftefect Fail to Reiect Reject Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fail to Refect Osaksr-fnfeSffc?vl
R1VR1 1 nl to %p> t Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect F ill to fteiect Reiect Fteiect ____ m m ___ fteiect
R2VR2 Fail to Heiect Fail to fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Refect Fteiect Reject Repel Reject___
B3VR3 fail Io Heiect Fteiect Reiect Reiect Fteject Reiect Refect R » i ___
m s / m Fail to Refect Reject Reject Reiect Fteiect Fteiect rf TfcJjfcJOi M eet
m s / m fai to FVlH-t Fail to Reject F i(l tt Ret * > F*' to Rer'ct Fail to Reject .......Refect fteject Reiect_ _  _
Fail to Reiect Rriect Reiect rtrjPCI Reiect Reject -—
Faii to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Refect Fail to Reiect Fai! to Fteject,.
R1F2 fail to Reject Fail to ftepct Fail to Ftepct f-ail to Rejcct Reject Fteject ____B is-!____ Reiect
H4F1 Fail to Fteiect fteject R^ect Fteject Fail to Reject Fall to Reject Beiect Sefei—
R4F2 Fail to Rebel S e c t Reiect Reiect Fail to Fteiect fteject Reject ......B§M!— .
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Appendix E-47 Average and coefficient: of variation (CV) of first year fishing mortality
across 1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 900).
Age Sample Size = 900 
Estimated value of first fear fishing mortality among readef<s)/8cenartos. 
Tru# value of first year fishing mortality Is 0.330
Readerisl/Scenano
Ugh Precision Low Precision
I HO , 0.335 0.334 0''336
---
0.334 0.334
massed
0.336
fcsias-l 
0 336
Bias=2
R1 0-325 0,324 i S 0.324 0,279 0.281 0 281re 0-322 1 0.323 0.325 0.323 0.278 0-279 0279H3 0.333 0,329 0.218 0.213 0.332 0^350 0201R4 0.333 0.330 0.217 0.212 0.330 0.347 0 201R1M1 0.333. . 0.333 0.335 aSS 0.303 0.304 0 305R2M1 _ 0-338..... 0.338 0.339 0.337 0.314 0.314 0 315R3M1 0.330 0.325 0,223 . 0.217 0.336 f  a §42... r  0 213R4M1 0.337 0.331 24 0.213 0.349 0.3S3 0 218R1M2 0.333 0.333 0.334 0.332 0.306 0.306 0 306I reSET 0,333 ’0333 0.335 0.333 0.304  ^J06 0.306r rm 0.332 _ 0.325' 0223 0.217 0.338 0.342 ' 0 200R4M2 ____ & 3 3 3 _ J 0.326 0.223 0.217 0.339™ 1 0.343 0 206R1VR1 0.315 0.316 0.317 1 0.315 0 279  1 0.281 I 0 281 1R2VR2 _  0.332 0.331__ 0.333___ 0.331 I 0.285 1 0.287 1 0  287R3VR3 0.154 0.251 0.192 0 242___ B4VR4 0,299 _ 0.236 0.232 0.157 0.258 0,202 0 249 1R2VR3 ____ 0-336 j 0.31 S 0.313 0.323 0.296 0,271 * 0286I ravm a ® . 0.244 0.228 0.156 0.249 0.190 0 244R1F1 0.332 . 0.332 0.334____ 0.331 0.305 i 0-306 0  307R1F2 -  0.332...... 0.331 o .iii 0.332 0.292 0292 { 0 293R4F1 0.318 0,681 I 0.227 0.1S3 0.301 0.335 0 277R4F2 0.324 T 0.759 0.225 ____o - m  | 0-303 T 0.369.....1 0.246 i 0.181
Estimated value of the CV of first year fishing mortality among reader(s)/scenarkm.
Reatfef {s>/Scenario Bias=-1
Ugh Precision
Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
Low Precision
Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1
Rl
R1F1
11%
11%
11%
11%
11%
10%
8%
8%
7%
7%
7%
~7%~
7%
7%
8%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
11%
10%
8%
11%
11%
11%
11%
9%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
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Appendix E-48 Relative error of first year fishing mortality and results of the hypothesis 
test to determine if the estimated value of first year fishing mortality is 
within 10% of the true value of first year fishing mortality (sample size = 
900),
Age Sample Size = 900 
Relative error of first year fishing mortaSly among reader(*Kacenarios.
i Precision Low Precision
R0 1% 1 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 2% 1%
R1 ~ -2% 1 -2% • 1% -2% -15% -15% -15% -15%
-2%" -2% •2% -2% -16% 1 -15% -15% -15%
R3 1% 0% I
_ _
-35% 1% 6% 1 -39% -40%
R4 1%
_
-34% 0% 5% 1 -39% -40% 1
R1M1 1% 1% 2% 1%_ -8% -8% -8% -8%
R2M1 2% 2%
_ -5% -5%— -5%_ _  1 -5%
R3M1 (Ki - i%
_ _
-34% 2% -37%
R4M1 2% 0% -32% -34% 6% 7% -34% -35%—  -
I R1M2 1% i% 1% 1%—  - -7% -7% —
PS2MQ. 1% ..1% -8% -7% -8%
R3M2 1% -1% -33% -34% 2% 4% -38%
B4M2 1% -1% -32% -34% 3% 4% -37% -38%
| R1VR1 -4% -4% -4% -4% -15% -15% -15% -15%
1 R2VFS 1% o% 1% 0% -14% -13% -13% -13%
R3VR3 -7% -21% -32% -S3% -24% -42% -27% -41%
R4VR4 -9% -28% -30% -52% -22% -39% -24% -40%
j R2VR3 2% -4% -5% -2% -10% -18% -19% -21%
R3VR4 -10% -28% -31% -53% -25% -26% -41%_ _
R1F1 0% 0% 1% 0% -8% -7% -7% _ _
R1F2 1% 0% 1% 1% -12% -11% -11%
B4F1 -4% 106% -31% -54% -9% 2% -16% -35%
-2% 130%
_ _
-54% -8% 12% -25% -45%
of Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated first year Ashing mortality is tew  than the differential
D ifferential 10%
high Precision Low Precision
f  H 0 ~ ~ Faii to Fteieci Fait to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail (o Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fieiect Fa# to Refect Fail to Fteiect
j R1 Fail to Reject fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect faii to Ftetoct Refect
R2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject fail to Fteiect Faii to Reiect M eet Betect Fteject Fteject __
Faii to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Betect Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Ftepct Reject fteiect
Fail to Reject Fail to Hepct Fteiect Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Ftepct fteiect Fieiect
R1M1 Fail to Ftefcci Fail to fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to Refect Fail to Fteiect Fait to Reiect
F2M1 h i io F V /f  i Fail tt> Fteiect Fail to Fteiect fail to Refect Fall to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Faii to Reject
fail to Ftepct Fst* to Reiect Reiect Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Beiect Reiect .
R4M1 Fail to Reject Fait to Reiect Heiect Reiect fail to Fteiect Fail to fteiect Reject Fteject
R1M2
..B i*
R3W
Fail to fteiect 
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fait to Refect 
Fail to Reject 
Fail to Reiect
Fail to Ftepct 
Fall to Fteject 
Reiect
Fail to Ftepct Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect [Fait to Refect..
Fail to Fteiect Fa.t to R efft Fail jo  H nM  rail to Reiect Fail to Reject
Reject Fail to Reject ~ Fail to Reject Reject i S S ” ..t d * Fteft t fail to Reiect Ftepct
R1VR1 F t i to Rest* Fait to Refect Faii to Reject Fail to Reiect Fteiect Fteiect Ftejeci ..... R e je c t...
r e v re Fail lo Reiect faii to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Reject Fteiect Ftetect . R e g c ! -----
Faii So Fteject Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect............._Q g fe£ l_
f-aii to Repot Fteiect ftepct Ftetect Reject Reiect Fteiect ..... ...Beget-----
R2VR3 Fail to Fteiect Faii to Reject fail to Beiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Refect Reject ftepct__ Ftejeci
R3VR4 Fail to Refect 1 Fieiect Reiect —— » Reject Reject_______ 0§jact_—
R1F1
lit Fail to Bsiect Fail to Fteject H Faito Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftepct Fail to Refect
R1F2 Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fail to Refect Ftepct Reject % k.>  4_  —
S fF1 Fail to Reiect fteiect Fteject I Fteiect Fait to Ftepct Fail to Ftetect fleject__ ____fS *Q ------
t _ _ S S ______ Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Reject Fteiect _ ____8§££1------
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Appendix E-49 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of last year fishing mortality
across 1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 100),
Age Sampte S ize * 100
Estimated value of test yaar Ashing mortality among rewferf 
True value o f  test year fishing mortality Is 0.0813
Bias=-1
Ugh Precision
Btas=-2 Btas=t
Low Precision
Bias=2
__ 0.087
0087
_ _ 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.088 0.087
_ 0.092 0.091 0.092 0,110 0.111 0.112 0.110
0-093 0.092 0.092 0.093 0,112 0,112 0.112 0.111
H3 0.087 0.087 0.172 0.169 0,092 0,089 0.174 0.168
R4 0.087 0,087 0.172 0.169 0.093 0.090 0.173 0.168
r im T 0 J88 0.088 0,088 0.088 0.103 0.103 0.103 0.102
FBM1 m 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.101 I 0.102 0.101
FS3M1_ _ 0.086 0.087 0.169 0.166 0.090 0,090 0.168 0.163
0.085 0.086 0.169 0.166 0.089 ' 0.089 0.166 0.161
R1M2 _  _ _ 0.088 0.087 0.087 [ 0,088 0"i0Q 0.099 0.100 0,100
_ _ 0.088 0.088 0.088_ _ 0.088 0.100
_ _ _ _
0.100
0.086_ _ 0.087— 0,167
_ _ _ _ _
0.087 0.177 0.171
R4M2 0.170 0,167 0.089 0.088
_ _
0.172
R1VR1 0.093_ _ _ 0.093 0.093 0,093 0.110 0,110 0.111 0.110
_ _ 0.088 0.089 0.089 0.108 0.108 0.109 0.108
0.094 0.103 0,159 0.269 0,121 0.155 0.134 0.170
r  R4VR4 0.096_ _ 0.114 0.151 0,257 0.115 0.143 olii 0.163revre 0.095 0.094 0.092 0.103 0.115 0.118 0.119
R3VR4
_ _  -j
0.109 0.158 0.266 0.157 0.133 0,169
R1F1 0.088 0,068 O .M 0.088 0.103
_ _
0.103 0.102
R if  2 0,088 0.088 0.088 0.088 oTioi 0.103 0.103 0.102
R4F1 0.090 0.070 0.165_ _ 0.245 0.102 0.099 0.118 0.153
R4F2 0.083 0.067 0.190 '
_ _
0.093 ~ 0.134 0.190
Bias=-1 Btas=-2
Estimated value of the CV of last year fishing mortality among reader(syscenari03.
i Precision Low Precision
K )_ 19% 18%— 17%— 17% 18% 18% 18% 18%
19% — ??% 17% 17% 17% 17%
R2 19% 17% 17% 17%
_ _
18% 17%m 21% 23% 16% 16% 19% 22% — — -
m 21% 23% 16%_ _
_ _ — _ _ _
16% 15%mm 19% 18%— 17% 18% 17% 18% 18%
R2M1_ _ 19% — 17% 17% 18% 18% 18% 18%
21%— 19%_ _ _ _ _ 19%
_ _ _ _ _
"23%
_ _
R4M1 55% 18% — 24% 16% 16%
R1M2 19% 18% 17% 17% 18% 17% 17% 17%
fbms 19%— 18%_ _ 17% 17% i 17% 17% 18% 17%
fa n s _ _ 19% 19%
_ _ _ _
” 16% 16%
R4M2 21% — 18%
— — —
ii%
R1VR1 19% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17%
R2VR2 19% 18% 17% 17% 17% 17% 18% 17%
m v m 20% 25% 16% 17% 18% ’ 24% 17%
R4VR4 r  21% /5% 16% 1 —
—
18% 23% 17% 16%
R2VH3_ _ 19% 17% )7%
—
17% 17% 17%
21% 24% 16% 16% 17% 25% 17% 16%
R1F1 19% 18% 17% 18% 18% ii% — 18%
R1F2 19% 18% 17% 17% 17% "1 17% 17% 17%
R4F1_ _ _ 21% 20%— 16% 31% 18% 18% 18% 16%
21% 17% 34% 18% 18% 16% 16%
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Appendix E-50 Relative error of last year fishing mortality and results of the hypothesis 
test to determine if the estimated value of last year fishing mortality is 
within 10% of the true value of last year fishing mortality (sample size = 
100).
Age Sample Sfct® = 100 
Relative error of last year Ashing mortality among rea<Jer{s)/scenarios.
i Precision Low Precis
R0 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 8% 8% 7%
Rt 13% 12%
—
13% 36% 36% 37% 36%
m 14% j 13% 13% '
—  1
37% 37% 38% 37%
R3 7°4 7% 112% 108% 13% 9% 114% 107%
8% 111% 108% 14% 11% 113% 106%
I R im 8% 8% 1 8% 8% 26% 27% 27% 26%
R2M1 8%
_
7% 8% 24% 24% 25% 24%
R3M1 6%
_
108% 104% 11% 11% 106% 101%
R4M1 5%
—  i
108% 104% 9% 10% 104% 98%
m m 9% 7% 7% _ _ 23% 22%— 23% 23%
mm 8% 8%
_
23%_ 25% 24%
R3M2 6% 7%
_ _ _
105% 8% 116% 111%
r  B 4 ^ 6% 7% 109% 105%— 8%— 117% 111%
R1VR1 15% 14% 14% 35% — 36% 35%
~ R 2 V R 2 - _ 9% 9% 9% 9% 33% 34%
32%
ra v re 27% 96% 230% 49% 91% 65%— 109%
18%
—
86% % I 41% 76%— 100%
1 R2VR3 10% 17% 16% 13% 27%
46% 46%
r e v S - ~ ' 18% 35% 94% 227% 50% 93% 64% 107%
| R fFI 9% 9% 8% 8% 26% 26% 27%—
28%
s ~R1F2 8% 8% 8% 8% 26%— _ _ I 26%
R4F1 10% -13% 103% 201% 25% — 88%_ _
B4F2 8% -17% 107% 134% 22% is%
Results of testing Ho; The relative difference between the true and estimated last year fishing mortality is less than the differential.
  ' t 10%
Ugh Precision Low Precision
Reader;s)/&cenario
HO
oias=-i 
Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fieiect Fait to Fteiect Faii to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Faii to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect
HI ftetect Fteject Reiect Reject Retect Fteiect Rstact fteiect
re Reiect Reiect Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Fteiect _  ja s iis i___ Fteiect
R3 Fait to Reiect Fait to Reiect Fteject Reject fieiect Fail to Fteiect Reject fteiect
R4 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Reiect Fteiect prtifl/'fntspsut Fait to Ftejsct Fteiect . . .  ftfec t....._
R1M1 Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fait to Reiect Fait to Reiect Ftetect Fteiect ___ Sejgct___ Reiect
R2M1 fail to fteiect Fait to ftetect Faii to fteiect Fait to Reiect Fteiect Retect fteiec*___ Fteiect
* R3M1 Fait to Reiect Fait to Ftetect Fteiect Reject Fail to Fteiect Fait to Fteject Reiect Reject
R4M1 Fait to Reiect Fail to Reiect fteiect Reject Fail to Fteiect Fait to Fteiect Fteiect j Retect
R1M2 Fail to Reiect Fait to Fieiect Fait to Reiect Fait to Fteiect Reiect Retect Reiect
R2M2 Faii to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect ___ Rgtel___ ......Refect
R3M2 fait to Reiect Fait to Reiect Reiect Reiect Fait to Ftetect Fail to Reiect Fteiect Fteiect
R4M2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Reiect Reject Fait to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fteject ____9 a § 3 ___
R1VR1 Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Reiect Reiect _ ..B§tesL—
R2VR2 fall to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fait to Retect Reject___ Fteiect Resect...... Fteiect
rovre Reject Reect fteject Fteject Ftetect Reject Fteiect Rstei___
B4VR4 Reiect Reiect Reiect Reiect Fteiect
r5 _
F2VB3 Fail to Retect Fteiect Reiect fteiect Reiect Fteject Reject Reject .
R3VB4 fteiect Reiect FtefOCt Reject Fteiect Fteiect S je r t Fteiect
R1F1 fait to Fteiect Fait to Ftefect fail to Reiect Fait to Fteiect Ftetect Refect Reiect Reje L
R tf  2 Fait to Reiect Fail to Retect Fait to Reiect Faii to fteject Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect R'jfei.
R4F1 Fail to fteject Fteiect Reject Retect Reject Reiect Refect Ftec.1
Fail to fteiect Fteiect Ftejact Fteiect Reiect Reiect _ _ J 3 S L _ Fteject
!
I
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Age Sampte Sb# = 300 
Estimated value of test year flshlnf mortality among reader{syscenarto*.
Tru# vafo# o f  tost fm r  fishing m orta tty is 0.0813
Appendix E-51 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of last year fishing mortality
across 1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 300),
High Precision Low Precision
0.088 0.085 0,086 0.086 0.085 0,086. . 0.086 0,086
Rl 0.089 0.090 0.090 0.108 0,109 0.109 0.109
re 0.090 0,0*) 0.091 0.091 0.109 . 0 .110.. .. 0.110— — 0.110
0.084 0,082 0.171 0.169 0,089 0.086 0.169
R4 0.084 0.083
_ _
0.168 I 0.091 0.087 0,171 0.169
R1M1 0.085
_ _
0.087 0.087 0.100 I 0,101 0.100 0.101
R2M1 0.065 0.085 0086 0.086 0.097 0 ,099 .. .. 0.098 0.098—
0.063 0,082 0.171 0170 0.088 .... a.086......... 0166 0.164
! "mwhT" •,
_ _
0171 1 0.168 0.085 ......  0 .0 8 5_ _ . 0.163 5 J 61
R1M2 0,086 0.085 0.087 0.087 0.097 r z i s r r T 0.098_ _ _
0.086 0.086 0'087 0.087 0,098 .....0:099......... 0.099 0.099_ _ _ _ _  ^
o o i i
_ _ _
0.171 0.170 0.086 ... 0,084....... O'174 o! 172 ~
mm 0.083 0.082
_ _
0.170 0,086 .. 0 ,085...... 0.174 "5.172
I R1VR1 0.091
_ _ _ _
0.092 0.108 ... 0 ,1 ® ... 0.108 0.109
R2VR2 0.087 0.086 0.087 0.087 0.105 0.106 0.107
I R3VR3 0.091 0098 0,159 0.274 0.119 1 .... 0,1.52........ 0.132 0.171_ _ _ _ _
I 0 M 3
_ _
0.151 0.258 0.112 ... .0 .,1.40.11 0.127 0.163
R2VR3 0.08? 0.092 0093 0.090 0.101 I .... 01113_..... 0,116 0.118
i R3VR4 0.093 o ’105 0.157 0.268 0,120 ... 0.155...IT* 0.131 ' 0.169
R1F1 aoee r  3 5 5 " 0.067 0.087 0.100 0.101 0.100 0.101_ _
0,068 0.086 0,087 0.067 0.101 .... 0,102___ 0.102 0.102
R4f1 0.08? 0.164 0.293_ _ 0096_ _ _ .....o - m Z J a m 0,151
H4F2 55 0.064 0.167 0.091 0.132 0.190
Estimated value o f the  CV  of last year fishing mortality among reader(syscenark».
I   Hgh Precisi o n ______________ I .  low Precision
Reader(s)/Scenario Bias=2 Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
RO 17% 15% 16% 17% 16% 16% 16% 16%_  :
16% 16%
——
17% 16%" 16% 15% I 16%
I re 17%
—
16% j 17% 15% 16% 15% 15%
r  Fa 17%  ”1 18% 15% I 15% 16% 20% 14% 15%— ___ 18% 15% 15% 16% 19% 15% 15%_ _  ^
17% 15% 16% 17% 16% 16% 16% 16%
R2M1 17% 16% 16% 16% 16% 15% 16%
l ~ ~  R3M1 18% 19% 15%_ _ 16% 17% 20% 14% 15%_ _ _
17% 19% 16% 17% 21% 15% 15%
R1M2 17% 16% 16% 17% 15% 16%_ _ _ 15%_ _ 15%
R2M2
—
16%
—%
17% ~s%
19% 15% 16% 17% 20% 14% 15%_ _
18% 19% I 15% 16% ~1 16% 10% 15% 15%
f“  R1VR1 16% 16% 16% 17% 15% 16% 15% 16%
16% 15% 16% 17% 16% 15% 15% 16%
I R3VR3 17%
— %
15% 15% 16% 20% 15% 15%_ _
r  17% 20% 15% 15% 16% 20% 15% 15% j
I R2VR3 16%
—
I 16% 17% 16% 16% 15% 15%—
17% 19% 15% 15% 16% 21% 15%
R1F1 16% 16% 16% 17% 16% 1 16% 16% 16%
R1F2 17% 15% 16% [ 17% 15% I 16% 1 15% 15%
I R4P1 17% I 17% 15%
_ _ _
16% 16% 15% I 15%
R4F2 17% 16% 15% 22% I 16% 17% 15% 15%
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Appendix E-52 Relative error of last year fishing mortality and results of the hypothesis 
test to determine if the estimated value of last year fishing mortality is
within 10% of the true value of last year fishing mortality (sample size = 
300).
Age Sample Size = 300 
Relative error of last year fishing mortaBty among reader(s)/scenari0s.
i Precision * Precision
no
_ _ _ _ _
5% 6% 6% 5% 6% 6% 6%
R1
—
9% 10% 11% 33% 34% 34% 35%
R2 10% 11% 11% 12% 34% 36% 35% 36%
r e 3% 1% 1 110% i_ _ 108% 10% 5% 111% 108%
m 4%
_
107% 11% 7% 110% 107%
R1M1 6% 5% 7% 7% 23% 24% 23%_ _ 24%
m i 5% 4% 5% 6% 20% 22% _ _ 21%
I ~  FBM1 2% 1% 111% 109% 8% 6% 101%—
1% 0% 111% 107% 5% 5% 100%
R1M2 6% 5% 7% 7% 19% 21% 20% 21%
R2M2 6% 5% 7% 7% 21% 22%_ _ _ 21%
I R3M2 2% 1% 111% 109% 5% 112%_  -
2% 1% 111% 109% 6% l 1S T 115% 112%
S v 5 i 12% 12% 13% 13% 33% 34% 33%— 34%_
7% 6% 7% 7% 29% 31%
FBVFO 12% 21% 96% 237% 48% 87% 62% 110%
B4VR4 14% 35% 85% 218% 38% 72% 56%
r e v ra 7% 13% 14% 11% 24% 39% 43% r  45%
R3VR4 29% 93% 230% 47% 90% 62% I 108%
R1F1 6% 6% 7% 7% 22% 24% 23% 24%
R1F2 6% 5% 7% 7% 24% 25% 25%
R4F1 6% -17% 102% 261% 21% 20% 41% 86%_ __ _
4% -21% 106% 251% 18% 12% 83%
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated tart year fishing mortality is  less than the differential.
Differentials 10%
Ugh Precision Low Precision
Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
no Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect_
fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Reject fteiect Reiect Fteject
R2 Fail to Repel Fail to ftetect Fteiect Fteiect fteiect Reiect Retect Fteiect
IB Fail to Reiect fail to Reiect Reiect Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Reiect Ftetect
R4 Failto Reiect Fail to Reiect Reiect Reiect Fteiect Fail to Reiect Reiect Reject_ _
Fait to Ftetect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Ftetect Reiect ____ Bate!___ ____Refect___ Reiect
R2M1 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect fail to Fteject Fail to Reiert Fteiect ____ Basd___ Fteiect Reiect
R3M1 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Ftetect Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fteiect_ _
Fail to Retect Fail to Reiect Retect M e e t ...... Fail to Fteiect Fait to Reiect Fteiect . . ..M ecL .
R1M2 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Ftetect Fail to Reiect Fail to Retect Reiect ___Reject____ fteject Refect
R2M2 Fail to Reset fail to fteieet Fail to Refect Fail to Reiect Reject Retect ftetect Reiect
R3M2 Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect ftetect Fteiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect fteiect ...ftefect___
R4M2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Refect Reject Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect ........Refect___ ___R ifc t
R1VR1 r_  Reiect Fteiect Reject Retect Reject [ -R e te ! .___ Reiect Reiect_ _
Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject 'F a il to Reiect F«f‘ io Kiject Ftetect Fteiect Fteject ftegct
R3VR3 Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect fteiect Reiect Reiect h Fteiect Reiect___
R4VR4 Reiect Reiect Reiect rtfcjftJt-t fteject Fteiect S £ T Reject
R2VR3 Fail to fteieet Reiect Fail to Reject Reiect Reject Reject___ f  R%ecs
R3VR4 Fteiect Reject Reiect Fteiect fteiect Reiect ftetect Fteject
R1F1 Fail to Reiect Reject fail to ftetect I F a i to S te c T Ftetect Refect Refect __FfeiS iL__
R1F2 Fail to Reiect Faii to Reject Fail to Ftetect fail to Reject Fteject Fteiect fteiect Reject
R4F1 Fail to fteiect Reject Fteject Reject Refect Reject Fteject j Reject___
R4F2 Fail to Fieiect fteject Refect fteiect Reject _ S S t e £ L _ Reiect Reject
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Age Sample Size = 900 
Estimated value of hnt yew fishing mortality «n »n g  readerfsy scenarios.
True value of last year fishing mortality is 0.0813
I HqhPirecisiCTi I LowPrecision I
Appendix E-53 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of last year fishing mortality
across 1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 900),
ReadertsVScenafio 8ias=-1 Bias=-2 8ias=1 8ias=2 Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Blas=2
R0 o.css 0.085_ _ 0.085_ _ 0.084 0,085 0.085 0.085 0,085
R1 0.089 _ _ 0.088 0.108 0.106 0.109 0-108
R2 0.088 0.090 0.088 0.109 0.109 0.109 0.108
r a 0.083 0.062
_ _
0,167 0.089 I 0,084 0.172 0,168
R4 0.083 0.083 0.170 0,166 0.090 0,085 0.172 0,166
R1M1 0.085
_ _
0.086_ _ 0,085 0.099 0.100_ _ 0.099 0.099_ _
0,085 0,085 0.084 0.097 0.098 0.097
' R3M1 0,082 0,082 0.170 0.167 0,088 0,084 0.165 0.161
H4M1
_ _ _ _ _ _
0,081 0.170 0,166 34 0.083 0.162 0,159
R1M2 '
_ _
0,086 0,086 0,084 0.097 0.097
_ _ _ _ _
r e * 0.08S 0.086 0.086 0.085 ' 0.098 0.098
_ _ _ _ _
' ' ' 0.097'_ _ _ _ _
0.062 0.082
_ _
0,167 I o 'o ii 0.083
_ _ _ _
_ _
o.oaz 0,082 0.171 0.167 0.085 0,083 0.175 0.170_ _ _ _ _ _ _
0.091_ _ 0.090
_ _
0.108 0.108 0.107
0.086 0.085 0.105 0.105 0.106 0.105
R3VR3 0.090 0.098
_ _
0.268
_ _
0,151
_ _
0.189_ _
0.092 0,109 0.150 0.254 0.112 0.138 o . i i i 0.181_ _ _ _
0.092 0.092 0.088 0.100 0.112 0.116 0.116_ _ _ _ _
0.092 0.105 0;1S^ 0.263 0.119 0.152 0.131 0.167_ _
0.086 0.086 1 o.oss 0,085 0.098 0.099 0.100 0.099_ _
0.086 o.oei 0,066 0.085 0.100 0.101 0.101 0.100_ _ _ _
0,068 0.163 0.291 0.097 0.096 0.113 0.149_ _ _ _ ___ _ _
0.300 0.098 0.090 0.131 0.187
Estimated value of the CV of last year Ashing mortality among reader{s)/scenarlos.
HghPficision ' ' ' UmPmdSm
fteatfert s)/Scenario Biass-1 Blas=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 Bias=-i Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
TO
_ _  - _ _
16% 15% 16% 16% 16% 16%_
15%
_ —
15% 15% 16% 16% 15%
R2_ 15%
— —
15% 16% 16% 15% 15%
_ 16%— 21% 1_ 15% 14% 16% 19% 15% 15%
14% 14% 17% 19% 15% 15%_ _ _ _
17% 16%— 15% 16% 16% 16% 15%_ _
15% 17% 15% 16% 16% 16% 16%_ _
17%_ _ 21% 15% 14% 17% 19% 15% 15%_ _
21% 14% 14% 17% 20% 15% 15%
m m 16% 17% 5 %  ~1 15% 16% 16% 16% 15%_ _
16% 17% 15% “  15% ' 16% 16%
—
15%
r e S i 16% 21% 15% 14% 16% 19% __ 15% 15%
R4M2
—
22%— 14% 14% 17% 20% 15% 15%
R1VR1 16% 15% 15% 15% 16% 15% 15%
R2VR2 16% 17%
—
15%
—
16% 16% 15%_ _
16% 21% 15% 14% ^  16% 1 20% 15% 15%
“ 1R4VW 16%— 21% 15% 14% 18% 19% 15% 5_ 14%
R2VR3 —
—
15% 15% 16% 16% I 15% 15%
R3VR4 21% 15% 14% [  16% 20% 15%
R1F1 16% 17% 16% 15% 16% I 16%
_ _
16%
R1F2 15% ' ' ' ' 17% ' ' ' 15% 15% 15% [  15% [  i i% , 15%
R4F1 16%
—
14% 14% 16% 16% I 16% r 15%
R4P2 16% 19% 15% 13% 16%
— —
14%
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Appendix E-54 Relative error of last year fishing mortality and results of the hypothesis 
test to determine if the estimated value of last year fishing mortality is 
within 10% of the true value of last year fishing mortality (sample size = 
900).
Age Sample Size = 900 
Relath* error o f last year fishing mortality among reader(s)/*cerariM.
Hqh Precision tow Precision
4% 4%
_
3% 4% 5% 5% 4%
Rl 9% 9% 9% 8% 32% 33%— 33% 32%
F2 10% 10% 10% 9% 34% 34% 33%
R3 2%
_
109% 105%_ _ 9% 4% 111% 106%
R4 2% 2% 109% 10% 5% 111% 105%
R1M1 5% 5% 6% 4% r  21% — 22%— I 22% 21%
FCM1 4% 4% 4% 3%_ _ 20% 19%
FBM1 1 1% 1% 110% 6% 4% 103% 98%_ _
0% 0% 109% 104%_ _ _ 4%_ _ 2%_ _ r  99% — 95%
5% 5% 5% —— 19%
Few
_
8% 6% 5% r 55% _ _ 21% 19%_ _ _
1% 1% 110% 106% 5% 114% 110%
1%
——
110% 5%— 2% 115%— 109%—
R1VR1 11% 11% 12% 10% — 33%— _ _
R2VR2 6% 6% 6% 4% 29%
rev ra 11% —% 95% 229% 46% ^  86% 61%— 107%_ _
R4VR4 13%
__
84%
_ _
38%_ 70%
Havre 6% 13% 13% 8% 37% 42% r  42%
R3VR4 13% 29% 92%_ 224% 46% r 61% 105%
R1F1 6% r ~ 6% 5% 21% .........22%" 22% ‘ 21%_ _
5% 5% 6% 4% 23% 24% 24% 23%
B4F1 5% •17%
_ _
258% 20%— 18% 40% 83%
B4F2 3% -21% 105% 268% 10% 5% 130%
Results of testing Mo: The relative difference between the true and estimated last year fishing mortality Is test than the differential.
Differentials 1 0%
[ ' HoiTPracislQfi I _____________________ low Precision_________________
Readarfsl/Scenaiio Bias--1 2 Bias-1 Bias -? Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Sias=2
R0 Fail to Reiect Faii to Repel s-atl rtjeci Fail to Fteiect f-hi to Ftegy t Fail to Reject Fait S3 Fteiect Fail to Reiect
R1 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect fteiect fteiect Fteiect Fteiect
02 Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Ftetect Ftetect Reiect Refect Reiect
R3 Fail to Fteiect Fail lo Reiect Reject rst^ itsvi Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Reject Fteiect
R4 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Reject Fteject r Ail >0 Rffi* t Fait to Fteiect Fteject Reject
R1M1 Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fieiect Fail tc Fteiect Reiect Fteiect Reject Reiect
H2M1 Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fait to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Ftetect Fteiect Reiect Fieiect
R3M1 Fait to Ftetect F ,ii to Reiect Reiect Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Fteject Fteiect Reiect
R4M1 Fait to Reiect fail to Reiect CfcfiMO/’frrTCSpjt't Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect ...... ................ ReiectR1M2-
Faii to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect fteiect Fteject .  B agel Ftejecl
R2M2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Faii to Fteject Reject Fteject ___ Reject___ Fteiect
F8M2 f-a J to Reject Fait to Retect Reject Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect . . .Reject . Refect
R4M2 Faii to Reject Fail 10 Ftegct Reiect Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fail to Fteiect Fteject Reiect_ _
Fteiect Reject Reject Fail to Reiect Reject Reject ....... Refect....... Reject
re v re Fail to Reiect r FaiitoReiec! Fail to Reject Faii to Ftetect Reiect Fteiect .......Reject . . . Fteiect
R3VR3 r  nl to Reject Reject Fteject Reject Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect Fteiect_ _
Re»ef Reiect Reject Reject Reject Reject . .Fteject.. . Reject
R2VR3 Fail to Fteiect Refect Reiect Faii to Fteiect Reject Rgact Reject Fteject
R3VR4 Reject Reject Fteiect ftetect Fteject Reiect Fteiect Reject_ _
Faii to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fieiect Fail to Fteject Repel Fteiect Repot Fteject
R1F2 Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Fteject Faii to Fteject Regct Reiect Fteiect Fteject
R4F1 Fail to Reiect Reject Reiect fieiect Fteiect Reject Reject Reject
B4F2 1 rfi1 to Repr Reject Reject Fteject Reject Fail to Fteject _ J ± t L L _ Refect
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Appendix £-55 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of selectivity of age 2 fish
across 1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 100).
Age Sample Size * 1 I»
Eatknatod value of aaiectlvfty of age 2 anw nf readerfayacaMrioa. 
True value of selectivity of age 2 1*0.187
~ 1 ~T~~~— __________ lo w  Precision___________  [
Header(s)/Scenario Bias=-1 8las=-2 Bias=1 B<js-  t Bias=*2 Bias=1 Bias=2
0.240 0.235 0.235 0.243 0.231 0.233 0.232 0.239
Rl 0.223 0-223 0.225 0.225 0.356 0.357 0.355 0.359
m 0.228 0,228 0.229 0.231 0.367 0.368 0.364 0.368
m 1.228 2.370 a a 1.092 2.233 a am 1.226 2,394 a a 1.102 2.259 a a
1 R1M1 0.234 0.232 0,229 l  o s ?
_ _
I 0.335 I 0.335 0.336
R2M1 0.228 0.218 0.225 1 0.226
_ _
| 0.347 0^342 0344
R3M1_ _ 1.259 2.390_ _ a a 1.205 | 2.417 a a
1,257 8 a 1.221 2,483 a a
R1M2 0,232— 0,230_ _ 0.226 0.255 0,258 0.255
_ _
r- ~ rS S T 0,223 0.224 I o i i i - 0,262 0.258 0.261
1 r a w -  _ _ 2,386 a a 1,125 |_ 2.316 i a a
1254 2.395 a a 1.124 2,322 a a
R1VR1_ _ _ 0.237 0.242 0.235 0.237 0.148 0.150 0.161 0.150
_ _ 0.219 0.224 0.220 0.226 0.344 ' 0.346 0.343 0,346
1.211 2.738 a a 0.989 3.140 a a
R4VR4 1.221 3.023 a a 1.028 2.998 a a
R2VFQ 0,260 0.278 0.232 0.224 0.513 0.637 0.211 0.314
H3VR4 1.223 2.910 a a 0.990 3.151 a a
R1F1 0.245 0.241 0.239 0,248 0.267 0.272
_ _
0,255
R1F2_ _ 0.241 0,237 0.235 0.244 0,201 0.207 0.199 0,189
1.244_ _ 0.411_ _ a a 0.768 0.703 a a
R4F2 a a 0.749 0.624 a a
Estimated value of the CV of selectivity o f age  2 among reader(s)/scenarios.
) Precision Low Precision
HO 82% 79% 80% 83% 78% 77% 78% 80%
R1 29% 29% 33% 33% 13% 13% 13% 14%
R2 21% 22% 24% 26% 13% 13% 13% 14%
re 10% 11% a a 11% 11% a a
R4 11% 11% a a 11% 11% a a
R1M1 74% 72% ?G% 74% 15% 15% 15% 15%p _ _ _ _
68% 58% £5% 66% 15%
_ _ _ _ _
15% 15%
_ _ _ 11% 11%— a a 12% 12% a a
11% a a 12% 12% a a
_ _  , 75% 73% 71% 75% 15% 15% 15% 15%
69% 59% 67% 67% 14% 15% r ™~~15% ' 15%
r ~ R3M2_ _  ; 11% 11% a a 11% 11% a
11% 11% a a 11%
_ _
a a
R1VR1_ _ 88% 88% 86% 87%
—
72% 90% 72%
58% 63% 60% 65% 13% 14% 13% 14%
R3VR3 11% 10% a a
——
10% a
R4VR4_ _ 11% 11% a a 7 i% 10% ' a a
_ _ 14% n— 15% 82% 33% 12% 11% 16% 15%
10% a a 10% a
I R1F1 f~ ‘ 82% 79% 79% 82% 85% 87% 86% 1 84%— ^2
83% 81% 81% 84% 122% 123% ' 123% 121%
I R4F1 _ _ 11% i 11% a a 13% 12% a a
11% 11% 8 a 12% 11% a a
l i e  selectivity of age 2 fish was not estimated among some or all of these simulation runs.
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Appendix E-56 Relative error of selectivity of age 2 fish and results of the hypothesis 
test to determine if the estimated value of selectivity of age 2 fish is 
within 10% of the true value of selectivity of age 2 fish (sample size = 
100).
Age Sample Size = 100 
Relative error of selectivity of ups 2 among reacter(*yscefwrio*.
Ugh Precision Low Precision
HO
_
26% 26% 30% 23% 25% 24% 28%
R1
_ _ _
20% 20% 20% 90% 91% 90% r  92%_ _
R2 22% 22% 22% 23% 97% ! 97% 95%
R3 557% 1167% a a 404% 1094% a a
R4 556% 1180% a a 489% 1108% a a
R1M1 25% 24% 22% 25% 79% 79% 79% 80%_ _
22% 17% 21% i i% ~ 64% 86% 83% 84%
I R3M1
_ _
1178% a a 544% 1193% 8 a_ _
572%
_ _
a_ _ a 553% ~ 1 1228% a a_ _
24% 23% 24% 36%
r_ _ _
37% 37%
R2M2 21%
—
19% 20% 39% 40% 38% 39%
R3M2 572% a a 501% 1139% a a_ _ _ _ _
571% 1181% a a— S01% _ _ a a
I B1VR1 27%
_ _
25% -21% -14% -20%_ _
17% 20% 18% 21% 84% 85% 83% 85%
R3VF8 547% 1364% a a 429% 1579%_ _ 8 a
R4VR4 553% 1517% a a 449% a a_ _
33% 49% 24% 20% 174% r  241% 13% 68%_ _ _
554% 1456% a a 429% 1585% a— a
R1F1 31% 29% 28% 33% 43% 46% 36%
R1F2 29% 27% 26% 8% 11% 6% 1%
R4F1 * 5 % 120% a a 311% r  276% a a___
563% 108% a a 301% 234% a a
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated selectivity of age 2 is leas than the differential.
D ifferential 10%
i Precision Low Precision
HO Fteiect Reject Fteiect _ .Refect___ Fteiect Reiect Reiect Reject
R1 ftefecf Reiect Reject .» * = ! ....... Rated fteiect ____Betel___ Reject
re Refect Reiect Fteject . . . .Refect...... Fteiect fteject ___Reject____, Paget
R3 Fteiect Reject a a Reject Repct a 3
B4 Raise! Reject a a Reject Reject a a
R1M1 Fteject Reiect Fteiect ....... ftsfiSt _ ____Refect___ Reject Reiect Reject
Fteiect Fteiect Reject Reiect ......ftefect___ Ftefecf Fteiect Fteiect„ ^
ftetect Reject a a ....... B§test___ Reject a a_ _ _ _ _
Fteieet Fteject a a ____Refect___ Reject a a
r im S Fteiect Reject fteiect ____m m ___ -Refect___ Fteject ...... f i? te c L _ Reject
r "  R2M2 ftoject Reiect . . Reject ____Reiect___ ......F te te f iL Reject Reiect Reiect
I R3M2 Reject Fteiect a a ftetect Reiect a a
R4M2 rsesftM^l Reject 3 ......... f ............ Reject Reject ______ 3______ a
R1VR1 Reject fteject Reject Reject__ fteiect Retect Rej§£!____ Reject
H2VR2 Fteiect Reiect Reject Ftefci__ Reject____ fteiect Reiect Repci_ _
Reiect M eet a ^ a ..Reject... Fteiect a a
R4VR4 Rotci _ a a_ _ L .....EH§ct....._ Fteiect a a
R2VR3 Fteject Reject fteject Reiect Reject
R3VR4 Reject a a __ i f e ! __ Reiect a a
R1F1 Reject Reject Reiect Retect . . RpjtSf____ fteiect Reiect Refect
R1F2 Fteiect Reject Fteject Fail to R t#ci Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject
R4F1 fteject Fteiect a a n«ert Fteject a a
I R4F2____ __ Reiect Reject t a a __ B S § £ i _ Reiect a a
* 'The selectivity of age 2 fish was not estimated among some or ail of these simulation runs.
19#
AmXMidix E-57 Average and coeffitient of variation (CV) of selectivity of ^ 2 f i s b
1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size -  300).across
Age Sannple Size = 300 
Estimated wlue of °» *9* 2 “ * » 9  roader(*!/«*n«r.os.
True «»tua o f s#tectw ity o f «9R 2 is 0.187
Estimated value o i the CV of selectivity of age 2 among reader^*)/scenarios,
High Precision
Low Precision____
8ias=iS Bias=1 Bias=2
10%
7%
R1VR1
10%
T%
9%
8%
10%
7%
7%
10%
10%
7%
10%
7%
7% 7%
8%
10%
10%
10%
7%
17%
7%
10%
7%
7%
7%
7%
9%
7%
10%
7%
11%
7%
7%
11%
8%
7%
11%
7%
7%
7%
7%
12%
7%
12%
12%
7%
12°H
9%
III
12%
12%
• The selectivity o» age 2 fish was not estimated among some or a l of these simulation runs.
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Appendix. E-58 Relative error of selectivity of age 2 fish and results of the hypothesis 
lest to determine if the estimated value of selectivity of age 2 fish is 
within 10% of the true value of selectivity of age 2 fish (sample size = 
300).
Age Sample See = 300 
Relative error of selectivity of age 2 among reader(s)/scenark>s.
High Precision________________~ j ———-
Reader(s)/Scenario Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias^i 8ias=2 8ias=-1 Bias=-2 8ias=1 Bias=2
1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%
16% 16% 16% 16% 89% 89% 89% W%
re 20% 21% 21% 1 20% 95% 95% 95% 96% 1
re 556% 1150% a a 482% 1083% a a 1
R4
_ _
1165% a a 490% 1101% a a 1_ _
4% 4% 4% 4% 1 77%— 77% 78% j_ _
5% 5% 5% 5% 82% 82%
R3M1 1161% a a r  545% 1181% a a I
R4M1 571% 1172% a a 548% 1217% a a 1
R1M2 3% 3% 3% 3% 35% 35% 35%
—  |
_ _ _
4% 4% 4% 4% 37% 37% 37% 37% 1
R3M2 571% 1159% a 3 501%_ _ 1127% a a 1
" R4M2 870% 1185% a a _ _ 1138% — - a a 1_ _
R1y fi1 -3% -4% -3% -4% _ _ I -29% —_ _
6% 8% 6% 6% 83% m i 1
547% 1357% a a 428% 1592% a a_ _
555% 1517% a a 448% a a I
R2VR3 38% 48% -t% 15% _ g r 240% 12% 66% 1
R3VR4 % 1453% a a 430% 1599%— a_ _ _ _ _ a 1—
R1F1 3% 2% 3% 2% 2%_ _ _ _
R1F2 1% 0% 1% 0% -34% ■SbT
B4F1 565% 118% a a 310% 273% a a I
H4F2 562% 106% a a 299% 232% 3 a 1
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated selectivity of age 2 is less than the differential.
Differentials 10%
High Pre c i s i o n _________ ~ I  Low Precision
Reader{ si/Scenario Bias=-1 Blas=-2 Bias=l Bias=2 Bia$=-1 8ias=-2 8ias=1 8ias=2
Faii 1o Reiect Fail to Refect Faii to Reiect faii to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect, _ _  _ _ _ _
Fteiect Reiect Reiect ........ 'Reject Reject Reiect Reject
r e Reiact Reiect Heiect Reiect i Reiect ____3§££t___ Reiect
Reject fteiect a a Reiect Reject a B.
R4 Reject Fteiect a a s i s Fteject a a_ _ _
Fail to Refect Fall to Reiect Fail to Reject Fait to Fteject Reiect Reiect Reject
B2M1 fail to Beiect faii to Reiect Faii to Raise! Fail to Ftepct Reject Reiect Reject fteject
R3M1 ftCjOCt Fteiect a a Reject Refect a a
R4M1 “ Reject fteiect a a Fteiect Refect a a_ _
Fail to Reiect Faii 1o Fieiect Fail to Ftepct Fail to Reject Z I S m Z J Refect fteiect Refect
R2M2 Faii to Fteiect Fait to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject ____ Bassl____ Reiect Reject_ _
Reiect Reiect a a ......Refect....._ Reiect a a
R4M2 Fteiect a a ftefect___ Fteiect a a
““  R1VR1 «- »■ »o Re/ * Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject inject Reject Reiect
l _  R2VR2 Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fieiect ____Sstesl___ Reject Reject Reject
f_ S iv r e ” rV|u 1 Reject a a L  .Reject____ Reiect a a
R4VR4 Heiect Reiect a a L L M ssL ^ . Ftefect a_ _ _ _ a
R2VR3 Reiect Reiect Fail to Reject Fteiect ...... Refect _ _ Reiect Fteject
' R3VR4 Refect Reiect a a _ _  Refect Reject a a—
Faii to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reiect fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fait to Reject
R1F2 Fai! to Fieiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Reiect Fteiect Refect Reiect
i R4F1 Reject Fteiect a 3 fieiect Reiect a a
_______ Reiect Reiect a a Reiect Ftetoct a { a
* The selectivity of age 2 fish was not estimated among some or a l of these simulation runs.
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Appendix E-59 Average and coefficient of variation (CV) of selectivity of age 2 fish
across 1000 replicates by reader type(s)/scenarios (sample size = 900).
Age Sample Size *  900 
Estimated value of selectivity o f age 2 among reader<s)/scenarios. 
True value o f selectivity of age 2 is  0.18?
Hah Precision Low Precision
Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 Bias»-1
0.188
Bias=*2 Bias=1 Biasc2
0,187
0.188
0.217
1.219
1.249
1.247
0.197
1.204
1.213
0.191
0.187
0.216
0.224
0.187
1.234
0.179
0.187
0.215
0.223
a
0.195
0.190
0.187
0.216
0.223
0.193
0.195
0,191
0.193
0.178
0.186
0.190
0.193
0.179
0.188
0.353
0.364
00
0.214
0.190
1.120
0.190
0.121
0.747
3,161
0.331
0.340
0.341
0.191
0.122
0.618
0.1900.121
0.252
0.133
0.341
0.191
0.122
Estimated value of the CV of selectivity of age 2 among reader{*)/scenartos.
High Precision tow Precision
Readerfsl/Scenario
 m . _
Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Blas=i 8ias=2 Bias=-1 Blas=-2 Bias=1
Bias=2
R1
_BL_
R3
B1M1
J1ML
R3M1_
B4M1
* w . . .
_ea«.
R3M2
R4M2
R1VR1
R2VR2.
R3VR3
R4VW
R3VR4
R1F1
R1F2
6%
5%
5%
7%
7%
7%6%
6%
6%
5%
5%
7%
7%
6%
R4F1 5%
5%
5%
6%
5%
6%
5%
5%
7%
5%
7%
8%
7%
•704
5%
5%
7%
7%
5%
~5%~
7%
8%
6%
7%
5%6%
7%
7%
5%
5%
7%
7%
5%
5%
6%
7^/o
f t is  selectivity of age 2 fish was not estimated among some or a l of th e *  simulation runs.
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Appendix E-60 Relative error of selectivity of age 2 fish and results of the hypothesis 
test to determine if the estimated value of selectivity of age 2 fish is 
within 10% of the true value of selectivity of age 2 fish (sample size = 
900).
Age Sample Size = 900 
Relative error of setectwiy of age 2 among rMde^cyacanario*.
| ' j j j jT p ra S tm  1  low Precision
ReaderfsVScenario Bias*-1 Bia$=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2 — Bias=-2 Bias- *_ _ _ Bias=2
_ * T 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
' — j- 16% r  15% 15% 15%
p _ ™ _ _
89% , 89% 89%—
20%
—
19% 20% 96% ' 95% ' 95% 98%
552% 1149% a a 482% 1 1076% a a_  r-
551% 1162% a a 488% 1092% a s_ _ _
3% ' 3%~ 3% 3% 77% 77% 77% 78%_ _  .
5% 5% 4% 4% r 82% 81% 82% 81%
569% a a S£i% 1168% a a_ _
568% 1i m i  ~ a a 549% 1205% a a
R1M2 r 2% 2% 2% i% 35%— 35% 35% r ~ 35% _
I V&KL I 4% 3% 3% 3% 37% 37% '
567% 1157% a a 500% 1117% a a_ _  p
567% 1162% a a
_ _ _ _ _
1126% a a_ _ _ _ _  j-
•4% -4% -5% -4% -29% -29% -29% -29%_ _
5%
_
5% 83% —33% 82% 83%
544% 1359% a a 429% 1591% a a_ _ _ _ _  —j-
582%
_ _
a a 450% 1514% a a_ _ _  — p
37% 47% -3% 15% 172%_ _ 240% 12% 65%_ _  r
552% 1456% a a 1602% a a
R1F1 1 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%_ _ 2% 2%_ _  t-
0%
_ _
-1% 0% -35% -35% -35%
562% 116% a a 311% 272% a a
R4F2- ““ 1 560% 104% a a 300% 231% a a
Results of testing Ho: The relative difference between the true and estimated selectivity of age 2 is less than the differential.
Differentiate 1 0%
£_____________________________ ' I towPrecijyT
Readerjsj/Scenario Bias»-1 Bias=-2 BiasM Bias^g Bias=-1 Bias=-2 Bias=1 Bias=2
no Fail to Reiect fait to Reject Fail to Fteiect Fait to. Ftepct Fail Id Reject Faii to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Refect
- fteject Reject Reject Reiect Fteiect Reject Reject Fteiect
i T ~ ~ “ Reject Reiect Fteiect Reject Reiect Reiect i Ftepct Reiect
Fteiect Reiect a a Reject tnUJwCl a a
m Reiect Refect a a Reiect Reject a a
R1M1 Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Reject neffcjvi Refect Reject
R2M1 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reiect Fall to Reiect Fail to Reiect Reject Fteject Reiect Reject
R3M1 Fteject fteiect a a fteiect Reject a a
R4M1 Reiect Reiect a a Beiect Reiect a a
m m Fait ts Heiect Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Fail to Reject Reject Reject Reject Reject
m m Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteject Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Reiect Reiect Reject Reject_ _
Reject Reiect 8 a Fteiect Reject a a
R4MJ fteiect Refect a a Fteiect Reject a a
R1VR1 fail to Reiect Fail to fteiect Fail to Reiect Fail to Fteiect Reiect Reiect Reject Rateef
f e v re Fail to Reiect Fail to Beiect Fail to Reiect Fait to Fteject Reject Reject Reiect Reiect
R3VR3 Beiect Reject a a Reject Refect a a
WVB4 Fteject Fteject a a Reiect Reiect a a
i r e v r e Reiect Ftepct Faii to Reject Reiect Reiect Reset Reject Reject
I r e v m  I Fteigcf Fteiect s a Reject Reiect a a
R1F1 Fail to Reiect fail to fteiect Fail to Reject Fail to Fteiect Faii to Reject Fail lo Reject fail to Fteiect Fail to Reject
R1F2 Fail to Reiect Fail to Reject Faii to Reject • ill — R« isrt Reject Repsct Reject Reiect
R4F1 Reset Rwect a a Refect Reject a a
R4F2 Reiect Reset a a Reject Fteiect a a
* The selectivity of age 2 fish was not estimated among some or a l of these simulation runs-
